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ABSTRACT
Smyrl, Anne, M.A., Fall 2019

Anthropology

Chairperson: Dr. Anna Marie Prentiss
Learning From Stone: Using Lithic Artifacts to Explore the Transmission of Culture at Bridge River,
British Columbia
Inherent in all tool-making traditions is the necessity of teaching the next generation of toolmakers. The
learning process, although crucial to our understanding of past societies, is difficult to study
archaeologically, due to its intangibility. However, some technologies leave visible traces of their
production. Key among these are chipped stone tools, known as lithics, which leave distinct
archaeological traces of each part of the creation processes. Modern experimenters have recreated these
processes, and as a result, have revealed archaeologically-visible differences between novice and expert
knappers. These can be identified in archaeological lithic assemblages, and serve as a starting point for
identifying the potential presence of novice knappers at archaeological sites.
The Bridge River site, a pithouse village site in British Columbia, has yielded a collection of stone
projectile points ranging from expertly crafted to crude and unfinished. Using these projectile points,
this project seeks to piece together the social context within which novice toolmakers learned to knap.
In order to do so, the project examines the points themselves, but also places them in the context of
ethnographic depictions of the St’át’imc, the village’s builders and inhabitants, and of the broader
literature on craft learning. From these three lines of evidence, a model of the transmission process at
the Bridge River village is suggested, one dominated by an informal, perhaps observation-based
learning environment.
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Chapter one
Introduction
The nature of human biological makeup and social organization means that everything humans
do, with the exception of certain necessary biological functions, must be learned. Starting from the
moment of birth, humans absorb the world around them and make sense of it (Schlegel 2011). As a result,
learning functions on both a macro and a micro scale. Entire cultures are created by groups of people
learning and passing along certain ways of thinking, speaking, and behaving; on an individual scale, each
member of a culture must learn how to think, speak, and behave appropriately. Archaeology is, for the
most part, best equipped to study learning at the macro scale. Large scale religious traditions, for instance,
typically leave monuments or other physical traces, the development of which can be traced
archaeologically. Individual discoveries or expressions of faith, on the other hand, are nearly impossible
to detect, particularly without the aid of a written record of some kind. Certain things, however, are
inherently tied to the material, such that the learning process itself is conserved in objects. Craft learning
is key among these, as by necessity the learning process includes creating physical objects. It is thus an
excellent entry point for archaeologists to study learning on a human scale, rather than a societal one.
Drawing from psychology, archaeologist Jacques Pelegrin makes a distinction between two types
of knowledge required for craft learning: connaissances, or knowledge, and savoire-faires, or know-how
(Pelegrin 1990:118). Connaissances are the theoretical understandings, the knowledge of how the
materials work and the steps one must take to work with them. To use a modern example, the
connaissances required to drive a stick shift vehicle are that one must push in the clutch to change gear,
and that the clutch must be released while the gas is engaged in order to smoothly change gears and not
stall the vehicle. Savoire-faires, by contrast, are the practical, usually physical understandings of how to
undertake an activity. In the case of the stick shift car, the savoire-faire at play is the knowledge of what
it feels like to properly manage both clutch and gas in order to shift gears. Savoire-faires can be difficult,
if not impossible, to acquire without physically doing the activity oneself, as any driver learning to
1

operate a stick shift realizes when presented with the instructions, “just let the clutch out while you press
the gas; you'll know it when you feel it.”
In order to acquire the savoire-faires required for craft learning, novices must practice their craft
in order to master it, leaving imperfect attempts along the way. For some crafts, these imperfect attempts
vanish almost as soon as they are created. The clay used to make a poorly shaped pot can be reused, a
poor piece of cloth can be unwoven, even an beginner's attempt at an iron nail can be melted down,
leaving no trace of its existence. Even here, however, the work of novices can still be detected, through
the lopsided pot judged good enough to fire and proudly used, or the small doll blanket with its simple,
perhaps slightly uneven pattern. In a study of painted Southwestern ceramic vessels, Crown (2001, 2014)
found uneven or poorly spaced sections of otherwise immaculate designs. She interpreted these as being
the work of novices being allowed to finish designs started by expert potters. Transmission mechanisms
too can minimize the visibility of the novice. One common method is scaffolding, wherein novice and
expert work together on a single object and the novice is only permitted to accomplish the parts of the
process that they have already mastered (Ferguson 2003; Maynard and Greenfield 2006). Another
method is to allow novices to begin a piece and let experts finish it, thereby giving the novices experience
but erasing them from the final product.
Most common in the archaeological record are the remains left by novices learning to make stone
tools or ornaments. Due to the fact that stone artifacts, known as lithics, are the most prevalent type of
archaeological artifact, archaeologists have expended a great deal of effort in order to understand how
they were made and used. In particular, archaeologists have focused their attention on flaked stone
artifacts. Flaking stone, known as knapping, is a reductive process, and every stroke leaves traces. Those
traces can be interpreted by archaeologists and other knappers in order to identify the work of novices.
Although finished products do not necessarily bear the traces of novice work, knapping also leaves
behind evidence of the process in the form of debitage. Debitage, or the waste flakes removed during the
knapping process, preserves the actions of the knapper, as each flake contains the traces of the force used
2

to separate it from the main core or tool. The actions thus preserved include mistakes made during the
knapping process. Through modern replication and careful study, we are able to determine with a
relatively high level of confidence what the characteristic mistakes of novices look like in comparison to
the mistakes of experts.
Studying objects made by novice crafters can illuminate how culture was transmitted in a society
and what that society valued. A group whose cooking vessels, for instance, are made by a small group of
specialists for sale or trade will leave different archaeological traces from a group where every household
makes their own. Those differences can be used to get a sense of larger societal differences between the
two groups. Even the very presence or absence of novice-made objects offers information about how a
society was structured. A society with limited access to clay, for instance, might not allow novice-made
pots to be fired until they were practically indistinguishable from expert-made ones, thus preserving
materials but erasing novices from the record. A group camping by a stone quarry, by contrast, might
actively encourage novice knappers to practice and experiment, thereby leaving large numbers of
imperfectly-removed flakes or poorly shaped tools for future archaeologists to discover. However, a
group for whom raw material is integral to the craft may allow novices to use the same materials as
experts, regardless of scarcity. In any society, crafts are only one part of a much larger social structure,
and how the crafts are practiced is shaped by larger societal concerns.
Using a different set of variables, the remains of a specialist workshop making highly intricate,
standardized ceramics for sale or trade will look very different from the remains of a household where
pottery is used and made in the home and where its primary value is that it does not leak or crack.
Although there will be novices present in both scenarios, their traces may be far more noticeable in the
household context, where perfection and regularity are less important than they are in the specialist
workshop. On the other hand, a specialist workshop requiring intensive practice of its novices might
leave a great many novice artifacts, as novices must repeat the same gestures over and over until
mastering them (Crown 2014). Again, the patterns left by novices are influenced by the larger social
3

structures around them, and those structures can begin to be inferred by looking at the patterns in the
material remains.
Craft learning also illuminates the presence of under-studied demographics in archaeology. Since
the mid 20th century, archaeologists have increasingly focused on the role of women in the past (HaysGilpin 2000) as well as the presence and role of children (Lillehammer 1989; Schwartzman 2005). Today,
archaeologists recognize that societies of the past were just as demographically diverse as our own, and
that demographics other than adult men, the traditional subject of archaeology and anthropology alike,
participated in creating and upholding culture. However, despite this understanding, studying individuals,
or even individual demographic groups, in the archaeological record remains challenging.
Studying novice crafters can be a way to begin distinguishing between the demographic groups
within a society. Although it is generally impossible to fully establish the specific demographic categories
of individual learners, ethnographic comparison drives many archaeologists to assume that learners are
typically younger than experts; age aside, it is common sense to assume that learners are less experienced
than the experts around them. Further, there is no reason to believe that societies in the past would
universally have waited until individuals reached adulthood to teach them – or allow them to learn –
survival skills as necessary as the ability to create the tools and other objects upon which they depended
for survival. Indeed, historical record shows that this is not the case, as there are frequent references to
children observing, copying, and learning adult behaviors and activities, including tool creation (Hogbin
1946; Paradise and Rogoff 2009). There are, however, counter-examples, where children are deliberately
kept from learning a particular craft (Reichard 1934:37-43), or where the primary motivation for learning
is marriage or movement into a new community as an adult (Herbich 1987). Studying skill is therefore
not as simple as declaring all learners children and all experts adults. However some, perhaps even many,
learners are likely children, and thus studies of learning require at least some consideration of how
different demographic groups interacted.
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This study of novice crafters focuses on projectile points recovered from Housepit 54, part of the
Bridge River Village archaeological site in Bridge River, British Columbia. The Bridge River Village site
was home to a group of seasonally mobile hunter-gatherer-fishers who spent their winters in the village
pithouses. They were members of the St'át'imc nation, who continue to live in the area. The village was
inhabited from ca 1800 cal BP to its abandonment circa 1885 CE. Aside from a period between 1000 and
500 cal BP, the habitation was continuous. Housepit 54 was first built ca 1460 cal BP, and, aside from
the first abandonment period, was continuously inhabited until the fur trade era. The housepit's
inhabitants regularly renewed Housepit 54's roof and floor, creating distinct layers of occupation in the
archaeological record. In total, Housepit 54 has 17 distinct floors.
Due of its exceptional record, Housepit 54 has been the focus of intensive research on the subjects
of societal change over time (Prentiss et. al. 2008, 2018a; Nowell 2017), the rise of inequality (Prentiss
et. al. 2012, 2014, 2018b; Reininghaus 2011), changes of the spatial use of the household floor over time
(Barnett 2015; Ryan 2018), raw material acquisition and distribution (Austin 2007; French 2013, 2017;
Wanzenried 2010), impacts of the fur trade on household and societal organization (Prentiss 2017; Smith
2014), and use of environmental resources (Bobolinski 2017). Like other researchers, I have taken
advantage of the richness of Housepit 54's archaeological record for this project. I focused my analysis
on the five floors directly preceding the first period of abandonment, when the housepit was at its largest
an most populated. Between them, the floors span approximately 125 years; the implications of this time
span will be discussed in Chapter five.
Although a great deal of the research on novice tools has focused around the analysis of debitage
(Andrews 1999; Bamforth and Finlay 2008; Carroll 2016; Ruth and Huckell 2008), the small average
size of most of the Housepit 54 debitage – between 1 and 2 cubic centimeters – and the vast quantities
of debitage recovered and recorded made typical methods of debitage analysis difficult. Refitting and in
depth reduction sequence analysis were too time consuming and logistically complicated to attempt, and
detecting evidence of knapping mistakes on the small debitage flakes was likewise overly time
5

consuming. A number of cores, another traditional avenue for investigating novice knapping (Assaf et.
al. 2016; Castenada 2019; Knight 2017; Pigeot 1990), were recovered from Housepit 54, and could have
been studied. However, to avoid the risk of conflating different technologies learned in different fashions,
I opted to limit my sample to one class of artifact. I chose to examine the projectile points instead of the
cores as a way to build on work done by Kristen Barnett (2015). Barnett identified novice projectile
points as part of her dissertation work, focusing on two of the identified habitation floors at Housepit 54.
Barnett's work focused on identifying gendered uses of space within the housepit, rather than on the
novice points specifically. I began with the projectile points she had identified and expanded the sample,
looking at all the projectile points recovered across the five floors I chose to focus on.
Having begun this project with an interest in cultural transmission and micro-scale archaeology,
I developed the following set of questions to guide my research. First, can the method of learning used
by projectile point knappers at Housepit 54 be discovered through analysis of the projectile points?
If yes, I asked a follow up question of how did novice knappers at Housepit 54 learn to knap projectile
points? Finally, what, if anything, does this learning structure suggest about broader societal
structure at Housepit 54 during this period?
To answer these questions I not only looked at the artifacts themselves, but at comparative
examples from ethnographic literature and other archaeological sites. I studied the learning process
among modern craft learners, including modern flintknappers in an educational or experimental context.
I finally placed the data into the specific context of the Bridge River Village and the St'át'imc nation,
using ethnographic materials collected during the early 20th century, archaeological materials from the
Bridge River Village and surrounding archaeological sites, and materials produced and distributed by the
modern St'át'imc.
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter two describes the theoretical models used. It
begins by outlining the methods used and why they were chosen for this project. Those methods are
attribute analysis as a method of lithic analysis, ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological comparison as a
6

way of analyzing archaeological materials, and experimental archaeology as a method of acquiring
comparative data in a controlled setting. Chapter two then outlines the two paradigmatic theories through
which I filtered my analysis and formed my questions: cognitive archaeology and postcolonial
anthropology.
Chapters three and four present background materials for the study. Chapter three explores current
understanding of craft learning, using examples from ethnography and from psychology. Three main
ways of learning are presented and explored: observation and imitation, semi-directed learning, and
formal apprenticeship. Each of these methods is supported with examples from ethnographic accounts
of craft learning. The chapter then presents several case studies of novice lithics found at archaeological
sites, and outlines how the authors of the case studies determined that novices were present. Chapter four
provides an in depth look at the Bridge River site and the St'át'imc people. It begins by situating the site
historically and geographically, then reviews the ethnographic writings of the early 20th century about
the St'át'imc and their neighbors. I then discuss the archaeological site and Housepit 54 in detail, and
provides an overview of the previous work done on craft learning and cultural transmission at the site.
Chapter four concludes by pulling together the background information and presenting a series of
hypotheses and text expectations to guide the study.
Chapters five and six describe, respectively, the methods used and the results of the study. Chapter
five, which outlines the methods, follows the path taken by the study itself, and describes how knapping
skill was determined, the ways in which the artifacts were analyzed, and the comparative data applied to
the sample. The chapter also discusses the projectile point symmetry index which was created as a way
to test the validity of the chosen skill indicators. Chapter six includes the results of the analyses,
symmetry index, and ethnographic comparisons, as well as a discussion about what those results mean
in the context of the Bridge River village. Finally, Chapter seven wraps up the study and offers several
avenues for further research.
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Chapter two
Theoretical approaches
Any archaeological project which attempts to understand the intangible aspects of past cultures
must be careful that it does not simply regurgitate modern sensibilities and understandings of the past.
The theoretical lens through which a scholar works is important in all projects, of course, but particularly
in projects where it is extremely easy to apply modern bias without even realizing it. Archaeology is rife
with cautionary tales, from the famous cases where racism prevented an entire generation of scientists
from recognizing that indigenous cultures created the monuments found on their lands (as in the mythical
mound builders of the Ohio basin, or the mystery of Great Zimbabwe in central Zimbabwe) to the routine
assumption that past cultures shared gender roles with the cultures from which modern archaeologists
hail (Trigger 2006). As a project explicitly designed to ask questions about past modes of thought, this
study required careful consideration and application of theoretical models.
I drew on two types of theories in order to perform this analysis. The first type consist of practical,
methodologically-focused theories, which guided my specific approaches and the techniques I used. The
three methods I chose were attribute-based lithic analysis, ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological
comparisons, and the use of experimental archaeology. These methods were chosen for their direct
relevance to the questions being asked. The second type of theories were conceptual ones, which were
used to define the questions and understand the results. While the methods were each used for a portion
of this project, the conceptual theories underpinned the entire process. These two theories, which I
envisioned as two nested lenses, were cognitive archaeology and postcolonial archaeology.
The questions asked in this project come directly from cognitive archaeology, which is the use of
archaeology to study past ways of thought. Cognitive archaeologists take as their core assumption that
material culture can be used to understand the cognitive processes that went into its creation. Thus
through the analysis of material culture, archaeologists can understand how people in the past thought
and how they structured their societies. This fundamental assumption underlies all the specific questions
8

asked in this project, and the methods of cognitive archaeology shaped how the questions were asked
and how the data were analyzed.
The larger paradigmatic assumptions about how to approach archaeological and ethnographic
data were drawn from postcolonialism. Over the past few decades postcolonial archaeologists,
particularly indigenous and non-Western archaeologists have worked to redefine the scope and
fundamental assumptions of archaeology itself. Postcolonialism challenges archaeologists to recognize
how colonialist structures and western assumptions color their work and the conclusions they draw from
their analyses. The postcolonial approach encourages archaeologists to broaden their ideas about cultural
expertise to include descendant populations, and to take seriously worldviews that clash with the western
scientific one in which archaeologists have been trained.
Postcolonial scholarship provided me with the tools to recognize the biases and assumptions I
brought with me into the project. It further pushed me to recognize the importance of pulling from a wide
variety of sources, both for data and for analysis. If cognitive archaeology helped me to frame and pose
the questions of this thesis, postcolonialism guided my thinking in where to look to answer those
questions. Like cognitive archaeology, postcolonialism required me to focus on the people behind the
artifacts, but whereas cognitive archaeology rests on cross-cultural similarities, postcolonialism pushes
for an understanding of difference and cultural uniqueness. Combining the two approaches into a nested
structure allowed me to make comparisons between Housepit 54 and other sites with similar
technological or archaeological signatures, while also not over-using the comparisons and assuming that
technological similarities automatically translated to cultural ones.

Methodological approaches
Attribute-based lithic analysis
Because lithics are among the most common artifacts recovered from archaeological sites,
archaeologists have devoted a great deal of time to figuring out how to best analyze them and extract as
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much information from each artifact as possible. Lithic analysis are able to answer sophisticated
questions using data such as material type and chemical composition of artifacts, flaking scars on
individual pieces, and spatial patterning of artifacts across a site or landscape. Lithic data have helped to
unravel the movement of people in the past, through using geochemical analysis to trace tool stone to its
original quarry locations (Andrefsky 2009) and tracking the distribution of lithic materials and tool types
across a landscape (Ebert and Camilli 1993). Retouch patterns and microwear are used to explore the use
and re-use of tools (Frison 1968; Neumann 1988), while debitage and flake scar patterning are
instrumental to learning about the manufacturing and recycling processes of different types of artifact
(Clarkson 2007; Cotterell and Kamminga 1987; Will 2000). All of these lines of inquiry lead to a more
holistic understanding of an archaeological site.
Raw material analysis is primarily used to source flaking stone and determine whether or not the
stone being used at a site is local. Sourcing by raw material is done primarily geochemically, using a
variety of x-ray techniques (Andrefsky 2009:78). The x-rays reveal and quantify the abundance of
specific elements found within the sample material, known as the chemical signature of the sample. That
sample is then compared to other samples to see if the signatures match. Ideally, the archaeological
materials match known quarries or rock formations, but this is only possible if those source locations
have also been tested and their signatures made available for comparison. Furthermore, even if an
archaeological sample is matched with a source sample, many types of stone occur in geographic ranges
too large to provide meaningful data about the quarry location of a specific artifact or assemblage.
Igneous rocks provide the most accurate sourcing data, particularly obsidians, which can reliably be
traced back to specific, localized obsidian flows. This is due to the fact that individual magma flows are
often chemically distinct from one another, making it possible to match individual flakes to their original
rock formation with a high degree of accuracy. Although basalts cool more slowly than obsidians, and
therefore each flow spreads over a wider area, they too have been sourced with increasing accuracy and
specificity (Bostwick and Burton 1993; Mills et. al. 2010). Tracing the relationship between site location
10

and tool stone source serves as a way to study movement patterns across a landscape, trade networks,
and the relative value of different materials within a group or society.
Raw material analysis is also used to determine the quality of the flaking stone used. Cutting and
piercing tools, such as projectile points, are typically made from stone that flakes easily and cleanly. This
is why igneous materials, such as obsidians or dacites are so highly prized as raw materials for these
types of tools, as their formation process leads to homogeneity throughout the entire stone. However,
even in igneous rocks, foreign particles can be introduced during the cooling process, leading to flaws in
the stone that impact the flaking process. Cherts are nearly as homogeneous, and far more abundant than
volcanic stone. Like igneous rocks, cherts can have flaws making flaking more difficult or less
predictable. In many areas, lower quality cherts were heated before being worked, a process which
changes their internal structure in a way that makes flaking easier. As a side effect of the process, heat
treated stone wears down more quickly. Between the increased fragility and the visual transformations
brought on by heat exposure, heat treated stones are archaeologically distinguishable from non-heat
treated ones (Cotterell and Kamminga 1987:678).
Another set of attributes commonly studied are flake scars and flake removal patterns.
Archaeologists have developed a sophisticated understanding of the physics of flaking stone (Andrefsky
2009; Clarkson 2007; Cotterell and Kamminga 1987) and the techniques by which flakes are removed.
These techniques can roughly be divided into hard hammer flakes, which are removed by striking the
stone with a hard implement such as another stone; soft hammer flakes, which are removed by striking
the stone with a softer implement such as wood or antler; bipolar flakes, which are removed by placing
the stone on a hard anvil and striking it repeatedly with a hard implement; and pressure flakes, which are
removed by pressing down on the stone at a precise angle and exerting pressure. These techniques can
often be distinguished from each other in the resulting flakes.
Experimental replications have determined that the choice of techniques used on any given
artifact is as much technological as cultural. Different reduction techniques are used at different steps of
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the manufacture process and to make different types of tools (Olausson 2010). Experimental replications
have also revealed that successful and unsuccessful flake removals can be distinguished through
examining flakes and flake scars. Successful removals have a well-defined platform, where the removal
blow is struck, which does not show signs of previous attempts at removing the same flake. The flake
ending, or termination, is tapered, as the force used to remove the flake was sufficient to travel the entire
length of the flake. This is known as a feather termination. Unsuccessful removals can end in step
terminations, where the force used to remove the flake was insufficient to travel the entire length of the
flake or where the force ran into a flaw in the material that abruptly caused it to stop (see Figure 2.1).
Step terminations are squared off and abrupt, unlike the tapering feather terminations. Unsuccessful
removals can also end in hinge terminations, which are formed when too much force is applied. Hinge
terminations are rounded and abrupt, with the rounded edge pointing in towards the main core. Removing
the part of the stone containing the hinge requires more force than a normal flake removal, but not so
much more force that it will create another hinge (Cotterell and Kamminga 1987). Unsuccessful
terminations create additional challenges for the continued shaping of the core.
Unsuccessful flake
removals are not in and of
themselves considered to
be the result of unskilled
knappers.

Even

skilled

knappers

can

make

mistakes, and the results of
flaking stone are to a large
Figure 2.1 – Illustration of three common flake terminations. Feather
terminations are considered successful, while step and hinge
terminations are the result of knapping mistakes. Modified from Coterell
and Kamminga 1987.

extent determined by the
qualities of the stone itself,

qualities not always known until one begins to work it. However, a high rate of mistakes, either on a
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single tool or within an assemblage of flakes, suggests that either the raw materials used were
exceptionally poor or that the knappers working were non-experts.
Microwear on lithic materials are markings and flake scars too small to be seen by the naked eye.
Initially proposed by Soviet archaeologist S. A. Semenov in 1957, microwear analysis did not truly take
off in western archaeology until his ideas were translated into English a few years later (Dunmore et. al.
2018). The idea behind microwear analysis is that lithics are altered by use in tiny ways. These tiny
alterations can be seen using microscopes, and through experimentation and the development of
comparative samples archaeologists can learn to distinguish the traces of different activities and tell them
apart, sometimes even down to the specific materials being processed (Keeley and Newcommer 1977;
Shea 1987).
Two types of microwear exist: microflaking, which refers to tiny flakes of stone removed from
the working edge of a tool during use, and usewear, which refers to other alterations made during use,
such as the rounding of a working edge or the striations made by cutting rough materials (Keeley and
Newcomer 1977). Both of these can be detected using microscopes, although traditionally microflaking
is examined using a low power microscope and usewear is examined with a high power one (Shea 1987).
Microwear offers an important insight into the use of tools, as it adds a depth of understanding that merely
identifying tool types can never achieve. However, microwear analysis is most effective on cutting,
grinding, or scraping tools. Further, the presence of any microwear at all is in part dependent on the
artifact's having been preserved in a gentle environment that did not alter it after its deposition. Projectile
points in particular show very limited usewear, and what usewear there is is usually the result of hafting
rather than of use (Neumann 1988). Given the types of activities that produce usewear, this is to be
expected, but it makes microwear analysis of projectile points primarily valuable as a way to discern
whether points were multi-function tools. The more typical evidence of projectile point use is damage to
the tip or base as a result of impact, both of which are visible with the naked eye (Flenniken and Raymond
1986).
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In this study, the analyzed attributes were flake scars, raw material choice, and microwear. Flake
scars were used to make the initial differentiation between novice work and expert work, using
established criteria to identify expert and novice flake removals (Shelley 1990). Raw materials were
examined to explore issues of access to high quality flaking stone, and microwear, despite its stated
limitations, was used to compare life histories of the projectile points.

Ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological comparisons
The history of using ethnographic comparison in archaeology is somewhat fraught, with roots in
inaccurate and racist ideas about the static nature of indigenous cultures. It was initially believed by
western archaeologists that current hunter-gatherer populations were directly analogous to past huntergatherers, rather than populations which had undergone cultural change of their own over time (Trigger
2006). Early ethnographers also assumed cultural stasis, and cemented that assumption by using what is
called the ethnographic present in their work. The ethnographic present is a device which deliberately
blurs chronology, presenting a narrative of an unchanging culture that stretches back seemingly endlessly
in time (Gay y Blasco and Wardle 2007:199). This technique, particularly favored by Franz Boas and his
students (Wickwire 1993), erases not only cultural change brought on by contact with Europeans –
changes that in many cases began long before direct contact, in the form of new trade goods and disease
– but also pre-contact cultural fluidity and change. Today, we understand that all cultures change over
time, and that the impressions captured by early ethnographers are only a single snapshot, drawn
generally from two or three generations worth of evidence at most.
Even within these temporal limitations, early ethnographies reflect the biases of the
ethnographers who wrote them, and using historic ethnographies as sources of comparison requires an
understanding of the context in which they were written. Many ethnographers were dedicated to living
among the people they studied and even mastering the indigenous languages around them. Others,
however, conducted their research primarily through interpreters, or focused so heavily on a single
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subject that they ignored or even misrepresented the rest of the culture. The ideal is to use multiple
ethnographies of a single area, written by multiple ethnographers of differing backgrounds, but this is
rarely possible.
Modern ethnographies, while valuable sources of information, are perhaps even less directly
applicable to archaeological studies. Although cultures have always changed with time, modern cultures
have changed radically in an extremely short time, as a result of global forces such as colonialism,
globalism, and increasingly, climate change. Therefore ethnographies of modern cultures are only of
limited use when interpreting older cultures, even directly ancestral ones.
However, none of this is to say that comparison does not have value. Indeed, used properly,
ethnographic comparisons can be crucial to understanding archaeological data, as ethnography provides
a human and behavioral component that is impossible through archaeology alone. It simply must be used
with care, and with an understanding of its limitations. Deal (2017:35), building from Hayden (1993,
cited in Deal 2017) provides three models of ethnographic comparison used in archaeological analysis:
the common sense comparison, the general comparison, and the comparison by principle. The common
sense comparison relies on drawing comparisons between the researcher's experience and the artifacts
found. Archaeologists who find an artifact that heavily resembles one familiar to them, such as a knife
or a pot, may logically assume that the object was used in a similar way by its makers as in the
archaeologist's own experience. The approach also encompasses objects which are unfamiliar to the
archaeologist but which are still in use by a descendant group of the culture being studied. General
comparisons are cross-cultural, and use identified artifacts from one culture to identify artifacts from
another. An example of this type of comparison would be taking the use of undecorated clay pots filled
with water as a cooling system in the American southwest as evidence for a similar use of undecorated
clay pottery in another part of the world. The final type of comparison, comparisons by principle, involve
drawing from as many sources as possible to get a clear picture of an artifact's purpose. This could include
manufacturing information, gathered through ethnographic study and experimental replication, usewear
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or residue analysis of the artifact itself, historic records of similar artifacts used in the past, and any other
data set that could be relevant. This type of comparison is the most time consuming, as it involves running
multiple tests and pursuing multiple lines of research, but it is also the most reliable, for precisely the
same reasons.
Even comparisons by principle must be used carefully. It is easy to assume precise continuity of
culture, or strict objectivity and accuracy of historical sources. We know that cultures change, often quite
radically, but in the absence of evidence for that change it is easy to assume that those changes did not
occur for the culture or artifact under consideration. Further, although modern replication, either through
experimental archaeology or continued manufacture by a descendant population, provides important
information about technologies and their limitations, it can be all too easy to assume that the methods of
today are the only possible methods. Fletcher's (1970) discussion of Mesoamerican prismatic blade
manufacture highlights this problem, as he responds to a paper by Crabtree (1968, cited in Fletcher 1970)
which asserts, among other things, that historic descriptions of indigenous obsidian knapping techniques
were incorrect. Crabtree's basis for this assertion was his own considerable experience replicating
obsidian blades. While bowing to Crabtree's greater experience, Fletcher argues that historic documents
should not be dismissed simply because the techniques described cannot be replicated by modern
craftspeople. Indeed Clark (2012) demonstrates that the techniques described in the historic documents
are indeed possible.
Crabtree and Clark's work straddle the line between experimental archaeology and
ethnoarchaeology, the latter of which is a relatively nebulous term in its own right (Roux 2007). Unlike
ethnographic comparison, which draws on existing ethnographic data to inform interpretations of
archaeological sites and artifacts, ethnoarchaeology is explicitly formulated to gather information
relating to archaeological sites (Kramer 1985). The purpose of ethnoarchaeology is to create comparative
data focused specifically around objects and questions of interest to archaeologists.
Ethnoarchaeological studies are undertaken in a similar fashion to more traditional ethnographic
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studies. Ethnoarchaeologists typically live with and learn from a group, employing similar methods of
data gathering as traditional ethnographers. This is what separates ethnoarchaeology from experimental
archaeology, even when the latter is attempting to replicate techniques used in the past. Insights from
modern populations are crucial to ethnoarchaeology, as those insights form the comparative data which
can then be applied to archaeological sites. Longacre et. al. (1988) undertook a now classic study of
potters in the Philippine island of Luzon. Part of a larger project of ceramic enthnoarchaeology, their
questions centered around pottery standardization and specialization, with their initial hypothesis being
that there would be a correlation between the two variables. This hypothesis was confirmed through their
research. Because they were studying living, actively pottery-producing populations, they were able to
study both the material variable, namely pot standardization, and the societal one, namely level of
specialization. This investigation provided a data set that can be used as one line of evidence for
archaeologists examining archaeological ceramics and asking similar questions about specialization.
Longacre et. al. correctly observe that their study is only one data point, and that similar studies should
be undertaken in other areas where ceramics are produced in order to gather more data.
In another example, Roux (2007) used data gathered by watching and interacting with modern
bead knappers in India to help interpret beads found in Indian archaeological sites. Roux paid particular
attention to how craftsmen of different skill levels interacted and how their processes and end products
differed. This complete data set, which encompassed both actions and physical objects, could then be
compared to the archaeological data set, which was only comprised of objects, and comparisons were
used to determine what the actions taken in the past might have been.
Like ethnographic comparisons, ethnoarchaeological comparisons must be used with care, as
direct continuity between past and present or across different cultures should never be assumed. However,
as one of many data sets, ethnoarchaeological comparison can be an invaluable bridge between objects
and actions. This project draws on comparisons to gain an understanding of different learning processes
and how they translate into the material record. In order to understand the process of craft learning, I
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looked at a wide variety of ethnographic examples, both historic and contemporary. From these disparate
comparative cases, I formed an understanding of the different ways in which craft knowledge is
transmitted and the circumstances that make one method more likely than another. I also explored the
ethnographic history of the St'át'imc and their neighbors, the Nlaka'pamux. Both of these groups were
studied in the early 20th century by James Teit (1900, 1906). Teit's wife Lucy Antko was Nlaka'pamux,
and she played an active role in his ethnographic data collection (Wickwire 1993). Teit also spoke several
indigenous languages fluently, including St’át’imcets, the language of the St'át'imc. His work, while
limited in many ways by the Boasian framework within which he worked, is detailed and comprehensive.
It contains important observations about social structure and activities, which can serve as data points
against which to compare the archaeological data.

Experimental archaeology
Experimental archaeology encompasses a range of approaches, from replication studies which
aim to recreate past technologies as faithfully as possible to controlled laboratory studies, which seek to
investigate a single variable with scientific precision. Some experimental archaeologists have objected
to the latter type of experiments being included under the label of experimental archaeology (Outram
2008; Saraydar and Shimada 1973). Others, however, take a broader view and consider experimental
archaeology to be any experiment done in order to better understand archaeological data (Schiffer et al
1994). For this project, I use the second, broader definition. This is partly as a way to gather as much
information as possible, and partly as an acknowledgment that even many replicative experiments are
not truly imitative. Crabtree's experiments with Mesoamerican obsidian blades, for instance, involved
the historically inaccurate use of copper bits to help with pressure flaking (Clark 2012).
Imitative or replicative experiments are undertaken in order to understand how people in the past
lived and constructed their environment. Outram (2008), drawing from Reynolds (1999, cited in Outram
2008), outlines five types of experiments common to experimental archaeology:
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1.
Construct: 1:1 scale constructions that test a hypothetical design for a structure (e.g.
house) based upon archaeological evidence. It is a hypothesis that literally stands or falls.
2.
Processes and function experiments: investigations into how things were achieved
in the past. This includes investigations into what tools were for, how they were used and how
other technological processes (e.g. tar rendering or pit storage) were achieved.
3.
Simulation: experimental investigations into formation processes of the
archaeological record and post-depositional taphonomy.
4.
Eventuality trial: usually combining all three categories above, these are large-scale,
often longue durée, experiments that can investigate complex systems (such as agriculture) and
chart variations caused by unexpected or rare eventualities (e.g. extreme weather).
5.
Technological innovation: where archaeological techniques themselves are trialled in
realistic scenarios. A good example would be the testing of geophysical equipment over a
simulated, buried archaeological site (Outram 2008:3).
Aside from the final category, all of these classes of experiment rely to some degree or another
on recreating past situations or using historically accurate materials. Valuable data can be gleaned from
these experiments, and they often form the basis of comparison used by non-experimenters to analyze
archaeological remains (Knudson 1978:44).
Non-replicative experiments, that is to say experiments which do not attempt to imitate conditions
of the past, have the advantage of being able to control the variables at play more closely than do
replicative experiments. Where replicative experiments generally seek to understand the behavior of
people in the past, through recreating their conditions and technologies as accurately as possible, nonreplicative experiments seek to understand the materials themselves. Schiffer and Skibo (1987), for
instance, tested the strength of different clay tempers by forming the clay into ingot-shaped bars and
dropping metal balls onto them. This experiment has little to do with the way these ceramics were used
in the past, but it provides an understanding of the technical factors at play when choosing temper, which
can inform our understanding of the choices made by past people. Similarly, Eerkens (2000) tested the
impact of human error on an otherwise standardized artifact assemblage by asking participants in his
experiment to cut out familiar shapes from pieces of blank paper. Although the physical conditions of the
experiment do not match physical conditions of craftspeople in the past, the underlying process, of
replicating a standardized shape without a template, mimics what would be expected of craftspeople
making ceramics or knapping stone. Shipton et. al. (2019) performed a similar experiment, testing the
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human preference for symmetrical shapes by asking participants to draw and then copy biface outlines.
In a manner similar to the game 'telephone,' each participant only had access to the outline drawn by the
participant immediately preceding them in the chain, thereby testing whether, over multiple simulated
generations, biface outlines would be faithfully copied or whether they would become either more or less
symmetrical than the original.
Experimental investigations of lithics specifically date back to Sven Nilsson's work knapping
gunflints in 1868 (Johnson 1978). Although experimental knapping was documented off and on after that
time, it did not truly come to the forefront of archaeology until the 1960s. It was then that efforts to
replicate prehistoric technologies gained traction in both Europe and the United States, spearheaded by
the efforts of François Bordes and Jacques Tixier in France and Don Crabtree and Earl Swanson in the
United States. Initial experimental knappers wished primarily to replicate the shape of ancient artifacts,
and early reports by experimenters include “tricks” that can be used to most efficiently replicate artifacts
(Olausson 2010). These “tricks” often included modern materials or techniques, and their authors had
little interest in maintaining or discovering historical accuracy. Crabtree, and fellow knapper Errett
Callahan, pushed for accuracy of process as well as product, and demonstrated how much information
could be gathered about the past by studying the process of knapping as it was done by ancient peoples
(Olausson 2010). Part of the information gathered through this new focus on process was a large body of
data showing the links between technique used and lithic materials produced. This direct link is
impossible to find using archaeology alone, and so experimental data has provided researchers with
crucial tools to analyze archaeological lithics.
Even these experiments are not entirely historically accurate. Much of the data about knapping
skill, for instance, comes from studying flakes and artifacts produced by university lithic analysis classes
(Shelley 1990). The students in these classes, although usually taught to knap using roughly appropriate
materials, are knapping in a context almost completely divorced from historical ones. However, the lithic
materials produced by these student knappers have been fruitfully analyzed to find the archaeological
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signatures of knapping mistakes (Shelley 1990). The high volume of lithic materials produced by even
one class allow for a large enough sample to get significant results, and the prevalence of lithic analysis
classes in universities around the world allow for replication of the results and blind testing. These data
sets are routinely referenced in analyses of archaeological lithic assemblages (Bamforth and Finlay 2008),
including this one.
For this study, I did not perform any new experiments, but rather drew from the extensive existing
literature about novice knappers.

The three methodological approaches described here were each used to answer parts of the
questions posed in this thesis project. From experimental archaeology, I drew an understanding what the
knapping process entails and of how to recognize the work of novice knappers. Attribute-based lithic
analysis was employed to study the projectile points from Housepit 54 and compare the archaeological
materials to the data set generated by experiments. Context for the results was gained through the use of
comparisons, allowing the project to expand from a purely technological understanding of Housepit 54's
knapping to a social one.

Conceptual approaches
Cognitive archaeology
Colin Renfrew, one of the main founders of cognitive archaeology, defines it as, “the study of
past ways of thought as inferred from materials remains” (Renfrew 1994:3). By defining the theory thus,
Renfrew tries to position cognitive archaeology somewhere in the middle of the materialist-relativist
spectrum. He explicitly commits to asking questions about intangible aspects of past human life, but
limits his questions to how material objects came to be rather than why they might have existed. Put
another way, Renfrew and other cognitive archaeologists believe that material remains can explain how
they were created and even how they were used, but cannot offer any clear insight into why they were
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made or what, specifically, they may have represented to the people who made them.
Because the thought process of individuals in the past is practically impossible to even guess
about, cognitive archaeologists turn their attention to larger questions. Kent Flannery and Joyce Marcus
suggest that the areas of interest in cognitive archaeology should be restricted to:
...the perception, description, and classification of the universe (cosmology); the nature of the
supernatural (religion); the principles, philosophies, ethics, and values by which human societies
are governed (ideology); the ways in which aspects of the world, the supernatural, or human
values are conveyed in art (iconography); and all other forms of human intellectual and symbolic
behaviour that survive in the archaeological record (Flannery and Marcus 1998:36-37).
Renfrew defines the scope of the theoretical approach simultaneously more and less broadly,
stating that the scope of cognitive archaeology should be “to focus explicitly on the specially human
ability to construct and use symbols” (1994:5). He goes on to explain that cognitive archaeology does
not seek to explain what symbols of past cultures mean, per se, but rather that the point of the approach
is to attempt to discern how they were used and what that reveals about the minds of the people who used
them. For instance, cognitive archaeologists studying tool technologies are less interested in how any
given tool was used and more in the cognitive processes that went into acquiring the raw materials and
crafting the tool. A common question posed by cognitive archaeologists studying tools is what kind of
mental “template” toolmakers worked from. This question includes the physical requirements of working
a raw material to produce an acceptable tool, as well as the societal considerations that shape the choices
about size, shape, technique, and function of a tool (Karlin and Julien 1994).
To put it another way, cognitive archaeologists often approach the study of technology by posing
themselves the question, “what do I have to know to produce this object?” (Schlanger 1994). This is the
question which gave rise to the concept of chaîne opératoire, or operational chain, which is the list of
actions that must be taken in order to produce a complete product. Cognitive archaeologists include not
only the physical actions that must be taken (i.e. travel to a quarry, select a suitable flint nodule, shape it
into a usable core, remove blades from the core until it is exhausted) but also the mental steps undergirding each physical choice (i.e. knowing which quarry to use, how to get to it, and why this quarry is
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chosen over other possible ones; what constitutes a suitable nodule, a choice which includes physical
characteristics but can also include less intrinsic qualities such as color, size, or material type, how much
to shape the nodule at the quarry versus how much to shape it at the camp/workshop area, and so on).
Van der Leeuw includes 21 steps in his chaîne opératoire for pot makers in Michoacan, Mexico, where
he did ethnographic field work (1994:138). Although the steps are phrased as actions to be taken, many
of them include implied choices or cultural knowledge. For instance, he describes two kinds of molds
used: horizontal molds and vertical ones. Unable to discern a technological difference in the final
products created by each mold, he concludes that the choice of whether to shape a vessel using a
horizontal or a vertical mold is a cultural one, determined by each individual potter. Certain villages trend
towards one type of mold or the other, implying a cognitive lineage, or at least a habit-based notion that
this is how things are done in this particular village. In one village which exclusively used vertical molds,
however, van der Leeuw observed one potter deliberately going against custom and experimenting with
horizontal molds, explained by van der Leeuw as an attempt to create unique vessels that would capture
higher prices (1994:139).
A cornerstone of cognitive archaeology is the assertion that technology is not “natural,” which is
to say instinctive (Schlanger 1994). By classifying technology as “artificial,” which is to say learned and
transmitted, cognitive archaeologists open up a discussion about how those intangible aspects of a culture
impact the material remains that they leave. Although this is hardly a novel approach for archaeologists,
cognitive archaeology differs from other theoretical approaches by explicitly focusing on the connection
between material culture and intangible cognition. Other approaches take it for granted that material
culture can be used to extrapolate cultural intangibles, but cognitive archaeology deliberately highlights
and interrogates that assumption. By doing so, cognitive archaeologists are able to make explicit things
like the chaîne opératoire and its relationship to larger cultural ideology. By studying in detail how a
particular technology was made, cognitive archaeologists are able to pull the process apart and start
questioning it. The result is an approach which focuses on societal process rather than on the end results,
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whether that process is making a stone blade or enacting a religious ritual. Cognitive archaeologists ask
how these processes come to be and how they are transmitted, and what those things mean about the
thought processes of the cultures that practiced them.
Using a cognitive approach involves accepting a certain level of positivist assumptions about the
human mind. In particular, it requires accepting that there is a base level of homogeneity in human
neurology across time and space. Cognitive archaeologists do not try to “decode” the human mind, but
they do accept that there is something there that could theoretically be decoded if one had access to all
the available information. For instance, although a cognitive archaeologist would not necessarily attempt
to theorize about what a particular religious symbol meant to the culture it belonged to, they would
believe that something can be said about how that symbol was used, and that the ways in which humans
use symbols have remained relatively consistent across history.
To use a less abstract example, this thesis rests on the assumption that something can be said
about pre-contact St'át'imc learning patterns using knowledge of craft learning acquired from other places
and times. The cognitive archaeology approach holds that we can assume that there are only so many
ways to teach someone to knap stone and that those various approaches leave archaeological traces that
can be not only recognized but applied to multiple cultures. Therefore, in analyzing the projectile points
of Housepit 54, I pulled comparative examples from other archaeological lithic collections (Fischer 1990;
Milne 2005) but also non-lithic archaeological examples of novice artifacts (Arnold 2012; Crown 2001,
2014), modern experiments in lithic production (Shelley 1990), ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological
examples of crafting and apprenticeship (Arthur 2018; Portisch 2010; Wallaert-Pêtre 2001). Drawing
from these disparate data points, I was able to analyze the material culture produced by Housepit 54's
projectile point knappers and develop an understanding of not only the cognitive processes that went into
their creation, but of the social processes that ordered knapper and knapped product alike.
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Postcolonial archaeology
In order to begin understanding how people in past cultures thought, it is vital that modern
archaeologists recognize first how they think. Although there are multiple ways to reach such selfawareness, for this project I opted to filter my analysis through the paradigmatic lens of postcolonial
anthropology. A nebulous and still contentious idea, postcolonial anthropology rests in the understanding
of how anthropology's colonialist roots influence not just its past but its present and future. Postcolonial
anthropologists work to grapple constructively with this legacy and to move the discipline in a new
direction, one less steeped in racist assumptions and power structures.
Postcolonial anthropology can be said to have truly begun as a response to the work of literary
critic Edward Said, and his seminal critique of the western literary tradition Orientalism. In Orientalism,
Said accused western thinkers and scholars of first creating an imaginary idea of other cultures and then
imposing that idea onto those cultures through colonialism (Dirks 2004; Said 1978). This critique, aimed
at government and literary traditions, resonated with both anthropologists and the groups they
traditionally studied. By the 1990s, postcolonial anthropology had grown into a theoretical lens through
which anthropologists questioned how the colonialist structures within the field influenced the work they
did. The questions that emerged were twofold: how should anthropologists reexamine the work of their
predecessors in light of their colonial baggage, and how should modern anthropologists go about
minimizing the effects of colonialism in their own current and future work.
Postcolonial anthropology is far too new an approach for there to be any clear consensus regarding
either of these question. The question of how to use the work of past anthropologists remains difficult.
Anthropologists in the past often worked on the explicit behalf of colonial governments and participated
in the production of reports for these governments (Said 1978). While some scholars did take pains to
separate their government-contracted work from their personal research (Steinmetz 2014), they remained
steeped in a colonialist context. The position taken by many modern scholars is to acknowledge that,
while early anthropologists were influenced – and sometimes employed – by colonial governments, many
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of those same anthropologists also undertook valuable studies that should not be thrown out entirely
because of their associations with colonialism (Lewis 1998). The solution is to read past anthropological
studies critically, always remembering the context in which they were created.
How to proceed is an even more difficult question, and one for which there is practically no
consensus. A split has emerged within anthropology between scholars who believe that anthropology is
inherently, inextricably colonialist and those who believe that a post- or de-colonized anthropology can
be achieved. Scholars working within this latter assumption have come up with a number of suggestions
for decolonizing anthropology, including active involvement of and collaboration with stakeholders and
indigenous groups (Atalay 2012; Chirikure and Pwiti 2008; Smith and Wobst 2005). They have also
encouraged a shift in thinking from prioritizing models to prioritizing data (Haber 2016; Moffett and
Chirikure 2016). Both of these suggestions recall Said's initial critique that western thinkers are prone to
first creating an idea of other cultures and then, through their systemic power over those other cultures,
turning those ideas into realities. Including stakeholder voices and de-prioritizing models in favor of sitespecific data makes it more difficult for these imposed ideas to take root.
In approaching the analysis of the Housepit 54 projectile points, I took these criticisms and
suggestions to heart. Because I was not able to directly work with the band at Xwísten, I sought out
historical ethnographic works about the St'át'imc, as well as materials published by modern St'át'imc
bands and individuals. Because knapped stone has been replaced with metal as the primary material from
which tools are made, no direct comparison between modern and ancient learning methods can be made.
However, other aspects of pre-contact culture survive, particularly the central importance of salmon to
St'át'imc life. I was able to use materials showcasing elders passing down fishing and fish processing
techniques to their children and grandchildren to help frame my research (St'át'imc 2016). I also drew
from a document detailing educational policies (St'át'imc 2015). While it focuses on formal schooling, it
helped me to understand more about how education fit with the rest of life in the traditional St'át'imc
worldview.
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I also used a postcolonial approach to question my own research methods. Particularly when
choosing which attributes of the projectile points to study, I continuously checked the relevance and
validity of those attributes to my specific sample. From this interrogation came the symmetry index that
I created (detailed in Chapter five) and the ultimate rejection of bilateral symmetry as a useful variable
for this study.
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Chapter three
Cultural transmission of lithic technologies
Tool making traditions must be learned. Most must be learned deliberately. Logically, it follows
that remains of that learning process should be present in the archaeological record. However, like other
largely intangible behaviors, learning can only be identified through its physical remains and, when
dealing with the remains of a largely forgotten technology such as knapping, it is not always obvious
what something like the learning process might look like archaeologically. Generally, novices knappers
are identified archaeologically through the knapping mistakes preserved in the lithic debitage or final
tools. Even then, however, it is difficult to say with confidence that one has found a novice knapper,
rather than an expert making an uncharacteristic mistake or grappling with a flawed raw material.
Archaeologists are trained to be cautious in attributing cultural explanations to material remains. Despite
the unquestionable links between objects and cultural processes, it is difficult, if not impossible, to work
backwards from objects to culture, and the history of archaeology is rife with cautionary tales of how
those leaps in reasoning can be based far more on the archaeologist's own biases than on the remains
themselves.
In order to properly identify transmission of knapping knowledge within the archaeological
record, it is necessary to understand two concepts, one broad and the other specific. Broadly, it is
necessary to understand to some degree how knowledge and skills are transmitted within human societies.
More specifically, it is necessary to understand how knapping itself is done, and what basic knowledge
and capabilities are required to successfully knap stone into usable tools. Combining these two bodies of
knowledge allows archaeologists to “read” archaeological sites and lithic assemblages, and begin to offer
interpretations of the cultural processes that led to their creation. This section will address both of these
areas of knowledge, beginning with an overview of the ways in which societies transmit culture,
particularly material culture. I then turn to a brief review of other archaeological sites where novice
knappers have been identified.
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Cultural transmission
Although the modern world largely conceives of learning as occurring in a formal schooling
system, school is hardly the only way knowledge can be passed along, even within a modern context.
Other methods of learning include imitation and observation, where a novice learns by watching experts
and attempting to copy their gestures and processes; formal and semi-formal directed learning, where a
novice is guided in their work by verbal instruction or deliberate demonstration from an expert; and
apprenticeships, where learners are contractually bound to an expert or workshop for a period of time,
usually several years, for the explicit purpose of learning the expert's craft. The choice of learning
strategies is both culturally determined and influenced by the specific skill being acquired – a child today,
for instance, learns to read in a school setting, as is culturally mandated, but may learn to cook by
watching a parent or grandparent and imitating their recipes. That same child may later become an auto
mechanic and learn their trade through an on-the-job apprenticeship. Further, even the culturally
appropriate methods of learning may not be used by every learner for every task. A different child may,
perhaps, learn to read early through observation and imitation, and show up to school already proficient
in the task, but may go to culinary school later in order to learn to cook.
Observation and imitation is generally considered the oldest learning strategy, in terms of its
evolution in human society (Shipton 2010). Imitative learning occurs when an observer replicates not
only the end product, but the steps used to achieve it (Tehrani and Riede 2008), defined also as “copying
the form of an action” (Whiten et. al. 2009:2418). To do this requires not only the ability to copy observed
gestures but the ability to intuit intention well enough to distinguish between gestures belonging to the
process being imitated and accidental or unrelated gestures performed during the sequence (Shipton
2010). This stands in contrast to emulative learning, wherein an observer attempts to replicate an end
product without necessarily replicating the processes that went into the product's creation (Tehrani and
Riede 2008). Even young humans are accomplished imitators, and experiments done with young children
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have demonstrated that simple actions and processes can be faithfully transmitted across multiple
generations by imitation alone (Hopper et. al. 2010).
Initially thought to be unique to humans, imitative learning has been observed in non-human
primates in lab conditions (Whiten et. al. 2009) and to a lesser degree in the wild (Horner et. al. 2006),
although imitation appears to be more crucial to the learning of apes than monkeys (Macellini et. al.
2012). From this, anthropologists have surmised that the earliest humans transmitted culture largely, if
not exclusively through observation and imitation. Although this may seem limiting – and some have
suggested that the development of direct instruction played a part in the sudden rapid increase in the rate
of technological development that can be detected during the Upper Paleolithic (Gärdenfors and Högberg
2017) – modern ethnographic studies have demonstrated the sophistication of imitative learning. In his
ethnographic study of Navajo weavers, Reichard (1934:37-43) recounts an incident wherein a girl whose
family forbade her from learning to weave nevertheless taught herself the art through intense observation
of her mother at work and secret practice. Lisa Koops, in her 2010 study of Gambian children's musical
culture, describes how older children rarely showed younger children how to play structured musical
games, instead letting the younger children learn the game through observation. When instruction
occurred, it was primarily because there would not otherwise be enough participants to play at all, and
Koops notes that the instruction was generally as brief as possible and abandoned the moment more
knowledgeable players became available. Children, then, learned these games primarily by watching
other children and joining in when they felt confident in their understanding.
From examples like these, it becomes clear that imitative learning is sufficient to pass along large
swathes of a culture, both material and non. However, even the most attentive imitators will make
mistakes, such as failing to distinguish between necessary and unnecessary steps in a process and
therefore replicating the entire sequence, known as over-imitation (Nielsen and Tomaselli 2010).
Moreover, although humans are able to faithfully imitate behaviors across several generations (Hopper
et. al. 2010), the more complex a behavior becomes, the more likely it is that errors or innovations will
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be introduced into the process when it is learned through imitation alone (Tehrani and Riede 2008). In
order to correct for these errors, experts who know they are being observed – and who wish the observer
to master the skills being demonstrated – will often deliberately signal to the observers what it is they are
meant to be learning. This signaling takes the transmission method from a purely observational one to a
semi-formal one, where the expert is actively choosing to involve themself in the learning process.
Signaling in semi-formal learning can take many forms, both verbal and non. Shaped largely by
the cultural context of the participants, it can include exaggerating or simplifying movements, verbally
discussing and describing the task while engaged in it, and encouraging and answering questions posed
by observers (Paradise and Rogoff 2009). As observers begin imitating the behaviors on their own,
experts engaged in the learning process will continue to provide guidance, the form of which is again
largely determined by cultural context. Weavers in the Nabenchauk hamlet of Chiapas, Mexico help their
daughters learn through scaffolding and bodily guidance, wherein young learners are given simplified
tasks to match their skill level and their teachers physically position or re-position their bodies to
demonstrate the correct gestures and posture for the tasks (Maynard and Greenfield 2006). In Wogeo,
New Guinea, young boys make toy canoes to race while their fathers look on and comment to each other
about the faults and strengths of each toy. The listening boys alter their boats accordingly, and in the
process learn the skills needed to fashion real canoes (Hogbin 1946).
This kind of semi-formal instruction or correction is a common way for specialized skills to be
taught in societies without formal, structured schooling or apprenticeships. Called by Paradise and
Rogoff “observing and pitching in” (2009:104), this kind of learning structure involves the learner in the
actions of daily life even before they have mastered the necessary skills. By participating, learners –
generally but not exclusively children – acquire those skills and their proximity to experts allow for a
rapid correction of mistakes or bad habits. Portisch (2010) describes how Kazakh women and girls roll
felt for use in carpet making. A group activity by necessity, felt is rolled by five or six people working
together, including both experts and less experienced participants. The less experienced rollers learn by
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matching the rhythms of their more experienced peers and receiving verbal pointers and corrections.
Like purely imitative learning, learning through semi-formal instruction is primarily learnerdriven. The acquisition of skills may be more or less culturally mandatory – every girl in Nabenchauk
learns to weave (Maynard and Greenfield 2006) but only certain girls among the Navajo do (Reichard
1934) – but the initiative to study and practice is placed on the learners rather than on those teaching
them. In this way, informal and semi-formal learning structures differ from more formal structures such
as schools and formalized apprenticeships, where more of the burden for motivating and initiating the
learning process is placed on the instructor (Paradise and Rogoff 2009). In schools especially, it is the
task of the instructor to ensure that the students learn the material, which has resulted in a significant
literature dedicated to how to best accomplish this task (i.e. Koops 2010; Hsieh 2014). Formalized
apprenticeships typically struggle less with motivating students than school systems, as masters are able
to be pickier about their students and typically only accept students whom they deem likely to succeed
at mastering the craft (Stout 2002; Whittaker 1996). However, the structure of apprenticeships is still
such that the experts are expected to take an active, direct interest in the learning of the apprentice,
including directly instructing them in the intricacies of the craft, rather than simply allowing them to
participate and offering hints and corrections. Formal schooling is generally a feature of state-level
societies, and typically does not occur in the history the Pacific Northwest until the arrival of European
colonists. Apprenticeships, while sparse in the documented literature of North America (but see Frink
2009), are common in ethnographic accounts of flintknapping (Roux et. al. 1995; Stout 2002; Arthur
2010). Therefore apprenticeship as a form of learning deserves a deeper treatment here.
Formal apprenticeships are long-term, generally multi-year arrangements between master and
learner, wherein both parties are bound to certain obligations, either through official contracts or through
tacit understanding. Apprenticeships typically occur between one master and one or a small handful of
apprentices, whose explicit goal is to learn from the master. In rare cases masters take on a larger group
of students, more reminiscent of a formal school environment, but these instances take place in contexts
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where schooling has become the norm in a society, making the model of one master and many students
a familiar one (Gamble 2001; Gowlland 2012). Initiation of apprenticeships varies by culture. Among
the Yoruba, parents typically consulted oracles to determine the best trade for their children, and
apprenticed those children to masters accordingly (Obidi 1995). The children had little to no input into
their future careers. Among stone adze makers in the Langda village of Indonesia, potential apprentices
must actively prove to their prospective masters that they are committed to learning the craft before they
are accepted (Stout 2005). Konso hideworkers in Ethiopia, meanwhile, take only their daughters,
granddaughters, or nieces as apprentices, and do not teach girls to whom they are not related (Arthur
2010). Similarly, methods of instruction vary by culture and by trade, although most apprenticeships
include some level of direct instruction, whether verbal, demonstrative, or both.
Craft or trade apprenticeships involve more than simply learning the gestures and skills of the
trade. Apprentices must also master the cultural expectations and rules of their trade. For Yoruba
blacksmiths, apprenticeship taught not only blacksmithing itself, but also the songs sung in the workshop
to communicate and ease tension and the proper worship of Ogun, God of iron and patron of blacksmiths
(Obidi 1995). Minaret builders in Yemen's capital learn not only how to make build and conceptualize
complex structures but how to comport themselves in accordance with Islamic custom and to
appropriately reference Quran verses when speaking with clients (Marchand 2008). Apprenticeships,
then, are most effective for teaching complex trades with associated cultural expectations or communities
of practice. The trades taught through apprenticeship tend to be those within which an individual will
define themselves, or those to which only select individuals are admitted. Thus adze making in Langda
is taught by apprenticeship while Kazakh women learn to make felt through observation and
experimentation. The first is considered privileged knowledge, associated with particular social status
and expectations; the latter is a household art that all women in the community are expected to master. It
is not that there are fewer cultural expectations attached to felt making than to adze knapping, but rather
that those cultural expectations are the ones girls will pick up through growing up in their community.
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Expectations for adze knappers, meanwhile, must be learned in addition to the cultural standards of the
larger community, and thus a formal apprenticeship serves as immersion into this new set of cultural
expectations.

Archaeological examples
Having examined the three broad ways in which knowledge is transmitted – and taking into
account the fact that these methods are rarely clear cut and discrete – it now falls to archaeologists to
discern how these various transmission methods show up in the archaeological record. For many crafts,
the process is nearly impossible to determine, either because the materials used are organic and preserve
poorly – as is the case with most basketry and textile work – or because the nature of the craft erases the
process in the end result – as is the case with most styles of pottery. As a result, much of the research
done in determining learning methods through archaeological sites has been done on lithic assemblages
and tool traditions. Aside from their excellent preservation, lithics have the further advantage of being a
reductive technology, meaning that every step of the process is preserved in either the final product or
the debitage produced to achieve it. 50 years of experimental flintknapping has given archaeologists a
good sense of what knapping mistakes look like (Johnson 1978; Shelley 1990). Unfortunately,
flintknapping is no longer practiced in most cultures, and for those which have retained the art it is a
largely specialized skill (Arthur 2010, 2018; Cane 1992; Kenoyer et. al. 1991). As a result, the
ethnographic and experimental comparisons available to archaeologists bear little contextual
resemblance to the realities of most knappers in history, who were exposed the craft from infancy and
learned to knap tools for their own use rather than as a specialized trade. A certain amount of translating
and interpreting is thus required when looking at lithic sites.
Early research into lithic skill level in the archaeological record was done in French Magdalenian
sites, most famously at the rock shelter of Étiolles in the Parisian basin. Nicole Pigeot (1990, 2010) used
extensive refitting to identify the material remains of knappers of a variety of skill levels, from beginners
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to competent crafters to true experts. Across skill levels, the knappers at Étiolles produced long blades,
struck from prepared cores. These blades require a high level of skill and craft knowledge to produce,
and the skill requirement at Étiolles was further elevated by the large size of the locally available flint
nodules (Pigeot 1990). The exacting nature of the reduction process made it possible to differentiate
between the mistakes of inexperienced knappers and the non-standard stylistic choices of experts.
In one of the dwellings at the site, habitation U5, 11 of the recovered debitage clusters contained
evidence of errors made during the knapping process (Pigeot 1990). Through refitting the debitage
clusters, Pigeot was able to differentiate the work of learners from that of experts. A key difference was
that the clusters containing errors could be refitted to produce nearly complete nodules. Other clusters
were missing the final blades, indicating not only successful separation of blades from core but further
use of the separated blades as tools. Indeed, some of the blades found in other areas of the habitation
were refitted to debitage clusters not containing noticeable errors (Pigeot 1990). Having identified
differences in apparent skill level among the knappers at U5, Pigeot was able to reconstruct the spatial
layout of where each knapper worked. She suggested a hierarchical use of the dwelling space, wherein
expert crafters worked near the center of the dwelling, nearer to the hearth, and novices worked around
the edges (Pigeot 1990). She further suggested that novices at the site produced blades for practice rather
than for use, based on the completeness of the novice debitage clusters.
Based on the level of inexperience observed in some of the novice clusters, Pigeot theorizes that
novices were not given preliminary instruction or theoretical frameworks from within which to work.
She argues that, had novices been given a framework, the resulting debitage would have revealed only a
lack of technical ability. Instead, the debitage clusters revealed a lack of conceptual ability, as novices
seemingly discover the optimal reduction sequence through experimentation and error. Pigeot highlights
one core in particular as showing signs that the knapper was imitating observed gestures and techniques
without a solid grasp on their purpose within the overall reduction sequence, resulting in steps being done
needlessly or out of order (1990:137). Although she characterizes the novice knappers as apprentices, the
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process she describes for theoretical skill acquisition better resembles a process of observation and
intermittent semi-formal instruction than a formalized apprenticeship. However, she does posit that the
complexity of the blade knapping process used at Étiolles would require specialist knappers, and thus by
extension learning to knap blades was a deliberate choice that not every individual within the group made.
This suggests some level of privileged knowledge, although it is presumptive to assume that with that
privileged knowledge came any kind of distinct community or cultural norms.
Fisher (1990) also looked at the spatial layout of knappers in his investigation of the flint knapping
workshop at Trollesgave, in Denmark. The Trollesgave site is located on the island of Zealand, in eastern
Denmark; it has been attributed to the Bonne culture of the late Paleolithic. Unlike at Étiolles, the
workshop at Trollesgave appears to have been separate from the domestic area, with the entire site
consisting of a hearth, a depression interpreted as a habitation site, and a stone “seat” surrounded by lithic
debitage, interpreted as a workshop. In order to test this last interpretation, Fisher and his colleagues
performed knapping experiments away from the site. In these experiments, the knapper sat in one place
throughout the entire reduction processes, mimicking the inferred behavior of the Bonne knappers at
Trollesgave. The resulting debitage pattern matched that found at the site, strengthening the theory that
the lithic concentration represented in situ debitage, rather than being a waste pile or the result of natural
processes post-abandonment.
After excavation, the recovered lithic materials were analyzed and refitted. Through the refitting
process, Fisher and his colleagues were able to better understand the reduction sequence employed at
Trollesgave, and to determine which of the recovered tools were produced on site and which were brought
from elsewhere. Further, they, like Piegeot, were able to determine that knappers of different skill levels
were present at the workshop site. Similarly to Étiolles, knappers at Trollesgave worked from whole flint
nodules, and some of those nodules have been refitted nearly in their entirety. Also similarly to at Étiolles,
the knappers at Trollesgave concentrated primarily on producing blades, although the two technologies
differ significantly. Fisher was able to reconstruct the entire reduction sequence, and in the process
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noticed that, while some of the refitted nodules show high levels of skill and consistency, others had
evidence of significant mistakes, mishits, and inaccuracies in blade removal. Fisher interprets these to be
the results of child knappers learning the craft. These novice-knapped nodules were found a little ways
away from the more expertly reduced ones, oriented so that the knappers were facing one another.
Assuming the two reduction events took place simultaneously, this spatial arrangement allows for the
novice to observe and imitate the expert and for the expert to keep an eye on the novice and offer guidance.
Fisher termed the workshop a flintknapping “school,” although he suggested that only three
individuals are represented within the debitage: a master, a novice, and an unidentified third knapper who
seems to have worked in a slightly different area of the workshop (1990:46). He does not otherwise
theorize as to the nature of the learning process.
Returning to France, Linda Grimm (2000) used a similar process of refitting and spatial analysis
to reconstruct the reduction sequence of Core 5 from the Upper Paleolithic open air site of Solvieux, in
the Dordogne region. Core 5 shows many of the characteristics of novice knapping, such as evidence of
excessive percussion force, flake removals that encroach deeply into the core, and hinge terminations on
flakes. Unlike the Étiolles cores, however, the Solvieux core seems to have been knapped by someone
with a conceptual grasp on the reduction process. The reduction was hampered both by an apparent lack
of skill on the part of the knapper and by a flaw in the raw material, one which seems to have been
discovered early by a more experienced knapper, whose choice to discard the core made it available to
the novice (Grimm 2000:57-58).
The Solvieux site also yielded other refittable cores, which seem to have been worked by
experienced knappers. By combining the refit sequences with the spatial distribution of recovered flakes,
Grimm was able to track the movements of the novice knapper and relate them to the locations of the
more experienced knappers. In particular, Grimm looked at the flakes removed from Core 5 in relation
to the flakes removed from Core 8, an expertly worked core whose refitted flakes were found closely
associated with Core 5's refitted flakes. Using these spatial data, Grimm suggested two potential
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behavioral explanations for the flake distribution. In the first scenario, a novice and an expert moved
together across the site, with the novice seeking out the expert for advice during the reduction process.
In the second scenario, the association between flakes from the two cores is the result of waste removal
within the site, and not indicative of knapping behavior at all. However, as with the Trollesgave lithics,
the patterning of the debitage resembles that made by a knapping event, suggesting that the debitage is
indeed in situ residue rather than the result of tidying up after the knapping had occurred (Grimm
2000:62). Grimm thus favors the first explanation, that the two cores show evidence of an interaction
between a novice and an expert knapper working simultaneously.
Drawing from theories of cultural transmission, Grimm theorizes that blade knapping at Solvieux
may have been transmitted along male familial lines, and that the two knappers represented by Cores 5
and 8 may have been an adult man and his younger male kinsman, likely a son or a nephew. Further,
Grimm suggests that the novice knapper was likely given tasks to carry out in support of the knapping
process, including cleaning up the knapping area. She interprets the flakes surrounding the initial Core 5
debitage as the results of cleaning done by the novice, who then took advantage of the flawed core to
begin a reduction of his own, perhaps using some of the tidied materials as a guide or model for imitation.
The novice then sought out the expert when he ran into difficulties, an interpretation which implies a
willingness on the part of the expert to directly instruct or correct when requested.
Moving over to North America, Milne (2005) examines novice tools from two quarry sites on
Baffin Island, in the Canadian Arctic. Baffin Island was inhabited by members of the oldest known
culture to occupy the Canadian Arctic, the Paleo-Inuit. Milne investigated two sites on the southern
portion of the island, one of which has yielded large quantities of lithic materials and the other of which
appears to be a village site that was occupied by several successive cultural groups. Milne's work focused
on the earliest habitation at the village. At both sites, Milne excavated lithic cores with traits characteristic
of novice knappers. Using Shelley (1990) as a guide, Milne identified instances of stacked step
terminations, indicative of repeated failed efforts at removing a flake from a single striking platform. She
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also noted that these cores were discarded prior to exhaustion, a trait common in novice reduction
attempts, as novices either discard the core preemptively out of frustration or reach the limit of their skill
before fully exhausting the core. Milne also identified two bifaces that seem to have been made by
novices, noting the poor quality raw material used and asymmetrical shape.
Milne then turns to the conditions under which novice knappers would be permitted or
encouraged to experiment or practice. When raw materials are at a premium, she argues, there will be far
fewer traces of novice knappers, either because novices are not permitted to practice at all or because
their work is done with the help of significant scaffolding by more experienced knappers. This technique,
discussed briefly in the case of Nabenchauk's weavers above, involves experts only allowing novices to
complete those parts of the process that are within their abilities (Ferguson 2003; Maynard and Greenfield
2006). Scaffolding can be more or less intensive, but the overall aim is to allow the novice to acquire
skill through practice and immersion while also conserving raw materials and producing usable final
products. Milne argues that scaffolding is especially relevant to knapping, as stone cannot be reused in
the same way that clay or thread can. A failed reduction attempt simply wastes the stone. Therefore, in
situations where stone is rare or valuable, allowing novices unrestricted access and practice time quickly
becomes costly. By contrast, in situations where stone is abundant and easily acquired, novices can be
allowed to practice with less intensive scaffolding and expert intervention, freeing up experts to focus on
other tasks.
The two sites excavated on Baffin Island are in landscapes abundant with good quality stone, and
the lithics recovered from both sites were overwhelmingly knapped from this local material. Based on
the faunal remains recovered and on knowledge of the typical patterns of seasonal mobility exhibited by
the populations of Baffin Island, Milne interprets both sites as warm-weather sites, inhabited during the
spring and summer months when the area was free of ice. Milne proposes that stockpiling and
replenishing tool stores were key warm-weather activities. Lithic raw materials are heavy to transport,
and there is no evidence that the populations of the island transported the raw cobbles from the inland
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warm-weather sources to their coastal cold-weather camps. Milne therefore argues that learning to knap
was a warm-weather activity, associated with the seasonally-linked move inland. Novices therefore
would not tax the limited lithic materials available to the population during the colder months, when the
abundant raw materials of the island's interior were inaccessible. Milne further argues that this pattern
restricts the age at which novices can begin learning to knap, as only those physically capable of making
the journey inland would be allowed to lean and practice. She places this age at the late teens, and
suggests that knapping was learned through structured apprenticeships, and that it may not have been a
universal skill among Paleo-Inuits on the island.
Högberg (2008) makes a distinction between the work of a child and the work of a novice.
Previous studies reviewed here have considered these two states to be synonymous – with the exception
of Milne, who argues that children did not participate in the knapping process at all – but Högberg
suggests that children imitate the adults around them and play knap using discarded flakes significantly
before they begin the process of formally learning to knap and become novices. He strengthens this
analysis with examples of modern children's knapping. These children, usually the children of
experimental knappers or museum professionals, are exposed to knapping but are not expected or
encouraged to pick up the skill themselves. Nevertheless, they will observe adult knappers and copy them,
creating “...objects, which by shape look like prehistoric tools, but lack all significant technological
attributes” (Högberg 2008:118). Although careful not to equate the experience of modern children with
those of children in the past who grew up fully immersed in lithic technology, Högberg still draws a link
between children imitating knappers and children imitating other adult activities, some examples of
which were discussed above.
Högberg then applies these observations to a site in southern Sweden dating to the Neolithic. The
site consists of a knapping area, which yielded exclusively lithic materials, primarily flakes. By analyzing
the flakes, Högberg determined that two types of technology were present at the site. The first, squaresectioned axes, represent a highly specialized technology which appears to be have been produced
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according to a strict reduction sequence. The axes are uniform in both shape and reduction technique.
The second set of flakes were unsystematic and did not seem to be related to the production of a specific
tool type. There was, however, a piece of worked stone that had the rough shape of a square-sectioned
axe, but had not been knapped according to the usual reduction sequence. Högberg also notes that this
piece, along with the unsystematically removed flakes, were made from lower quality flint than the other
flakes, suggesting that the highest quality of flint was reserved for use in making these specialized tools.
Finally, Högberg analyzes the flake distribution for both types of technology, and notes that the flakes
belonging to the square-sectioned axes seem to have been made by stationary knappers – they are
distributed in a fan-like pattern, similar to the one found at Trollesgave – while the other set of flakes
seem to have been made by a knapper who moved around throughout the reduction process.
Using these factors, Högberg interprets the second set of flakes as being the work of a child
imitating an adult knapper. He further posits that this is evidence of a society in which knapping was not
protected knowledge, but rather one in which children were allowed to observe and interact with knappers
and be present while knapping occurred. He does not interpret the flakes as being the result of a novice
learning to knap, but rather as being made by a child playing while adults worked. This is again
reminiscent of the ways children have been documented learning necessary skills in other contexts (i.e.
Paradise and Rogoff 2009). Interestingly, however, the technology being imitated in this case is a
specialized industry rather than a household one. Högberg's study does not touch on how that technology
might eventually be learned by novices, as his purpose is to identify children rather than to study cultural
transmission. In doing so, he raises interesting questions about the difference between imitating as play
and imitating to learn.
Dull and Wells (2009) make a similar distinction between child and novice knappers in their
analysis of the lithic remains at the Collier Lodge site, in Indiana. Their focus, in contrast to Högberg's,
is on novices, and they employ debitage analysis to make the case that novices were present at the site.
The Collier Lodge site is a complex site, with multiple habitations beginning in the early Archaic period.
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Dull and Wells are concerned with the Upper Mississippian occupation in the late 1400s. During this
period, the site appears to have been used as a series of logistical camps, occupied by small groups sent
out from a larger settlement to accomplish specific tasks. The site, therefore, was only inhabited for short
periods at a time during this occupation. During those periods, its inhabitants created at least 12 pit
features, out of which were excavated nearly 900 debitage flakes (104).
In analyzing these debitage flakes, Dull and Wells examined 10 well defined attributes, including
flake type, termination type, length and width, platform modification, and presence or absence of heat
treatment. They focused specifically on termination type when identifying the work of novice knappers.
The results of their analysis showed that over 60% of the analyzed flakes had step, hinge, or plunging
terminations, while only 35% ended in the desirable feather terminations. Although some of the step
terminations can be attributed to poor quality raw materials, the hinge and plunging terminations are the
result of knapper mistakes. Their prevalence suggests the work of novices learning the art rather than
experts making uncharacteristic errors.
Dull and Wells do not study the spatial arrangement of the debitage flakes, perhaps because of
their recovery context in roasting pit features rather than on the working floor. As a result, they do not
speculate on how Upper Mississippian novices might have learned to knap, merely suggest that they
were present in these resource-acquisition expeditions. This context, however, allows them to state that
they do believe the flakes to be the result of novices practicing rather than children playing. This creates
the first hint of a societal structure, wherein novice accompanied experts to gather resources and perhaps
even participated in the knapping of the necessary tools.
Knight (2017) identified miniature, flawed cores at the obsidian quarry site of ZaragozaOyameles in Puebla, Mexico. Three habitation sites have been identified near the quarry, which produced
a growing percentage of the obsidian used in the surrounding area over the course of the Maya Classic
period. Obsidian from the quarry has been found as far away as Tikal, and its spread is paralleled by the
growth of the nearby city of Cantona, whose economy is thought to have been powered in part by the
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obsidian trade. One of the three habitation sites, labeled Habitation Site #1, yielded evidence of food
preparation activities and a number of miniature obsidian cores. Aside from their small size, these
miniature cores are distinctive due to the significant flaws or errors that led to their abandonment.
Miniature artifacts are often associated with children, either as toys (Park 2005) or, as Knight
suggests here, as part of the craft learning process. Lave (1982) and Kamp (2001) both reference
ethnographic accounts of novices starting with smaller-scale or miniature versions of the objects they are
learning to make, respectively tailored clothes and ceramics. Knight further supplements these examples
with his own experiments in creating viable cores using Zaragoza-Oyameles obsidian. He found that, as
a novice knapper himself, it was significantly easier to knap a smaller core than a larger one. This echoes
Pigeot's observation that the large size of the Étiolles raw materials increased the difficulty of properly
knapping them. He therefore interprets the small cores as being the product of novice experimentation.
The miniature cores were recovered across the entirety of the quarry site, not just at Habitation
Site #1. From this distribution, Knight suggests that novices actively participated in all parts of the
quarrying process. He further suggests that the domestic remains found at Habitation Site #1 imply the
presence of women to cook and prepare food, activities associated with women in ethnographic reports
of the Maya. This means that entire families either traveled to the quarry site to select and shape the
obsidian nodules, or lived there full time and prepared cores for further shaping at nearby Cantona. In
either of these scenarios, children would have been immersed in the quarrying activities and had ample
access to raw material with which to experiment. He does not speculate on the type of instruction given
to these experimenting children, but rather focuses on the household as a center of learning. The
implication is that children at Habitation Site #1 learned by observing and working alongside adults and
were permitted to join those adults in most, if not all stages of the mining process.
In a similar investigation, Castañeda (2018) examines the presence of novice knappers at the flint
mine in Casa Montero, near Madrid. Casa Montero is one of the oldest Neolithic flint mines excavated
in Europe, dating to approximately 7000 BP. Although flint is common in the area, the Casa Montero
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flint is unique due to an aging process which crystallizes the interior of the flint nodules. Through refitting
studies, Castañeda determined that these crystallized areas were preferred for blade making. In order to
extract these crystallized nodules, miners at Casa Montero sunk narrow shafts into the earth, some of
which are narrow enough to suggest that they were worked by adolescents or even children rather than
adults. Once the flint accessible from a shaft was exhausted, the shaft was backfilled with a mixture of
tailings and waste flakes. It seems, then, that initial reduction of the flint nodules was done at the mine,
likely to reduce weight for transport. There is also evidence of flint being knapped into expedient tools
for immediate use.
The primary industry at Casa Montero, aside from the mining of flint, was the production of
blades and blade blanks. These were then transported away from the mine for later use or trade. The
chaîne opératoire for blade making in this style includes not just the knowledge of how to knap the blades
themselves, but the ability to detect and choose appropriate starting nodules and, in a mine context like
Casa Montero, how to extract those nodules from the earth (Castañeda 2019:721). These latter skills can
only be perfected on location, and serve as additional incentive to combine mining with teaching. Like
Milne and Knight, Castañeda identifies the abundance of raw materials as incentivizing novice
production, but unlike them she argues that this abundance does not necessarily minimize scaffolding or
guided learning in any meaningful way. The duality between the desired crystallized interior stone and
the rejected opaline outer stone makes it easy to notice whether or not novices have access to prime
materials for experimenting and practice.
Because the blades knapped at Casa Montero were then transported away from the site, the lithic
remains found on location are waste flakes and cores. Castañeda focuses on the cores. She observes that
there appear to be three distinct skill levels present in the recovered cores, which she labels A through C,
with A being expertly made cores, B being cores made by advanced apprentices, and C being cores made
by true novices. She developed a set of criteria used to sort the cores into categories, including choice of
raw materials, appropriate impact placement and angle, presence or absence of stacked hinge
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terminations, and control over the shape of the core. Overall her sample was about half expertly made
cores, with the apprentice and novice-made cores being a respective 37 and 8 percent of the total sample,
with 1 percent of the cores being impossible to classify (Castañeda 2019:724). She attributes this
disparity in frequency of the two categories of non-expert cores to the fact that it is much easier to master
base gestures than it is to master the entire conceptual chaîne opératoire of blade making. Thus, learners
would progress quickly from novice to apprentice, but would linger at the apprentice level for some time
before gaining enough skill and knowledge to become experts in their own right.
Castañeda suggests that learners at all skill levels were involved in the production process. As
their skills increased they were able to contribute through the crafting of blades and shaping of cores, but
even before then she argues that they would have been given supporting tasks and expected to contribute
to the extent of their abilities. She further argues that the later stages of learning were achieved through
guided learning rather than imitation and absorption. She imagines learners working with experts on a
one-to-one basis at the end of their learning period, to perfect their craft and make the final transition to
being experts themselves.

Looking at this non-exhaustive list of archaeological examples, some patterns become clear. First,
identifying instances of novice knapping relies heavily on detailed lithic analysis. Refitting studies are
common, and those studies that do not use physical refitting still require a conceptual knowledge of
knapping deep enough to understand the processes that go into creating key attributes on flakes or cores.
Flake terminations are important to understand, as is the ability to see if a core has been worked to
exhaustion or prematurely abandoned. Much of this knowledge is acquired through the use of
experimental replication, as can be seen in the cases of both Fischer and Knight, the latter of whom
appears to have performed his replication studies on site. With this approach come the usual difficulties
with lithic analysis, namely that results can vary from person to person. Perhaps ironically, lithic analysis
is itself a skill that must be learned and practiced, ideally through some form of guided learning or
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apprenticeship.
The identification of skill level is also generally aided by the study of debitage. In part, this stems
from the types of sites identified – the quarry and household contexts investigated in these studies mean
that complete tools were removed from the knapping site and used. In the household contexts some of
the complete tools have been found and matched with their debitage clusters, but this requires extensive,
time consuming refitting. Even when that is possible, in several of the above examples, novice reductions
did not yield any kind of viable tool at all, leaving us with nothing but the debitage and eventually
abandoned core. Focusing on these by-products allows us to reconstruct the knapping process, as
mistakes produced during the reduction may be corrected in the final tool but are visible in the debitage.
This preservation of the process, mistakes and all, is what makes lithic analysis (and the analysis of nonlithic chipped industries [i.e. Arnold 2012]) so valuable in learning studies.
The final commonality across these examples is the type of site at which novice knappers have
been identified. With one exception, namely the logistical camp identified by Dull and Wells, the novice
artifacts have been identified in household or quarry contexts. The authors surveyed above have offered
various reasons for these contexts, although they all roughly agree that abundance of material leads to
visibility of novice knappers in the archaeological record. Further, there is a shared assumption that
novice knappers are young, ranging from children to adolescents, an assumption drawn from
ethnographic data about small-scale societies. This is used to explain the presence of novice efforts in a
household context, as the assumption is that the children of knappers are observing and participating in
knapping activities done at or near home. This implies a semi-formal transmission structure at most,
where children learn and work with their families or familiar adults as they learn the craft. However, it
should be emphasized that absence of evidence is simply that – when archaeologists focus on household
and quarry sites in their search for novice knappers, they may be ignoring other contexts in which novices
could be found. In particular, there has been little systematic exploration of large-scale expert workshops,
such as the obsidian knapping workshops of Mesoamerica, despite the almost inevitable presence of
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novices or even formal apprentices in those contexts (although see Andrews 1999).
Despite this caveat, the trends identified in the literature make the Bridge River site an intriguing
place to search for novice knappers. It is a household site, inhabited by non-specialists during the season
when they made and repaired their tools (see Chapter four). It does not, however, have an abundance of
raw material, which according to these models would make novice participation in knapping more
difficult to detect. Despite this, several seemingly novice-made artifacts have been recovered from
Housepit 54, including some that appear to be non-functional or prematurely abandoned. Their presence
deserves analysis and explanation, and they are the focus of this investigation.
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Chapter four
Housepit 54 and the Bridge River Village
The Bridge River Village is located in the Mid-Fraser canyon of British Columbia's interior. It is
one of several ancient villages in the canyon, and was built as a winter home site by the indigenous
St'át'imc, who still inhabit the area. The village is comprised of pithouse structures, referred to
archaeologically as housepits, in which the village's inhabitants lived during the coldest months of the
year. A seasonally mobile population, St'át'imc groups returned to the same village each winter, with
ethnographic evidence showing that each family returned to the same housepit year after year (Teit 1900).
These housepits are semi-subterranean, and are composed of a pit dug into the earth and a roof made of
wooden beams (see Figure 4.1).
Roofs were covered first in pine needles or dry grass, then with the earth that had been excavated
from the pit (Armann 2013; Teit 1900:194). These roofs were renewed every 15 to 20 years, as the beams
began to rot or otherwise weaken. Any solid beams were salvaged for re-use, and then the roof was
burned and a new roof erected (Prentiss 2019:5). One structure, therefore, could be used and re-used for
a considerable amount of time. Housepit floors were made of fine grained clay brought in from outside
the site. After each new roof was erected, a new floor was laid down (Prentiss et. al. 2008). While at
some villages in the mid-Fraser canyon the old floors were dug out entirely before re-roofing, at the
Bridge River Village new floors were laid down directly over the old living floor, preserving traces of
previous activity.
The village was inhabited for nearly 2000 years, from ca. 1800 cal BP to ca. 100 cal BP, with a
period of abandonment between ca. 1000 and ca. 500 cal BP. Over this time, the number of housepits in
the village varied from 7 to 30, with the fewest being during its earliest period and the most being during
the period immediately preceding the first abandonment (Prentiss et. al. 2018a). The village's chronology
has been divided into four periods. The Bridge River (BR) I period is the earliest, dating to ca. 18001600 cal BP. It was a period of slow growth as the village was established. The BR 2 period, from ca.
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1600 to ca. 1300 cal BP was mostly stable,
but there appears to have been upheaval
during the last 50 or so years that led to most
of the housepits being abandoned. The BR 3
period (ca. 1300 to ca. 1000 cal BP) was
initially characterized by rapid population
growth and the building of new structures
rather than the re-use of the old BR 1 and BR
2 ones. Of the housepits in the BR 2 village,
only three, Housepits 3, 20, and 54, were
reused during the BR 3 period. Population
peaked around 1200 to 1300 cal BP, and then
gradually dropped until complete village

Figure 4.1 – Traditional winter village pithouses. From
Teit 1900.

abandonment ca. 1000 cal BP. During this period, the first archaeological evidence for social inequality
occurs, both between houses and between families within a single house (Prentiss et. al. 2918b). The
village sat abandoned for approximately 500 years before a final habitation period from ca. 500 cal BP
to ca. 100 cal BP, after which point the village was abandoned for good. This final habitation, known as
the BR 4 period, ends with evidence for contact with Europeans during the fur trade era.
Housepit 54, the subject of both this thesis and a larger program of archaeological research
(Prentiss 2017, 2019), was established towards the end of the BR 2 period, and, apart from the villagewide abandonment period, was continuously inhabited until the fur trade era. It appears to have been the
last house occupied before the village's final abandonment (Prentiss et. al. 2018b). It is a house of average
size in the village, and may have been home to as many as 45 people during the village's most populous
period (Prentiss et. al. 2018a). During its existence the house grew steadily, changing shape several times.
It was therefore not a static structure, but rather was adapted over time to meet changing needs of its
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inhabitants, shifting trends in household shape and organization, and fluctuations in population density.
Why the housepit was altered and re-used, rather than being abandoned like so many others, while outside
of the scope of this project, is an interesting question to keep in mind when looking at Housepit 54's
history. Clearly, there was some attachment to the structure, whether for practical reasons, sentimental
ones, or simple inertia.
The Housepit 54 archaeological record is divided into 17 distinct floors. Floors are determined
either by the presence of the burned roof separating them or, when there is no roof debris present, by the
presence of new floor sediment. Because the floor sediment was brought in from elsewhere and tightly
packed down, it is possible to tell when re-flooring occurred. Like at other housepits in the Bridge River
Village, the floors at Housepit 54 were not thoroughly cleaned or dug out before being re-floored. Each
layer, therefore, contains a snapshot view of how that floor was organized and the material activities
performed inside the house during that time. This has allowed for research into changing use patterns
and household organization over the housepit's lifetime (Prentiss et. al. 2018b; Ryan 2018). It also allows
for investigation into the nature of the activities performed within the housepit, using either a single floor
(French 2013) or a tight sample of floors (Barnett 2015; Bobolinski 2017). This thesis follows the second
model, taking as its sample the final five floor layers before the first abandonment. These floors, labeled
IIa-IIe, with IIe being the oldest and IIa being the newest, span roughly 125 years, all dated to the BR 3
period. The oldest floor, IIe, marks the period of peak population density of Housepit 54, with an
estimated population of 44 people; the average population size over these five floors is 31 individuals
(Prentiss et. al. 2018a:546). This period is marked by the emergence of material inequality between
different groups residing within the housepit (Prentiss et. al. 2018b), which has been considered a proxy
for social inequality and possible stratification.
This chapter presents the history of Housepit 54 and the Bridge River Village as it is currently
understood. In order to do this, I first briefly describe life in the mid-Fraser canyon during this time,
drawing on data from Bridge River and from the surrounding pithouse villages. Alongside this, I present
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ethnographic data collected during the early 20th century, pulling particularly from the work of James
Teit (1900, 1906). This information post-dates the period covered by this thesis, but Teit's command of
the indigenous language and close ties to his community of study allowed him to gather a detailed picture
of not only the St'át'imc as he knew them, but of their lives before contact with Europeans. If used
judiciously and critically, his ethnographies can be a valuable source of information even for periods predating his work. I then detail the archaeological history of Housepit 54, focusing on the five layers used
in this study. Finally, I briefly review what is known about learning methods at Bridge River and among
the St'át'imc more generally before laying out the hypotheses and test expectations for this study.

The Mid-Fraser canyon
The Bridge River Village is located on the Bridge River, about 2km away from its confluence
with the Fraser River (see Figure 4.2). It is one of several pithouse villages in the area and is one of the
most intensively studied, along with Keatley Creek and Bell. Bridge River, like other villages, served as
a winter home for the St'át'imc. This is not to say that the villages were entirely abandoned during the
warmer months (Barnett 2015; Prentiss et. al. 2018b), but their populations grew significantly during the
coldest months of the year, when the entire group sought refuge from the weather. Teit's (1906:224)
listing of St'át'imc month names includes both a “going-in time,” ɛnu'lxten, and, three months later, a
“coming-out time,” ɛnu'tskatᴇn.1 During the rest of the year, the population moved through the landscape
in smaller groups, following the seasonally available food sources. Depending on the time of year, people
hunted and trapped small game, harvested berries and roots, fished, and hunted larger game, particularly
deer.
The St'át'imc were a complex hunter-gatherer-fisher society. Arnold (1996) defines complexity in
this context as “[relating] most fundamentally to two organizational features: (1) some people must

All St’át’imcets words quoted from Teit's work retain his original spelling. All other uses of St’át’imcets use modern
accepted spellings.

1
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perform work for others under the direction
of persons outside of their kin group, and (2)
some people, including leaders, are higher
ranking at birth than others” (78). Teit
describes the St'át'imc social structure as
being comprised of different clans, each of
which had a hereditary chief (1906:254).
However, the amount of direct power held
by a clan chief over members of his clan and,
particularly,

members

of

his

village

belonging to other clans, is uncertain.
Judging by Teit's writings, “chief” appears
to have been a general title of respect, given
Figure 4.2 – Map of Middle Fraser Canyon. From
Prentiss et. al. 2018b.

not only to hereditary clan leaders but also to

war leaders, religious leaders, individuals of any gender who gave more than one large potlatch, and
other similarly distinguished community leaders (1906:255). It is unclear whether all of these leaders
were addressed by the same title in their original language, or whether they each had differing titles, all
of which Teit translated into English as “chief.” Regardless, it is clear that by the time of Teit's writings,
both of the conditions of complexity were firmly in effect.
Teit's writings are, of course, most relevant to the BR 4 period, although even that period had
ended by the time of his research. For earlier periods, we rely on archaeological data to provide
information about social complexity. In the case of the Bridge River Village, status differentiation appears
first in the BR 3 period. This correlates with the appearance of status differentiation at other Mid-Fraser
villages, particularly Keatley Creek (Prentiss 2017:8). Status differentiation has been measured
archaeologically at the Bridge River Village through four proxies: access to prestige goods, accumulation
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of raw materials, access to non-local raw materials, and high percentage of mammal remains (Prentiss
2019:11). Prior to the BR 3 period there appears to be fairly little difference between households; increase
in social inequality correlates with increasing population during the BR 3 period. Further, a shift in
housepit location occurs at this time, with the BR 3 housepits seemingly arranged into two roughly
circular patterns, perhaps indicating the presence of two separate clans in the village. If the social
structure described by Teit (1906:254) has its roots in this period of history, rather than being a later
development, then the clan chief of the village's original clan would have been considered village clan
chief, with the clan chief of the more newly arrived clan being in a subordinate position.
The apparent presence of multiple clans – or, if the social structure observed by Teit is a later
development, multiple social groups – at Bridge River is likely explained by its geographic proximity to
a key salmon fishing spot. At the confluence of the Bridge and Fraser rivers are a set of rapids known as
Sxetl, or Six Mile, where salmon can easily be mass captured (Walsh 2017). As the closest village to
these rapids, the Bridge River Village was a hub of the salmon trade. Not only did they heavily harvest
and process salmon for their own use, they also collected and dried large quantities of salmon as trade
goods with neighboring tribes and, later, European fur traders. Further, salmon and salmon fishing were,
and continue to be, of greater importance to the St'át'imc than simply a source of food and trade goods.
Salmon are deeply intertwined with the St'át'imc identity; even today, St'át'imc refer to themselves as
“Salmon People” (St'át'imc 2016). Changes in salmon availability in the past seem to have led to largescale changes in social structure (Bobolinski 2017). The most dramatic social change, the rapid growth
and later collapse of the BR 3 period, coincides with a changing climate, as conditions in the Pacific
Northwest became warmer and dryer (Hay et. al. 2007). Changing climate negatively impacted the
abundance of salmon and other marine resources (Chatters et. al. 1995), a vital source of food and trade
income for the St'át'imc. The combined pressures of increased population and decreased primary food
source led to material inequality within villages, something which is not present in the earlier periods of
habitation. Ultimately, those pressures led people to abandon the large village structure entirely.
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St'át'imc life largely followed natural rhythms. Teit's (1906) translation of the St'át'imc calendar
includes a brief list of activities performed during each period of the year. The emphasis of this list is
food procurement and preparation, with six of the eleven months making specific mention of what type
of food is gathered during that period. Although these activities surely varied somewhat depending on
the availability of any given resource in a particular year – as well as the skills and preferences of
individuals – they represent an aggregate picture of what kinds of resources were available for use during
the year. This in turn offers an idea as to the kinds of materials that would be required to harvest, process,
and preserve these various resources. For instance, hunting requires not only weapons with which to
bring down game but tools for butchering, tools for processing hides, containers to transport and store
the meat and other animal parts, containers in which to carry food and water consumed while hunting,
and so on. Fishing similarly requires tools with which to catch the fish – Teit lists not only hooks but also
nets, weirs, and the occasional fish spear (1906) – but tools with which to cut it, which may or may not
be the same as those used to butcher mammals, racks or similar tools on which to hang the cut fish for
drying or smoking, containers in which to preserve it, containers in which to extract and then store the
oil, etc. Each of these tools would have to be made or traded for. Although the Bridge River Village
belonged to a thriving trade network, at least by Teit's era most of the goods being traded back and forth
were raw materials and food resources (Teit 1906). Tools themselves were made by the individual groups,
presumably because each group had slightly different needs and customs. Although tools could be made
during any time of the year, based on need or raw material availability, making new tools and repairing
old ones was a main winter activity, when weather kept people close to or trapped inside the housepit
(French 2013).
The St'át'imc appear to have been quite communal. The archaeological data from all of the
excavated villages show that multiple family groups lived in each housepit, and the summer lodges as
described by Teit include a mixture of large communal homes and smaller, more mobile lodges
(1906:213-215). Hunting and fishing were done both solo and in groups, but even solo hunters were
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known to request and receive assistance in carrying game back to the village or lodge. Those who helped
with hunting or transport were given part of the meat in thanks, but families and individuals also offered
help so as to be sure to receive it in turn if they needed it. Rich families were expected to show their
wealth through generosity, although research has shown that potlatches, the best known form of
competitive generosity, likely appeared late in St'át'imc history, possibly even as a response to the
presence of white Europeans and the disruptions they brought to traditional life patterns (Smith 2014).
This communalism was not the result of egalitarianism, but rather the opposite. Archaeological
evidence suggests that communal homes increased at the same time as material inequality between family
groups. Bridge River's earliest habitation shows both small, single-family homes and larger, more
communal ones, but almost no evidence for social differentiation between families. As the village
develops, social differentiation can be observed not only between different housepits, but between
different groups living within individual homes (Prentiss 2019). Thus there appears to be a pattern of less
well off families living with more well off ones, perhaps in exchange for labor contributed to the
household or wealthy family (Prentiss et. al. 2015). At peak inequality, during the late BR 3 period,
wealthy families appear to have held hereditary claims to particular fishing and hunting sites, meaning
that alliance with or fealty to those families may have been necessary for families without land claims to
access necessary food resources.
Wealth disparities matter to analyses of material culture because wealthy families or individuals
often have a great deal of influence in their societies. Wealthy families controlling access to food
resources would influence not only what they and their families ate but also what other families consumed,
either through social taboos or simply limited to no access to certain resources. This in turn impacts the
kinds of tools used and produced by different families. At Bridge River, where wealth disparities were
manifested in unequal access to material resources, inequality influenced not only access to food
resources but also access to non-local raw materials and trade goods (Prentiss et. al. 2018b). While it is
difficult to say, based on archaeology alone, how the social conditions impacted craft learning, we know
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from studying modern societies that issues like social inequality and resource disparity tend to impact all
aspects of life.

The archaeology of Housepit 54
Housepit 54 was excavated over multiple seasons. Initial testing was done in 2004, test trenches
were dug in 2008, and the housepit fully excavated over the course of four seasons, between 2012 and
2016. Initially it was only one of multiple houses at the village being studied, as the project focused on
building an overall chronology of occupation (Prentiss 2019). Once Housepit 54's spectacular
stratigraphical sequence became apparent, focus shifted to excavating it in its entirety, and the Bridge
River project became an exploration of fine-grained intra-household change over time. As the
stratigraphy revealed itself, the layers were labeled using Roman numerals (see Figure 4.3). Layer I
represents the ground surface. Layer II represents housepit floors. Layer III represents the housepit rim,
which was created slowly over time as refuse from inside the housepit was cleaned and deposited outside
by the inhabitants. Layer III also contains some roof materials. Layer IV represents the non-cultural
substrate, or the earth pre-dating the housepit's establishment. Layer V represents the roofs. Layers II and
V were subsequently broken down further according to habitation floor. The floor sequence begins with
II, which is the BR 4 fur trade floor, and ends with IIo, which is the earliest floor layer, dating to BR 2.
Fewer roof layers have been identified, with the first, V being the fur trade roof and the final, Vc being
the transitional roof between the BR 2 and BR 3 periods. Unlike the floors, the roofs are not an unbroken
sequence but rather appear periodically throughout (Prentiss 2019:22-23).
The house began its life as a small, likely single family dwelling and remained that way for three
floors (IIo-IIm) (see Figure 4.4). It then grew into a rectangular dwelling, about half the size of the final
house. This shape was maintained through the transition into the BR 3 period, with the final layer of the
rectangular house being IIf. Layers IIe-IIa represent the house's largest shape, a roughly circular dwelling
of around 13 meters in diameter (Prentiss 2017:1). This final shape was conserved for the BR 4 re56

Figure 4.3 – Stratigraphy of Housepit 54. From Prentiss et. al. 2018b.
occupation. Starting from the rectangular house, Housepit 54 seems to have been inhabited by multiple
families, or domestic units. The rectangular house is interpreted as having at least two families, while the
final house (known as the big house) seems to have housed at least four separate family or domestic units
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(Ryan 2018). The number of families in the housepit are measured by a combination of housepit size and
hearth features; for a detailed exploration of habitation patterns of each floor, see Ryan (2018).
During excavation, Housepit 54 was divided into four excavation blocks. A balk of unexcavated
soil was preserved between each of the blocks, to keep them separate from each other and to provide a
space for excavators to work safely. Although the excavation blocks are a modern heuristic that does not
reflect how the inhabitants of the house used their space, block D consistently shows a higher
concentration of artifacts than the other three blocks across the IIe through IIb floors. Inhabitants of the
IIa floor used block D as a midden rather than a living floor, in a change in behavior that still has not
been fully explored. From the artifacts recovered at the housepit, it appears that most activities were
performed inside. The house area was divided into different activity areas for different tasks, with areas
dedicated to food preparation and stone knapping being the most prominent. Areas noticeably devoid of
archaeological materials and features have been interpreted as sleeping areas (Ryan 2018). There is some
evidence that work was also performed on the housepit roof; however, roofs were also used to dump
household waste (Prentiss 2019). The archaeological materials recovered from the roofs are therefore
difficult to interpret. Based on weather patterns in the area, it seems likely that more time was spent
working inside the housepit than outside on the roof, where workers would be exposed to the elements.
However, a large number of the projectile points used in this study were recovered from the roof layers,
particularly the final BR 3 roof layer, Va.

Figure 4.4 – Changing shape of Housepit 54. From Ryan 2018.
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Projectile points make up only a small percentage of the lithic materials recovered from Housepit
54. Even when looking only at the tools, rather than the entire assemblage, projectile points represent
only 10% of the total tools recovered from layers IIa through IIe. Final tallies for the roof materials are
not yet available, but preliminary results show that projectile points comprise roughly 6% of the total
tools recovered.
Table 4.1 – Total tools for floors IIa-IIe. Modified from Prentiss 2019.
A B C D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
AIIa
5 3 2
4
2
1
4
2
1
BIIa
3 1 6
3
1
2
1
2
1
9
1
9
6
2
CIIa
3 1
2
1
5
2
3
Total IIa 3 5 7 9
9
1
2
3
3
1
9
2
18 4
9
3
AIIb
1 2 1
1
1
2
3
2
2
BIIb
1 2 1
4
1
1
4
1
CIIb
2 2 1
1
1
2
1
5
1
1
DIIb
8 3 8 5
10 3
1
5
1
1
1
8
1
12 8
Total IIb 10 5 14 7
15 5
2
6
2
4
2
19 6
2
15 8
AIIc
2 2 4 4
3
2
1
2
1
5
1
BIIc
2 3 2 4
1
2
2
2
1
5
1
4
1
CIIc
4 2
4
1
1
2
2
6
2
1
DIIc
7 3 10 7
11 3
1
6
2
1
4
7
2
14 3
Total IIc 11 8 20 17 19 7
5
11 2
5
4
19 9
2
20 4
AIId
1 1 1 3
1
1
3
2
BIId
4 1 3
3
2
2
2
1
2
1
CIId
3 7 6
7
2
4
1
1
4
1
14 2
3
2
DIId
7 5 10 8
12 2
2
3
4
1
4
19 1
21 5
Total IId 15 6 19 20 22 5
2
10 5
2
10 1
38 5
1
26 8
AIIe
5 1
3
2
1
7
BIIe
1 3 3 5
8
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
9
4
CIIe
3 4 7 2
9
4
2
3
2
3
1
7
1
1
9
5
DIIe
8 5 3 8
6
2
3
2
4
7
13 2
18 2
Total IIe 12 12 18 16 26 7
7
6
6
12 2
32 2
3
36 11
Column headings: A=Flake and slate knives; B=Formal bifaces; C=Projectile Points; D=Flake and key-shape
scrapers; E=hide scrapers (slate, end, stemmed, and spall scrapers); F=drills, perforators and borers; G=small
piercers; H=pieces esquillee tools; I=notches and denticulates; J=adzes (all forms including chipped, ground, and
sawed); K=abraders (all sizes and forms); L=freehand cores; M=bipolar cores; N=modified slate (chipped, ground,
and/or sawed but lacking use-wear); O=hammerstones; P=used flakes; Q=ritual and ornamental objects
(ornaments and ornament preforms and byproducts, figurines, slate with incised images). Rows: capital
letters=blocks; IIa-IIe=floor designation.

As can be seen from Table 4.1, the most common tool types recovered from layers IIa through
IIe were hide scrapers (12%), bipolar cores (16%), and used flakes (14%). This fits well with reports that
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a primary winter activity was the processing of hides for use during the coming year. Bipolar core
reduction and expedient flake tools are both indications of resource scarcity – bipolar reduction
techniques allow usable flakes to be removed from very small cores, and expedient flake tools consume
less stone to make than more formal ones (French 2013). The formal tools recovered, including the
projectile points, show a high degree of retouch and resharpening, indicating that the population had an
incentive to recycle tools rather than simply discarding used tools and making new ones.
The archaeological evidence, therefore, suggests that the house was a main center of activity
during winters. Use of its space was governed by a complex set of divisions between different activities
and different family groups. This has implications for learning method, as it means that novices,
regardless of culturally dominant learning model, would have been exposed to experts working in the
home.

Learning at Bridge River
Evidence from Teit
Little work has been done specifically on the subject of learning at the Bridge River village. Teit
says practically nothing about the subject. Two key passages provide hints about how crafts may have
been learned during the time he spent with the St'át'imc. The first comes in the form of his description of
the knapping process:
“When [arrow heads] were be made to from a bowlder [sic], the following method was employed.
The bowlder [sic] was split by being laid on a stone and struck with a hand-hammer, generally a
pebble of handy size. When a suitable piece had been obtained, its edges were trimmed off with
a hard stone. Then it was wrapped in grass or hay, placed on edge on a stone, and large flakes
were split off with a hand-hammer. After a suitable piece had been obtained, it was placed on a
pad in the left hand and held in position with the fingers. It was given its final shape by means of
a flaker made of antler, which was used with a forward and downward pressure. The blunt point
served for flaking off larger chips, while the smaller one was used for the final stages of the work
(Teit 1900:182).2”
This passage says nothing about the transmission of this reduction sequence, but it is detailed

This passage was taken from Teit's description of the Nlaka’pamux, whom he refers to as the Thompson. His note on tool
making in his volume about the St'át'imc reads: “Stone was cut, worked, and flaked in the same manner as among the
Thompson people” (Teit 1906:203).

2
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enough to make a few inferences. The first is that, like other knapping techniques, the ones employed by
the St'át'imc knappers required a reasonable amount of physical strength and were potentially mildly
dangerous. The initial reduction particularly would require the strength and precision to strike usable
flakes from the core without shattering the flake or sending debitage flying. The process as described by
Teit represents a bipolar reduction strategy. Experimental work by Kuijt et. al. (1995) demonstrated the
effectiveness of the strategy, including the process of wrapping the core in soft material during flaking.
However, despite the wrapping, bipolar reduction produces a large number of sharp debitage flakes.
Further, the wrapping does not appear in Teit's description until after the initial flake has been removed
from the core. Therefore, knappers and those around them were exposed to sharp-edged pieces of
debitage, making the knapping area unsuitable for very young children, and any others who might not be
able to control their movements well enough to avoid cutting themselves or being struck by debitage.
The passage further includes a description of multiple techniques, each of which need to be
mastered in order to produce a successful projectile point. There is the initial reduction process, where
the boulder or cobble is struck using bipolar percussion to detach a suitable flake. That flake is then
prepared using hard-hammer percussion, and then further shaped through bipolar reduction. The final
shaping is done through pressure flaking. At least three separate techniques are therefore needed to
produce an acceptable projectile point, each of which must be learned and perfected by the knapper.
Given this, it is reasonable to theorize that novices may have mastered these techniques at different paces,
either according to a pre-determined cultural sequence or according to their own preferences and skills,
depending on the cultural transmission process. This may be visible archaeologically. However, it may
also be the case that knappers employed a scaffolding-type structure, and worked with novices to create
projectile points, in which case the novices would only perform those parts of the sequence they had
mastered and would be less visible archaeologically.
Secondly, and more tenuously, Teit's description implies that the entire reduction took place in
one location. It is certainly possible that different steps in the reduction took place in different physical
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locations and Teit omitted that information as irrelevant. However, the model suggested, where the entire
reduction from cobble to point was done in a single location, has been seen at other archaeological sites
(i.e. Fischer 1990). Further, Teit pays some attention to movement across the landscape in his work; an
absence of movement in this description may therefore be indicative of an observed lack of movement
rather than a by-product of Teit's ethnographic focus. However, despite its plausibility, this assertion must
be put into context. By the time of Teit's arrival, whites had firmly established themselves on the land.
Reservations were established in the 1880s, and Teit makes frequent mention of them in his work.
Therefore, any statements about land usage and travel likely do not reflect historic patterns but rather
adaptations to more modern conditions. In addition, lithic tools had largely been replaced by metal ones
by the early 1900s, and so any knapping Teit may have seen was likely a demonstration rather than part
of a daily routine.
However, Teit also relied on the memories of his older informers to tell him what their lives were
like before extensive contact with Europeans. It is therefore possible that, indeed, the entire reduction
took place in one location during pre-contact times. Because Teit does not offer any other spatial details,
it is impossible to say when during the seasonal cycle tools were made or, indeed, if there was any specific
time. His month names give no indication of a tool making time. Using evidence from other areas of the
world, we can hypothesize that, if the entire reduction was carried out in one location, then that location
may have been a stone source or quarry, to save on the effort of transporting heavy boulders and cobbles.
The small size of most of the debitage recovered from Housepit 54 offers some corroborating evidence
that initial reduction of boulders may have happened elsewhere. There is, however, not enough evidence
one way or the other to make any useful inferences about how knapping related to other rhythms of yearly
life, and therefore not enough to speculate about where and when learners would have most been exposed
to the craft.
Teit's only other hint about the learning process comes when he discusses puberty rituals for
young men and women. Young women, he says, are expected to make miniatures of the tools they will
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use as adults during these rituals (Teit 1906:264). This implies either that girls already know how to at
least approximate the tools they will need, or that this is the period during which they learn and perfect
the art. The young men, however, do not make tools but rather practice using them, with the emphasis of
their rituals being perfecting hunting and survival skills. He makes no comment as to whether the hunting
tools used by these young men were made by them during these rituals or provided to them. Teit says
also that young men undergoing puberty rituals tend to socialize only with other young men in the same
stage of life (1906:266). From this all we can say for certain is that, according to the rituals as they were
described to or witnessed by Teit, craft learning does not seem to be central to the experience of pubertyaged young men. Four possibilities emerge from this.
The first is that, in St'át'imc culture, men do not make stone tools at all, including hunting tools,
and leave this exclusively to women. This contradicts an earlier statement by Teit that men made stone
implements (1900:182), but that statement was made specifically in reference to the neighboring
Nlaka’pamux. We also know now that ethnographers and early archaeologists often ignored stone
working by women, even when women were active participants or even the dominant creators of stone
tools (Arthur 2010). If this is the case, then we would expect to find evidence of miniature projectile
points and other stone implements in the puberty lodges used by young women. We would further
conclude that any crude or novice-made points found in the pithouses were made by girls who had not
yet reached puberty. Teit does not specify an age at which girls began their puberty rites, but it can be
theorized that it coincided with menarche, likely between 11 and 15 (Gluckman and Hanson 2006;
Spielmann 1989). Given this age range, girls would have had to begin learning as children in order to
leave crude points behind in the main housepits. While this is not outside the range of possibility, the
physical demands and dangers of knapping are such that researchers have speculated that young children
likely did not participate in the knapping itself, although they may have been involved in more peripheral
tasks such as gathering materials and cleaning the knapping area (Ferguson 2008).
The second possibility is that boys learn to knap either prior to or after the completion of their
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puberty training period. The training period began when boys had “many dreams” (Teit 1906:266), an
age that he does not specify for the St'át'imc but places as between 12 and 16 for the Nlaka'pamux
(1900:318), roughly contemporaneous with the presumed age of puberty onset for girls. He further states
that men married on average five to six years after completion of puberty training, in their early 20s
(1906:265). Learning to knap before the training period would require boys to start quite young, perhaps
as young as six or seven in order to have mastered the process by their early to mid teens. As discussed
previously, while this is not impossible, it is unusual for children to begin knapping that young,
particularly given the dangers inherent in the bipolar method used by St'át'imc knappers. Beginning after
the completion of puberty training, meanwhile, offers only a few years to master the skill before marriage,
after which men are expected to provide for their wives and any children (Teit 1906). However, nothing
in Teit's work suggests that men were expected to make their own tools, only that they were expected to
master their use. Therefore, it could be that married men could also still be novice or intermediate
knappers, and that their arrows and spears were tipped using points knapped by more expert friends,
family, or community members.
A third possibility is that the learning process was continuous, starting at or before puberty and
continuing through the training period until mastery. Unlike girls, who were secluded from the larger
group during their puberty training, boys continued to live with their families throughout the process
(Teit 1906:266). Teit says specifically that they avoided socializing with adults, but rather spent their
time with other boys undergoing puberty training. Given that this training took several years, boys
learning or practicing knapping could easily have learned from older or more experienced knappers
within this group, rather than from adults. This scenario also allows for younger boys, who have not yet
attained puberty, to have already begun knapping, either through being taught by adults or through
observation and imitation with discarded materials. They would thus bring these skills with them as they
entered puberty training.
The final possible scenario is that many men never learned to knap at all, and that it was left to
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specialists, from whom knapped tools were purchased or traded for. Teit makes reference to specialist
crafters, but these specialists made the clan masks used during ceremonies. These, he says, “were made
by old men accustomed to making them, who were paid for their work” (1906:257). Clan masks, however,
were ritually significant and spiritually powerful objects, with careful rules about how to use, display,
and care for each mask (1906:253, 257-258). They were also status symbols, worn at potlatches, and thus
quality of craftsmanship would be an important consideration. Stone projectile points, by contrast, were
every day objects, used primarily for hunting. While functionality would have been an important
consideration, visual and aesthetic elements may not have mattered as much, and points do not seem to
have held in special spiritual significance in and of themselves. Certainly, in his earlier description of the
knapping process, Teit makes no reference to spiritual requirements or procedures, although this certainly
does not mean that none existed. If specialist knappers did make projectile points for others, however, it
does seem more likely that it would be for functional or technological reasons rather than spiritual ones.
If this is the case, we should be able to see a relatively high level of standardization and an overall high
quality of knapping in the archaeological materials, as only a handful of people per generation would
have made points.

Evidence from contemporary St'át'imc sources
Although the St'át'imc highly value education, for both children and adults (St'át'imc 2015), much
of the modern focus is centered around formal school and skills training. As part of a settlement
agreement with the BC Hydro company in 2011, resources have been invested in education and skills
development programs (Mixon et. al. 2013). The programs are rooted in St'át'imc culture, particularly
language revitalization (St'át'imc 2015), and also emphasize the importance of community support for
learners of all ages. Most relevantly for this project is the importance placed on family and community
support for learners. Parents and community members are encouraged to take an active interest in the
educational success of their children, and to hold them to high standards of success. Students interviewed
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in a 2015 overview of St'át'imc education policies emphasized the importance of family support in their
success (St'át'imc 2015).
The importance of family support stems from traditional learning philosophies, described by
St'át'imc scholar Lorna Williams as, “a sophisticated system of information intergenerationally
transmitted knowledge with both declarative and procedural processes” (Bob et. al. 1993, quoted in
Mixon et. al. 2013:16). Thus, it appears that adults traditionally took an active interest in how children
learned and acquired necessary skills. Williams continues, “The education processes were embedded in
their social institutions, both formal and informal, occurring over a person’s lifetime. The education
always focused on all aspects of the task including cognitive, emotional, physical and spiritual
components” (Bob et. al. 1993, quoted in Mixon et. al. 2013:16). From this we can infer that adult
engagement in the learning process was more than simply demonstrating a task when they knew learners
would be watching, although that may have been a component. Williams' statement leaves open the
possibility of both semi-formal learning and more formal arrangements, a statement which makes sense
in light of Teit's mention of select craft specialists.
The emphasis on adult support of child learning is repeated in modern discussions of salmon
harvesting and processing (St'át'imc 2016). Ruby McKay, a member of the Ts'kw'aylaxw First Nation of
St'át'imc, describes how salmon harvesting is a family affair, with multiple generations working together
to catch and prepare the fish (St'át'imc 2016). She talks about how pleased she is to be able to introduce
her grandchildren to the process. Fellow Ts'kw'aylaxw Janice McKay recalls how pleased her mother
was when McKay mastered the salmon cutting process, a skill McKay's mother had taught her as a child.
Like Ruby McKay, Janice McKay expresses a desire and an eagerness to teach her own children and
young relatives the skill, in order to pass along not just the physical skill but also the cultural values
associated with salmon. Leslie John, Ts'kw'aylaxw Language and Cultural Coordinator, brings up the
concept of Generations, one of the St'át'imc laws of life (St'át'imc 2015). He explains that when making
decisions, St'át'imc consider the impacts of those decisions on their descendants seven generations into
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the future. Although a mandate largely concerned with sustainability, it also emphasizes the importance
of future generations in preserving culture and values. Thus the modern emphasis on education is framed
as a way to empower and strengthen the St'át'imc for many generations to come. It is reasonable to
suppose that past St'át'imc would have held similar values, and invested in the education of their children
as well.
Even through the institution of formal public schooling, St'át'imc communities have retained an
emphasis on intergenerational learning. Adults teach their children and other kin, and actively support
young people's learning, both of traditional skills such as salmon processing and of modern skills such
as reading and job skills training. It seems very likely, then, that this model has its roots in pre-contact
culture, and that in the past St'át'imc adults had an active hand in their children's acquisition of skills and
cultural knowledge. I would expect at minimum a mixture of semi-formal and observational learning,
rather than a purely observational model where adults leave children to learn entirely through imitation.
Modern St'át'imc describe themselves as teaching their children, which implies a level of active, direct
instruction; it is difficult to say how much of that structure and language is traditional and how much
stems from the implementation of formalized schooling after the arrival of European colonists. However,
it is certainly possible that even before European arrival, St'át'imc elders actively instructed their younger
kin.

Evidence from archaeological sources
The only archaeological study that truly explores learning among the St'át'imc is Prentiss et. al.'s
2015 study of the slate tool industry at the Bridge River village. The researchers used an evolutionary
model to track changes in shape of slate tools between the BR 2 and 3 periods, using samples from
Housepits 11, 54, 20, and 24. The study focused on adaptive value of the tool shapes, and tracked whether
tool shape varied across households and over time, and how. Because of the theoretical model used, the
researchers focused their analysis on the tools themselves, rather than on the knappers. However, they
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briefly discussed the likely dominant mode of cultural transmission in action at Bridge River, a many-toone model of younger individuals learning from their older relatives (Prentiss et. al. 2015:278). This
transmission mode is associated with conservatism, as older generations invest time and energy into
ensuring that younger ones acquire and practice the appropriate cultural knowledge. Cavalli-Sforza et.
al. (1982) describe many-to-one transmission as cases where “...many transmitters, potentially even the
whole group, apply the same cultural pressure on each of the individuals in the next generations” (20).
This model correlates with the guided learning model discussed in Chapter three.
The many-to-one model of transmission model favors the theory that learning to knap was not a
key part of boys' puberty training. If, as Teit claims, boys going through the training associated primarily
with each other, the dominant transmission model would be a horizontal one, where members of the same
peer group teach each other and help each other learn. However, unlike adolescent girls, boys during this
period were neither isolated from the larger group nor forbidden from interacting with unrelated adults.
Therefore, it is possible that adult knappers offered guidance to learners even during their training.
French (2013, 2017) focuses on a different aspect of lithic production, namely the impact of
winter resource scarcity on knapping activities at Housepit 54. Although her work does not deal with
learning directly, material scarcity is a key variable in how novices are permitted and encouraged to
interact with their craft. In her analysis, which focused primarily on the final BR 4 occupation floor, floor
II, she found a high rate of heavily retouched and reused tools, and a high rate of bipolar reduction. Both
of these indicate resource scarcity. Tools made and used in areas of resource abundance are less heavily
retouched and reused, because it is more efficient to simply discard them and create new ones (French
2013). Bipolar reduction, meanwhile, can be used to extract usable flakes out of very small cores,
something which is much more difficult to do using other reduction methods (Hiscock 2016). As
previously discussed, bipolar reduction seems to have been a key part of the knapping process for
St'át'imc toolmakers. French's analysis confirmed its prevalence and suggests that it is directly linked to
winter resource scarcity. Winter was the time during which tools were made and repaired, and it therefore
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seems reasonable that the overall reduction strategy would be one that could maximize limited resources.
This fits well with the many-to-one model of transmission. The conservatism of the transmission
model would discourage potentially costly experimentation with tool form or reduction technique.
French's work further informs the study of learning by providing data about raw material availability in
the housepit, which is a known factor in learning methods used, as described in Chapter three. Although
French's work focused on the BR 4 period, the patterns she observed can also be seen in the final BR 3
floors which are the subject of this study. The combination of resource scarcity and likely dominant
model of cultural transmission help us craft some initial hypotheses about how knappers would have
learned their craft during the BR 3 period at Housepit 54. Teit's work, although less informative, can help
us rule out institutionalized, intensive apprenticeships as a likely method. Although it is possible that
such apprenticeships existed and either were overlooked by Teit or died out before his informants were
born, they cannot be considered a likely learning model when crafting hypotheses.

Hypotheses and test expectations
Returning to the research questions outlined in Chapter one, we now have the background
information to begin outlining test expectations for each question. The first question posed was: can the
method of learning used by projectile point knappers at Housepit 54 be discovered through analysis
of the projectile points? In order to answer this question, we need to determine what the archaeological
indicators of each learning method would be.
Learning through observation and imitation alone should produce novice artifacts that are
superficially similar to expert ones but display evidence of inappropriate techniques and a lack of
understanding of the reduction process. As the learning process is largely a trial and error one, there
should be a high number of failed attempts and evidence of experimenting as novices worked out for
themselves how to make proper points. I also expect learning through observation and imitation to
produce a significant quantity of artifacts made from sub-optimal or non-standard raw materials, as
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novices working alone may not be given access to good quality flaking stone.
Learning through semi-formal instruction should produce novice artifacts that display some
understanding of the reduction process. This may manifest itself in artifacts displaying an appropriate
reduction process but poor quality flake removal, as demonstrated by flake terminations. There should
also be less evidence for experimenting as a method of problem solving, as novices have more access to
experts who can explain or demonstrate the process when necessary. Semi-formal instruction may also
result in scaffolding, where novices and experts work together on a single point, but should also leave
traces of novices working on their own.
Learning through formal instruction or apprenticeship should produce novice artifacts that
display some understanding of the reduction process. There may be evidence of systematic practicing of
an element or sequence as the novice works to satisfy their teacher. There should be a high level of
standardization of form and technique between novice artifacts and expert ones. There may also be
evidence of scaffolding, which would reduce the presence of novice artifacts in the archaeological record.
Answering this question will depend on whether these indicators can be identified in the Housepit
54 projectile points, and whether clear enough patterns emerge to ascertain learning method. They will
also be used to test the hypothesis generated for the second question: how did novice knappers at
Housepit 54 learn to knap projectile points? Based on the ethnographic and archaeological information
presented in this chapter, my initial hypothesis is that semi-formal instruction was the most likely learning
model. This instruction would have occurred at the knapping areas, and likely involved novices working
alongside experts. This hypothesis can be broken into two more hypotheses, depending on where the
main learning period fell in relation to the puberty training period of adolescent boys. If the learning
period fell primarily before or after this period, I expect to find evidence for semi-formal instruction as
outlined in the text expectations for the first question. If, however, the primary learning period fell during
the training, I also expect to find heightened evidence of experimentation and problem solving, as boys
would have less access to experienced knappers due to social conventions during puberty.
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The final question I posed for this project is: what, if anything, does this learning structure
suggest about broader societal structure at Housepit 54 during this period? I do not have hypotheses
or test expectations for this question, but rather will employ ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological
comparisons to determine whether a link between learning method and social structure can be generalized
from other case studies. I will then compare these generalizations to the Bridge River data to determine
whether it is possible to draw any links between learning and social structure in this specific case.
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Chapter five
Methods of analysis
Because of the complexity of the project, I approached it from multiple different angles. For this
process, the theoretical lenses I chose guided my thinking in how to proceed and which elements to focus
on. Drawing from cognitive archaeology, I examined the artifacts in detail, building up from the attributes
present on each artifact to find patterns that could be used to infer behavior. I also used comparisons with
ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological studies to get a better sense of the non-material aspects of
knapping. However, both attribute analysis and the use of ethnographic comparisons were tempered by
the principles of postcolonial anthropology, which emphasizes the need to listen to the groups being
studied and not rely on models or comparative examples. I thus questioned my chosen attributes against
the sample itself, testing to see whether different attributes typically associated with lower skill correlated
with each other in the sample. As I was unable to collaborate with the St'át'imc for this project, and as
knapping is no longer practiced by the community, I relied on Teit's work for culturally specific
information, but did my best to use it carefully and critically.
In total, 74 projectile points were examined for this thesis, drawn from 5 floor layers and 3 roof
layers of Housepit 54. Altogether, the layers span approximately 125 years, from 1125 cal BP to 1000
cal BP (Prentiss et. al. 2018a). Of the 74 points, 41 were classed as Kamloops points, 9 were classed as
Plateau points, and 24 were unidentified or indeterminate. Seventeen of the points had broken tips, 31
had broken bases, and 5 were broken at both tip and base. Sixty-five were made from dacite, a locally
available igneous basalt, 3 were made from obsidian, which is not available locally, 2 were made of slate,
1 was made of unidentified igneous rock, 1 was made of silicified shale, and one was made of unidentified
chert. They ranged in size from 8.5mm long and 13.3mm wide to 35.9mm long and 15.3mm wide.
An initial visual survey of the points suggested obvious differences in skill level across the sample.
Some were very well shaped and flaked, so much so that they could have been used as type specimen
points. Others were cruder, with a few having only some flaking along the edges and slight indents rather
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than distinct side or corner notches. Although I did not want to make assumptions without having
performed the analysis, it was this initial visual survey that convinced me that knapping skill at the
housepit was worth investigating, and that projectile points would be a good avenue for this study.
As the sample spanned 125 years, I first had to ensure that my analysis did not conflate differences
in skill level with change over time. This was further complicated by the fact that two types of point were
present within the sample, Plateau points and Kamloops points. These two projectile point types
correspond to two distinct culture horizons that have been identified in the culture history of the MidFraser Plateau (Clarke 2001). The transition point from the Plateau horizon to the Kamloops horizon
occurred ca. 1200 B.P., or roughly contemporaneously with the early floors of my sample. To account
for this, I limited the number of inter-layer comparisons I did during the initial analysis. Points from each
layer were analyzed separately, and each layer was treated as one data point when comparing the results
to the ethnographic and experimental literatures. Thus my research design allowed for the possibility that
knappers living on floor IIe may have employed different learning strategies than knappers living on
floor IIa, or even from knappers living on floor IId. Once each layer had been analyzed and interpreted
on its own, I compared results across the layers, to see if an overall trend of knapping learning could be
detected over this period of Housepit 54's habitation.
In order to determine whether or not the projectile points at Housepit 54 represented the work of
differently skilled knappers, I first had to decide what skill indicators to look for and how to recognize
them in the sample set. Beginning with the indicators chosen by Barnett (2015:108) and experimental
archaeological data about novice tool knappers, I chose as my skill indicators: the presence and frequency
of step and hinge terminations (which I lumped together in my analysis and referred to as unsuccessful
terminations), the presence of retouch around point edges and base, the presence and shape of side
notches, and the overall shape and symmetry of the projectile point. I also looked at point thinning,
considering a more thinned point to require more skill than a less thinned point. However, some of the
points were made from naturally thin flakes, meaning that further thinning was not required. I therefore
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did not weigh the presence or absence of thinning scars as heavily as other indicators, and mainly used
it as a skill indicator for unusually thick points.
While studying the skill indicators, I also examined raw material quality and microwear. In many
archaeological examples of novice knappers, the novices are given lower quality raw materials to work
with. As raw materials at Housepit 54 are thought to have been at a premium during the months of most
intensive habitation (French 2013), I wondered if novices could be identified partly through the use of
sub-optimal materials. I also examined the microwear in an effort to discern whether or not novice points
were productive, that is whether they were subsequently used after being knapped or whether they were
abandoned after creation without being used. I was particularly interested in the results of the microwear
analysis, as I wanted to see if similar patterns existed between well flaked and shaped points and more
crude ones. If so, then that could be an indication that crude points and expert points were both made for
the same purpose, rather than the crude points being made simply for practice.
I then checked the relevance of my chosen indicators. I focused particularly on the indicator of
bilateral symmetry. Visually, symmetry levels across the sample varied significantly; my aim in
examining it separately was to determine whether or not my sample demonstrated a correlation between
highly symmetrical points and highly skilled knapping. Using Adobe Photoshop, I was able to digitally
fold each projectile point and calculate a symmetry score, indicating the level of bilateral symmetry for
each point. I then compared that score to the other skill indicators to determine whether or not bilateral
symmetry correlated overall with other indicators and thus whether or not it was a useful indicator in its
own right.
After engaging with the literature and noting the importance of spatial patterning to many
analyses, I completed a brief study of the spatial distribution of projectile points across the Housepit 54
floors. This was done using GIS, specifically ARCmap. For each floor layer, the points were mapped
onto the excavated housepit floor and compared to the features that had been identified in order to see
what patterns emerged. Specifically, I was looking for any relationships between either points and
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features or different types of point.
Once I had completed my analysis, I compared my data to other investigations of craft learning,
many of which were outlined in Chapter three and to the ethnographic data about Bridge River itself,
discussed in Chapter four. Through these comparisons, I was able to begin narrowing down the more
likely scenarios for how technological transmission occurred at Housepit 54.

Skill indicators
I drew from experimental archaeology to determine the skill indicators I would use for this project.
Because most experimental data is generated in a controlled setting, often a classroom, it is easy to keep
track of lithic materials produced by expert teachers and materials produced by their novice students, and
to keep those materials separate for analysis. These analyses have yielded a number of traits of novice
knappers, which have successfully been applied both in experimental contexts and in archaeological ones
(Bamforth and Finlay 2008:6).
Key among these traits are the presence of hinge or step terminations in flakes removed by novice
knappers (Shelley 1990). Step and hinge terminations are both considered unsuccessful flake
terminations, as opposed to feather terminations, which are considered successful ones. Using
experimental data, it has been demonstrated that there is a high correlation between skill level and
percentage of successful flake terminations (Shelley 1990). Therefore, when analyzing the projectile
points from Housepit 54 I paid close attention to the termination scars on the point faces, and noted the
prevalence of step and hinge terminations on each projectile point. Like other visual analyses of the
points, this was done using a low power microscope and digital images. Some points also featured steps
visible with the naked eye.
I also kept track of the presence and regularity of flake scars on both edges and the base of each
point. I further noted whether the flaking was bifacial or unifacial for each edge and for the base, as well
as on the side notches, for those points that had them. The final attribute I tracked was thinning scars.
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Some of the points were crafted out of already thin flakes, and did not require thinning, but most either
showed some evidence of thinning or were noticeably thicker than the average point.
Data for each point were recorded in a table and a numeric score was given to each point from 0
to 10, with 0 being the fewest indicators of low skill and 10 being the most (see Table 5.1). The attributes
considered were the presence and visibility of unsuccessful termination, the presence and depth of side
notches, the presence of bifacial flaking along the base, side notches, edges, and faces, and the overall
point shape. Points were given an overall skill rating by assigning a score to each category of skill
indicators and adding them up for the final score. The higher the final score, the less skilled the point.
Categories that were not present in a point, such as bases missing due to point breakage, were omitted
from the final tally, and points were scored according to the new highest possible point total. Similarly,
a projectile point with no side notches present would be penalized for this in the side notches category,
but the side notches were removed as a possible attribute in the bifacial flaking category, so as not to
penalize the point twice for the same thing. This metric, of course, is extremely crude and does not, for
instance, differentiate between points with a significant quantity of unsuccessful terminations and points
with only a few. However, it helped get a sense of the overall skill level present in the sample. The full
skill tables are provided in Appendix 2.
Table 5.1– Scoring rubric for skill index
Point
Unsuccessful Side notches
number terminations
0 – none
0 – 2 deep
1 – microwear 1 – 1 shallow one deep
2 – visible
2 – 2 shallow
3 – none

Bifacial flaking

Overall shape Skill level

0 – all attributes
0 – triangular 0 – 10
1 – three attributes
1 – tube
2 – two attributes
3 – one attribute
4 – no attributes
Microwear was checked using a low power microscope and desk lamp. The categories of

microwear examined were drawn from the larger Bridge River project guidelines (Prentiss 2019). These
were broken into retouch and usewear. Retouch refers to small flakes removed either during use or
through resharpening. Usewear refers to other physical indications of use that can be seen on the tool.
The retouch categories were: invasive, defined as scars made at a less that 50 degree angle from the edge
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and that extended far past the edge into the interior of the piece; semi-abrupt, defined as scars made at a
45-50 degree angle from the edge; abrupt, defined as scars made at a 50-55 degree angle from the edge;
scalar, defined as small overlapping semi-circular scars along the edge; step, defined as scars exhibiting
step terminations; and hinge, defined as scars exhibiting hinge terminations. The usewear categories were:
polish, rounding, perpendicular striations, parallel striations, oblique striations, scalar/step chipping,
oblique/perpendicular chipping, oblique chipping, crushing, grinding, blunting, sawing, gouging/boring,
notched, drilled, incised, pecked, and battering. See Prentiss (2019) for more details about the
classification process.
Individual visual and aesthetic observations were recorded for each point. These included
observations about the shape and symmetry of the point, including evenness of the side notches;
observations about the nature of the flaking, which varied from small, evenly overlapping scalar removals
to large, non-overlapping removals, sometimes on the same point; and observations about the presence
and prominence of ridges along one face made during the thinning process. All of the observations were
inputted into a spreadsheet, alongside information about point dimensions and provenance. The points
were also photographed, so that the data recorded in the spreadsheet could easily be cross-checked against
the image of the point. Because of the limitations of the camera used, microwear and finer flaking was
not captured in the images. These images were also used during the next phase of the analysis, the
symmetry index.

Creating a symmetry index
The idea of creating a symmetry index was initially born out of a desire to compare side notch
shape and positioning in each projectile point. Although I understood that side notches are among the
most difficult steps in projectile point creation, and thus that successfully knapped notches should
correlate with high skill level, I had no way to meaningfully quantify the variation in side notches. As I
examined the problem further, I became aware that I was over-relying on both side-notch symmetry and
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overall bilateral symmetry as a skill indicator, and decided to pause the larger analysis and test these
specific assumptions. In order to do so, I created a symmetry index and compared symmetry levels –
both of side notches and overall bilateral symmetry – of each projectile point to the other skill indicators
present in that point.
To create the index, I drew from work done by Raven Carper (2004, 2005) in her examination of
the Avon site bifaces, from Powell County, Montana. Carper began by converting digital images of each
biface into black and white outlines. She then used those outlines to determine a vertical midline for each
biface and “folded” each biface along the midline. Carper accomplished this by printing out images of
the biface outlines and manually folding them with the help of a lightbox, a technique which then requires
the folded outlines to be scanned and reconverted to digital images for the final calculation. To calculate
the symmetry index of each biface, Carper first calculated the number of pixels comprising the outline
of the biface using the histogram function in photoshop. She then filled in the areas of the folded biface
that the two halves did not have in common, using the paint bucket tool, and used the histogram function
to calculate the number of newly colored pixels. Finally, she filled in the rest of the biface, that is to say
the areas of the folded biface that both halves did have in common, so that the entire outline was colored.
The number of colored pixels were once again counted, to get the total area. She was then able to calculate
the symmetry index for each biface (see Figure 5.1).
I drew from Carper's methods when developing my own symmetry index. Like Carper, my first
task was to determine a midline for each projectile point. For complete points, a midline could easily be
drawn by finding the axis of maximum width, finding the center point of that axis, and drawing a line
from tip to base through the center point. However, this method can only be employed with projectile
points that have a complete base, which removes 21 of the 60 points judged complete enough to include
in this part of the analysis. Moreover, when broken points are removed some floor layers within the
sample are left with only one or two points.
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Figure 5.1 – Symmetry index calculation. From Carper 2004.
A further complication of using broken points was how to account for the break in the symmetry
score, as calculating the symmetry of a point without accounting for the break results in high levels of
asymmetry which may not reflect the original state of the point. In a preliminary attempt to account for
these two factors, I chose to align the projectile points so that the tip was perpendicular to the top of the
image. I then cut off each broken point at the break, drawing a straight line across its surface. A midline
was then drawn from the tip straight down to the base. In order to maintain consistency, I used this
method of determining midline for both broken and whole points.
Once a midline had been found, I used photoshop to “fold” the point along that midline (see
Figure 5.2). To accomplish this, I selected half of the point and flipped it 180 degrees, then aligned the
newly flipped half so that the point appeared to have been folded. For ease of manipulation, I found it
most effective to copy both halves of the folded point into a new photoshop file, so that there were three
distinct layers: the background layer, the unflipped point half, and the flipped point half. The next step
was to make sure that the only color in each layer was the projectile point itself. Unlike Carper I did not
find it necessary to convert the projectile point image into an outline, although doing so would make it
easier to measure a midline by reducing the visual noise of the image. However, in order to calculate
pixel numbers, I needed each half of the point to be a single, flat color. Therefore, once the background
of each layer was monochrome, I used photoshop's 'Select by Color' feature to select the background. I
then used the 'Select Inverse' function to select the projectile point half. Using the paint brush tool at the
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Figure 5.2 – The process of digitally “folding” projectile point images in order to calculate the
symmetry index score.
largest brush size, I filled in the entire area of each projectile point half with a single, solid color. Although
Carper was able to use only one color in her calculation and fill in the biface in sections, my methodology
required each half to be a different color. I used red and blue.
Once each half was filled in, I made sure that the two halves were arranged exactly along the
midline, and then turned down the opacity of the top layer to 50%. This not only allowed the bottom
layer to be seen, it created a third color in the image where the two halves overlapped, in my case purple.
Once the opacity was set and the point aligned properly, I flattened the image so that there was only one
layer, and used the histogram function to count the number of pixels in each color: red, blue, and purple.
I recorded each count and added all three together to get a total area. I then calculated the symmetry score
for each projectile point by dividing the overlap, or purple section, by the total area. I multiplied this
result by 100 to turn it into a percentage (see Appendix 3). Using this formula, the higher the score, the
more symmetrical the projectile point.
Although this method proved effective in accounting for broken projectile points, it still led to
artificially deflated scores, as drawing the midline perpendicular from the top of the image did not reflect
the true midline of the projectile points, no matter how carefully they were aligned. In order to test the
level of distortion this produced, I repeated the analysis using only unbroken projectile points, and folding
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them along their true midline, as calculated with the axis of maximum width. This led to noticeably
increased symmetry scores, particularly among the least symmetrical points, and suggested that the
distortion produced by using the less accurate midline were significant enough to make them unusable
as data.
Unfortunately, this finding made the problem of how to account for broken projectile points
relevant once again. The question I was asking of the projectile points through the symmetry index,
namely does bilateral symmetry correlate with other skill indicators, was simple enough that I was able
to use only the unbroken points and still answer the question with a reasonable degree of confidence.
However, the applicability of this methodology is highly limited as it currently stands, and further
refinement is needed to find a way to properly account for incomplete projectile points, particularly points
with broken bases.

Mapping point location
The mapping of projectile points on the housepit floors was done using ARCmap. Although
ARCmap can be used to answer extremely sophisticated, nuanced questions, this analysis was much
more rudimentary. The location within the housepit floor of each projectile point had been recorded
during the excavation process, as had the presence and location of features within the housepit. Creating
the maps, then, was simply a matter of combining those two data sets so that the projectile points were
overlaid onto the features.
A deliberate choice was made to not include debitage in these maps. This is because the purpose
of the spatial analysis was not to discover activity areas in and of themselves, but rather to specifically
track projectile points. While the inclusion of debitage might have revealed certain patterns not captured
through mapping of points alone – such as whether or not different point types were made in different
activity areas – interpreting the results would have added another layer of complexity to this already
relatively complex project. Further, debitage analysis was deliberately not included in other aspects of
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this project, as discussed in Chapter one. For the sake of consistency, I chose to continue focusing only
on the points.
I did create maps comparing projectile points to other classes of tool, particularly cores and
scrapers. Ultimately, I chose not to include those maps in the final analysis, as they widened the focus of
the project too much. I wanted to keep the focus firmly on the projectile points themselves, and leave
any broadening of artifact classes to further projects. However, I did include more points in the map than
I was able to analyzed. Because the points were excavated over multiple field seasons, not all of them
were available to be physically analyzed as part of this project. While I examined as many as I was able,
I could not quite access them all. The final maps used in this project are included in Appendix 4.

Using comparative data
Once I had analyzed the projectile points from Housepit 54, I turned to comparative ethnographic
and ethnoarchaeological data. I first sought out examples of knapping in order to confirm the links
between behavior and archaeological signature. As discussed in Chapter three, studying living people
allows for the entire process to be observed, including the material remains. Many strictly ethnographic
studies do not focus on the material aspect of the learning process, particularly the materials left behind
that would correlate with the types of materials recovered from archaeological sites. Ethnoarchaeological
studies are specifically designed to remedy this shortfall, but ethnoarchaeological examinations of
knapping, particularly knapping learning are still rare.
I was unable to locate ethnographic evidence of stone knapping learned purely through
observation and imitation. Indeed, with one exception, learning to knap in an ethnographic context occur
through formalized, lengthy apprenticeships. This may be due to the complexity of the craft, and the
difficulty in correcting mistakes (as suggested by Karlin and Julien 1994), but more likely it stems from
the fact that stone knapping in the modern world is a specialized art. Consider the contexts in which
modern stone knapping has been studied. Arthur's (2010) work examines modern Konso knappers, a
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specialized group within the larger culture who make only hide scrapers, which are used to prepare animal
hides for trade. Her 2018 ethnoarchaeological examination of Gamo knappers similarly focuses on a
specialist group within larger Gamo society. Roux et. al. (1995) similarly studied a small group of
craftsmen making a specialized product for trade, in this case long carnelian beads made in Khambhat,
India. Whittaker (1996) and Whittaker et. al. (2007) study the only recently extinct specialist industry of
grain threshing blades in Cyprus and Turkey, made from knapped chert.
All of these examples are of specialized, largely trade-focused industries. Novice knappers are
taught through apprenticeships outside the home, and stone tools are not used in other aspects of life.
There are, therefore limited opportunities for non-apprentice novices to observe and experiment with the
technology. I could find only two ethnographic examples of non-specialist knapping, and neither of these
examples described the learning process, making it impossible to know whether or not these examples
represent instances of less formal learning in a modern context. Hayden and Nelson (1981) describe what
seems to be a less specialized contemporary knapping industry in the Maya highlands, but make almost
no mention of how the skill is learned, saying only that knappers learn from close male relatives (895).
The other exception was an experimental study by Ruth and Huckell (2008), examining differences in
individual knapping style between two men from northern Mexico. These men were both Rarámuri, and
were demonstrating how to make rijibara, or knapped stone gaming pieces. Although the knowledge of
how to make these gaming pieces appears to be widespread among Rarámuri men, Ruth and Huckell's
experiment focused entirely on using debitage to determine knapper skill rather than studying the
acquisition of the skill itself.
One of the accounts of specialist knapping does briefly discuss self-teaching in the context of a
formal apprenticeship. Whittaker's (1996) study of Cyprian threshing blades includes extensive
interviews with Alphredhos Andreou, perhaps the last living knapper on the island. Andreou says, of his
own apprenticeship, “He [Andreou's master] ordered me to find rocks and would not let me cut them.
But when he was busy I went and did it anyway, until I learned” (Whittaker 1996:111). Högberg (2008)
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too mentions to self-teaching, in his brief description of how children watching experimental knapping
demonstrations gathered scrap material and knapped their own imitations of projectile points and bifaces
(118). It seems clear from both of these examples that nothing inherent within the technology of stone
knapping prevents it from being learned through observation and experimentation. Indeed, the experience
of modern experimental knappers learning entirely on their own underscores this fact, although some
experimenters report that their progress improved rapidly when they were exposed to masters of the craft
and could watch their work and receive feedback on their own (Clark 2012).
The Bridge River Village yielded more expedient tools than formal ones, making it clear that
stone was used for more than just specialized tasks. Knapping, by all appearances, was a regular part of
life at the village, and novices would have had ample opportunities to observe masters at work. Further,
the archaeological remains recovered from Housepit 54 make it clear that at least some of the knapping
was done in the home, providing further opportunities for observation. Therefore, although data sets from
modern knapping communities are valuable, they do not appear to replicate the context in which knappers
and learners at Housepit 54 interacted. I therefore sought out ethnographic explorations of crafts or trades
learned in a household context specifically. These were of less use in interpreting the specific
archaeological signatures of Housepit 54's lithics, but they did provide evidence for whether or not a
significant different exists between household crafts and specialized ones and what those differences
might look like.
Portisch (2010) studied textile making in Kazakhstan through a combination of observation and
participation as a novice herself. Soft textiles, particularly carpets and wall hangings, are not only used
to decorate and warm the home, but serve as social status markers for the women who make them. Soft
textiles are made in the home, with each woman making her own and teaching her daughters and nieces
as she goes. Portisch notes how young girls alternated between quietly observing their elders at work and
loudly demanding to be part of the activity (S67). As they grew old enough to truly start learning to make
soft textiles, the girls relied more and more on observation and experimentation. Portisch reports some
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instances of direct demonstration from adults, but explains that for the most part girls learned by watching,
copying what they saw, and developing their own techniques for correcting errors or solving problems.
However, she also makes it clear that the adults being watched knew that they were being observed, and
that they deliberately practiced techniques they wished learners to emulate. In particular, Portisch
emphasizes that adults demonstrated – and expected learners to practice – the ability to self-correct and
assess one's own work. The result is not only the ability to work through unexpected problems or flaws
in the material, but the development of a personal style and set of techniques.
Herbich's (1987) work provides an important cautionary note about context. She studied potters
among Kenya's Luo ethnic group. Although Luo potters are specialists in that not everyone practices the
art and that most of their work is made for trade or sale, they make their pottery in the home, in the same
workspace that is used for other household tasks (Herbich 1987:195). The Luo are patrilocal, so women
learn to pot from their mothers-in-law. In order to demonstrate their willingness to blend in with their
husband's families, even women who also grew up in potting families learn the techniques and decoration
styles of their in-laws. Girls, therefore, are discouraged from learning to pot as children or adolescents,
as they will either marry into a non-potting family, and never have use for the skill, or marry into different
potting family and have to unlearn everything they learned from their mothers and aunts (200). Learning
to pot is only one of many tasks which a new wife is expected to master when she marries into a new
household, and she is closely supervised by her mother-in-law and other women of the household until
she proves that she has mastered the household's way of doing things. Thus, while children in these
households may observe their mothers and aunts, and even practice with discarded pieces of clay, it is
understood that they will be retrained when they marry.
Venkatesan's (2010) careful exploration of mat weavers in Pattamadai, Bangladesh further
highlights the social context of craft learning. Weavers in Pattamadai make high quality, luxury mats for
sale and export. Like the pots made by the Luo, this craft walks the boundary between specialist industry
and universal one. The mats are made purely for trade, and are not used in the home. They are, however,
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made in the home, on looms that sit prominently in the main area of the home. Thus children and
newcomers to the household are exposed to the craft, and may even take a turn at working on a mat if
the main weaver is occupied (Venkatesan 2010:S163). When Venkatesan expressed an interest in learning
the craft, she was told to, “watch, see, try, and thus know what the physical work of weaving is all about”
(S168). She describes the process of learning from experts, and emphasizes the fact that watching alone
is not enough to master the task, nor is practicing each element of the process in isolation. Venkatesan
found that elements she had practiced on their own became much more difficult to execute when done
as part of making an actual mat. She refers to this as “situated practice” (S169). She also makes the point
that different steps in the process are differently difficult, providing an entry point for interested novices.
Venkatesan contrasts her experience of learning to weave mats within her host community,
alongside other girls – and some boys – learning from their more experienced elders or peers, with the
experience of an NGO worker “Lila.” Lila had taught herself to weave as part of her role as a facilitator
between mat weavers and her NGO, which bought mats and sold them to interested buyers as a way to
stimulate the economy of the area. As a result, although Lila was technically perfectly proficient at
weaving, she had not been socialized within the community, and thus was unaware of the nontechnological aspects of the craft. This gap in her knowledge culminated in her fruitless attempt to
redesign the loom used to weave mats to make it more ergonomic. The attempt that went largely ignored
by the community due to the new loom's failure to fit into the social context of mat weaving. The loom
was too cumbersome to put away and its design obscured complete parts of the mat, making more
difficult for multiple people to work on the same mat. Venkatesan emphasizes through her discussion of
Lila's efforts that craft learning is socially embedded, and that novices learning a craft will learn not only
the technicalities of the craft but also ways to think about, discuss, and situate the craft socially.
One final example proved invaluable when framing my research: Arthur's (2018) in depth
ethnoarchaeological study of Gamo knappers in Ethiopia. Although the Gamo, like the other modern
knappers described above, learn to knap through extensive, deliberate training, Arthur's study examines
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specifically how knapping fits into the larger threads and patterns of Gamo life and spirituality. She
describes Etta Woga, the Gamo religious tradition, in which everything is not only interconnected but
goes through a distinct life cycle beginning with birth and ending with death (6-7). Learning to knap is
more than simply learning to shape stone. It involves developing an understanding of the life cycle of the
stone and of the knapper's place in that cycle. Like other apprenticeships described in Chapter three,
Gamo novice knappers – adults or adolescents undergoing puberty training – do not only learn a craft,
they enter a particular subculture within their society, one which has specific rules and worldviews and
a place in the larger social hierarchy. This example resonated because it emphasizes the producing
technology is not a self-contained activity. Despite the differences between the Gamo and the St’át’imc
– specifically that knapping is a specialized craft for the Gamo but was a widespread one among the
St'át'imc – the underlying philosophy remains relevant. Learning to knap was almost certainly not an
isolated process, but rather part of learning, for instance, how to interact with raw materials provided by
the earth; how, when, and what to hunt; and how to engage in warfare. It is through studies like Arthur's
that the two theoretical lenses used in this project come together, producing a technologically-focused
study of intangible cultural norms, one seen through the Gamo worldview rather than Arthur's own. While
her study was ethnoarchaeological rather than strictly archaeological, giving her access to the knappers
themselves rather than only their material remains, her emphasis on the interconnections of the knapping
process continuously reminded me that I was seeing only a very small part of the knapping process by
examining the points themselves.
I took these examples to heart when analyzing the Housepit 54 materials. As discussed in Chapter
four, knapping at the Bridge River village was likely a non-specialist craft, and multiple lines of evidence
show that it was at least partially performed in the household. While this does not mean that knapping at
Housepit 54 followed the same patterns as the other crafts described here, some of the factors described
by the authors would have been applicable. Novices and other interested individuals could watch as
knappers worked, and likely interact with them. Knapping would thus have been part of the rhythm of
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the household, and learning to knap would have meant learning the associated cultural standards and
meanings. This is not to say that specialist crafts do not have specific meanings and ways of thinking and
behaving associated with them – on the contrary, part of a formalized craft apprenticeship is the mastery
of these intangible parts of the process (Arthur 2018; Obidi 1995) – but rather that the intangible aspects
of household crafts are interwoven with the intangible cultural aspects of the household and wider society.
Arthur's study, although focused on a specialist craft, more fully explores how those cultural meanings
are expressed through knapping specifically.
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Chapter six
Results and discussion
During the initial analysis, I kept the floor layers separate so as to avoid misinterpreting change
over time as differences in skill or learning method. Each layer was analyzed on its own according to the
methods described in Chapter five. Only after that were all the layers analyzed together, so that
differences in patterns between layers would not be obscured. I have partially conserved this structure in
this chapter. I first present the results of the attribute analysis, broken up by floor and roof layer. A brief
overview of the patterns identified in that layer completes each analysis. The layer are arranged in
chronological order, with the roofs inserted into their position in the stratigraphy. Thus I begin with the
IIe floor, and finish with the III rim. This arrangement makes it easier to notice any changes over time
that occur over the course of the five generations.
I then present the results of the symmetry index pilot study, and discuss how those results
influenced the interpretation of the artifact analysis. The symmetry index pilot is limited to the roof and
rim points, due to the requirement of using only complete points. However, the results are applicable to
the other layers, as the pilot study tested for a general trend rather than any specifics. I also present the
results of the GIS mapping exercise, and discuss briefly the implications of those results. Finally, I bring
the sample back together and offer a discussion of knapping learning at Housepit 54. To do this, I refer
back to the hypotheses outlined at the end of Chapter four, and draw on the comparative data discussed
in Chapter five.

Attribute analysis
IIe
The IIe floor is the oldest layer in the sample, and represents the most densely populated of the
Housepit 54 floors. Twelve projectile points were recovered from the IIe floor, all made from dacite (see
Figure 6.1). The largest of these was 35.9mm long and 15.3mm wide, while the smallest was 10.9mm
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Figure 6.1 – The projectile points recovered from Floor IIe
long and 16mm wide. Thickness ranged from 1.7mm to 3.8mm. Four of the points were classified as
Kamloops points, three were classified as Plateau points, and five were classified as indeterminate.
Overall, the skill index score of the points ranged from 0 to 8.
Seven of the twelve had evidence of unsuccessful flake removals visible with the naked eye.
These were Points 566, 680, 690, 1066, 1653, 1819, and 1458a. A further point (Point 343) had step
termination visible with a microscope. Only three of the points in the sample had no attempted side
notches. Of those three, one (Point 1043) was broken vertically down the middle and had barely any
flakes removed at all and one (Point 343) was broken above the base and therefore information about the
presence or absence of side notches is missing. There is a flaked area right before the break that may
have been the top of a notch, but it is impossible to say for certain. The remaining point (Point 680) is a
triangular flake with very few flake scars at all. Although the edges appear to have been shaped, no
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clearly visible scars are present, which separates Point 680 from the rest of the sample; it may be that the
apparent shaping is the result of natural breakage or bipolar reduction. The few flakes which clearly have
been removed are clustered around the base of the point.
Three of the points are complete in that they display all of the required elements, but are so
crudely shaped that they would have been unlikely to have functioned as projectile points. These points
are tube-shaped rather than triangular, and the side notches barely make a dent in the overall shape of the
point. The tips are either snapped or blunt, and the points are on average relatively large compared to the
rest of the sample. Two of these points (Point 1066 and Point 1042) have one bifacially flaked edge and
one unifacially flaked one. Point 1042 is particularly interesting, as the quality of the flaking differs
radically between the two edges. The unifacially flaked edge shows small even scalar removals, which
continue into the side notch. The scars extend only a few millimeters into the face of the point. The
bifacially flaked edge, by contrast, shows large, haphazard flake removals which extend significantly
into one face. The flakes removed from the other face are smaller, but still not as small or as even as the
unifacial edge's flakes.
Table 6.1 – Microwear of floor IIe projectile points
Point number Retouch
Usewear
343
Invasive
None
Scalar
Step
566
Invasive
None
Scalar
680
None
None
690
Invasive
None
Scalar
1042
None
None
1043
Invasive
None
Semi-abrupt
Scalar
1066
None
None
1082
None
None
1653
None
None
1819
None
None
1458a
None
None
1458b
None
None
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None of the points recovered from floor IIe showed any evidence of usewear. Four did show
evidence of retouch (see Table 6.1). All four showed instances of invasive and scalar retouching. Point
343 also showed evidence of step terminations in the retouch flakes, and Point 1043 showed evidence of
semi-abrupt retouching. All four of the retouched points were visually crude, although they do not include
any of the three tube-shaped points described above.
Overall, the projectile points recovered from the IIe floor show a trend towards completeness
regardless of flaking skill. Several points show multiple indicators of low skill but have been flaked to
something resembling completion. There is little indication of knappers practicing particular elements in
isolation, but rather an apparent emphasis on working through the entire flaking process. There is little
standardization across the sample aside from general point type, and even that is variable. All but one of
the points show at least one indicator of lower skill (see Appendix 2). Point 1042 may have been flaked
by multiple knappers, judging by the disparity in the flake removals shown on the two edges. It is the
only point from floor IIe that displays evidence of possible collaboration between multiple knappers.
There is little evidence of shape standardization across the sample, although the crude, tube-shaped points
are roughly similarly shaped. The other completed points demonstrate a significant disparity of shape,
both between the two point styles and within each.

Vb
The Vb roof layer contained only two points, both made of dacite (see Figure 6.2). They were
both classified as Kamloops points, and measured 38mm long and 16mm wide and 31.6mm long by
16.9mm wide. They were 5mm and 4.7mm thick respectively. Both were made of dacite. Their skill
index scores were 4 and 3 respectively.
Both of the Vb points had visibly unsuccessful terminations. Point 467 had one unifacially flaked
edge, giving it a visibly wavy shape. The other edge, which is bifacially flaked, also has some slight
waves, likely the result of the large size of the flakes removed from either face. The base is bifacially
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flaked, and the flakes removed are much
smaller than were those from either edge.
The two notches were also bifacially flaked,
with the flakes being relatively small. The
other point, 1311, is asymmetrical and
skewed noticeably towards one side. This
gives it uneven side notches, with one being
Figure 6.2 – The projectile points recovered from Roof
Vb

quite narrow and deep and the other much
larger and shallower.

Table 6.2 – Microwear of Vb roof projectile points
Point number Retouch
Usewear
467
None
None
1311
None
Rounding
Perpendicular
striations
Point 1311 had no evidence of retouch, but did show some rounding and perpendicular striations
(see Table 6.2). Striations are caused when stone comes into repeated contact with other materials, usually
through cutting or other similar processing. The direction of the striations is determined by the type of
material being processed. Without further analysis it is impossible to say what caused the striations on
Point 1311, but their presence is interesting. Most projectile points do not display this kind of use, as
piercing rarely leaves microwear (Neumann 1988). The presence of both the striations and of rounding,
also caused by contact between a tool and another material, suggests that Point 1311 may not have simply
been an arrow point and may have been used for additional or alternate tasks. Point 467 had no microwear.
There are too few tools from this roof to make any statements about general patterns. However,
as the Vb roof capped the IIe floor, these points can be considered alongside the IIe points. They continue
the trend against standardization of shape, being differently shaped from both the IIe points and from
each other. Both points were complete, but Point 467's unifacial edges are unusual within the sample,
which trends towards fully flaked points regardless of demonstrated ability. The presence of large flake
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removals along the edges and small ones along the base and notches is reminiscent of Point 1042, but
the possible presence of multiple knappers is less blatant for Point 467.

IId
Eleven points were recovered from the IId floor (see Figure 6.3). All but one of these was made
of dacite; the remaining point was made from slate. The largest of the points measured 26.7mm in length
and 17.5mm wide, while the smallest measured 9.5mm long and 10.6mm wide. Widths ranged from
1.4mm to 4mm. Five of the points were classified as Kamloops points, two were classified as Plateau,
and the remaining four were unidentified. Skill index scores ranged from 0 to 6. However, the two points
that scored 0 points were both fragmentary, making their scores potentially not indicative of the points
when they were whole. Taking those two points out, the lowest score was 2.
Seven of the points had unsuccessful flake terminations visible with the naked eye. None had any
unsuccessful terminations of microflakes. Two of the points without any visibly unsuccessful
terminations were the two fragmentary points, Points 346 and 2152. Point 346 consists of one edge and
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the possible start of a side notch. The base and other edge have been broken off. Point 2152 consists of
a point from which both side notches have been broken, leaving a v-shaped distal end. The other two
points without any unsuccessful terminations were Points 70 and 2127. Both of these points appear to
have been flakes onto which edges were knapped. Point 70 is made from slate, and has been shaped into
a triangle. There is a depression in one edge that might be an attempt at a side notch, but it is too shallow
to say so with any certainty. There is no flaking along the base, and one of the edges seems to have been
the result of breakage rather than deliberate flaking. Similarly, one of the edges of Point 2127 is broken
rather than flaked, while the other has been deliberately shaped. Unlike Point 70, Point 2127 has two
distinct notches, both of which have been bifacially flaked. The broken edge is quite straight and extends
as far as the base, in the style of Plateau points. The flaked edge is more rounded, and ends at the top of
the notch.
Aside from Point 70, only one other point has no attempted notches. This point, 1842, is tubeshaped, with a base that extends past the edges for a shape similar to a top hat. Part of the base is broken,
but from the angle of the break it appears that it matched the existing side and extended past the edge.
Point 1842 has been bifacially worked along the base and both edges; the blunt tip appears to be the
result of breakage rather than flaking, but it is unclear whether the break occurred prior to point
abandonment or not.
Two of the points, 1893 and 2074, appear to have been significantly resharpened before being
discarded. Point 1893 in particular has a nearly equal length and width, taking into consideration the fact
that it is broken at the base. The existing base, which extends just past the midpoint of the point, is about
half as long as the overall point height, for a length of 14mm and a width of 7.5mm. Assuming the broken
part of the base mirrors the remaining one, the point would have been around 14mm in both dimensions
at the time of discard. The use life of Point 2074 is less certain. It too is missing part of the base, but
despite this its length and width are nearly equal, measuring 15.3mm and 14.1mm respectively. However,
the tip of the point has an abrupt step-shape on both sides, suggesting that it was once longer and was
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dramatically altered, perhaps in response to a break or other mishap. The base and notches below these
steps are roughly proportional with each other, in that they match the proportions found in other projectile
points from the housepit, reinforcing the possibility that the tip as it currently exists is the result of
significant transformation over the point's life.
Of the remaining four points two, 941 and 943, are Kamloops points with relatively shallow
notches. This may, however, be a result of breaks at the base rather than the points' original state. Point
1940 is a complete, unbroken Plateau point, the only one in the entire eight layer sample. Point 1917 is
difficult to classify due to the broken base. The notches, however, are both present, and are unifacially
flaked on opposing sides. They are not quite even, although the unevenness may be compounded by the
broken base, and the entire point is slightly skewed towards one side.
Table 6.3 – Microwear of the IId projectile points
Point number Retouch
Usewear
70
Invasive
None
Scalar
346
None
Polish
Rounding
941
Invasive
None
Scalar
943
Invasive
Rounding
Scalar
Crushing
1842
Invasive
None
Scalar
1893
None
None
1917
None
Rounding
Crushing
1940
Invasive
None
Scalar
2074
None
Crushing
Scalar/step
chipping
Blunting
2127
Invasive
Notched
Scalar
2152
Scalar
None
There was a significant amount of microwear in the IId sample, including the most usewear of
any layer analyzed (see Table 6.3). The point with the most usewear is 2074, the same point that was
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discussed above as being potentially resharpened or significantly altered. This usewear is consistent with
impact rather than cutting or processing activities, and its presence strengthens the theory that the point
was reworked following a breakage of some kind. The other points with usewear show a combination of
rounding, crushing, and polish. Polish is created through using a tool to cut through or across materials;
different materials create different kinds of polishes (Keeley and Newcomer 1977). The Housepit 54
tools were not analyzed at a high enough magnification to differentiate between different material types,
but the presence of polish suggests some level of repeated use of this point. Rounding is caused by the
degradation of the working edge through use, while crushing, chipping, and blunting are possible results
of pressure applied on the working edge of the tool during use. These traces suggest some level of
repeated interaction with a reasonably hard material, but nothing more concrete can be said without
further, more in depth analysis focusing specifically on usewear.
The most common types of retouch were invasive and scalar micro-flakes. This is consistent with
other projectile points from Housepit 54. The four points without any retouching were Point 2074, Point
1917, Point 1893, and Point 346. Point 346, as previously discussed, is too fragmentary to draw any
conclusions. Points 2074 and 1893 were likely resharpened repeatedly, actions which may have obscured
any smaller retouching flakes. The reason for a lack of retouch on Point 1917 is unknown; it may be that
the breakage at the base occurred during or shortly after manufacture and that the point was discarded.
However, this is only speculation.
Overall, the points from the IId floor show a great deal of variation. Points 1917 and especially
1842 appear to be completed points knapped by non-experts. Points 70 and 2127, by contrast, appear to
have been made by knappers working on specific elements, perhaps using waste flakes generated by a
different knapper or knapping project. It is difficult to say whether they more likely represent the work
of novices practicing or of non-knappers playing or experimenting. A significant number of the complete
points have unsuccessful flake terminations; this does not seem to be correlated with other indicators of
skill.
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IIc
There were nine points recovered from the IIc floor (see Figure 6.4). Seven of these were made
of dacite, one was made of obsidian, and one was made of an unidentified igneous intrusive rock. The
largest point was 34.7mm long and 15.7mm wide, while the smallest was 8.5mm long and 13.3mm wide.
Thickness ranged from 0.3mm to 3.5mm. Five of the points were classified as Kamloops points, one was
classified as a Plateau point, and three were classified as unidentified point types. Skill index scores
ranged from 0 to 6.
Only one of the points (Point 539) from the IIc floor has any indication of unsuccessful flake
removals, which are only visible with the aid of a microscope. Two of the points (Points 1194 and 1586)
have no attempted side notches. Point 1194 is a long triangular point with a rounded, unflaked base. The
edges are unifacially flaked on alternate sides, but the flaking is even and regular on each side. The edges
do have the characteristic wavy shape of unifacial flaking. Point 1586 is extremely thin, and also only
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flaked along the edges. Unlike Point 1194, both edges are bifacially flaked, although the flake removals
are not even on both faces. The tip is evenly flaked on both sides, but as the flaking moves down both
edges it becomes more and more unifacial. There is no indication of flaking along the base. Point 1796
has what may be an attempt at a side notch, but it is made from a poor quality igneous intrusive material,
which makes flake scars difficult to discern even with a microscope.
Two of the points (820 and 1269) are not intact enough to gather much information from. Both
are essentially only a single side notch, with most of the base and all of the tip and opposite edge broken
off. In both cases, the surviving side notch is bifacially flaked and appears appropriately proportioned.
Of the remaining points, two appear to have been complete, functional projectile points, although one of
those, Point 539, now has a broken base. Point 1621 is broken vertically in half, but the surviving side
notch is quite shallow so it may not have been a functional point before breaking. However, the point is
also quite small, only 12.9mm long, so the shallowness of the notch may not have been a large enough
concern to render the point unusable. The remaining four points are incomplete. Point 1796, aside from
being made out of sub-optimal material, is in the shape of a rough pentagon. One side of the pentagon
has flaking that may indicate an attempt at creating a side notch, but the edges and base have not been
flaked at all. The point's shape appears primarily to be the result of breakage rather than deliberate
shaping. Point 1586, as discussed, has bifacially flaked edges but nothing else, as does point 1194. Point
1726 appears roughly complete, but is too crude to be usable. The side notches are shallow and uneven;
because the point is broken at the tip it is impossible to say whether it was originally triangular or whether
it squared off into a tube shape.
Table 6.4 – Microwear of the IIc projectile points
Point number Retouch
Usewear
539
Invasive
None
Scalar
Step
820
Invasive
Notched
Scalar
Crushing
929
Invasive
None
Abrupt
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1194

Invasive
None
Scalar
1269
None
None
1586
Invasive
None
Scalar
1621
Invasive
None
Scalar
1726
None
None
1796
None
None
Only one of the IIc points shows evidence of usewear (see Table 6.4). This point, 820, is one of
the two fragmentary points, and the usewear detected is likely the result of the breakage. Six of the points
show evidence of retouch. Invasive retouch was the most common category, showing up in all six points.
Scalar retouch appears in five of the six, with abrupt and step retouch appearing in one point each. The
three points without any evidence of retouch were Point 1269, the other fragmentary point, Point 1726,
the complete but crude point, and 1796, the crude point on poor material. The lack of visible retouch or
use on this last point may be due to the material rather than a true lack of any microwear.
Few clear patterns emerge from the IIc points. Two of the points may have been created by
knappers practicing edge flaking. Point 1586 is particularly interesting due to its thinness. It appears to
have been knapped from a flake, perhaps one created during the reduction of a different tool. Point 1796
may also have been a re-purposed waste flake; the igneous intrusive rock from which it was made was
primarily used to make abraders and bipolar flakes at Housepit 54, so there would have been waste flakes
present and available for use. Given the shape and lack of flaking, as well as the fact that very few points
seem to be made from sub-optimal materials, Point 1796 may be the result of play rather than focused
practice. It might also be the work of a knapper who, for whatever reason, was not given access to good
quality materials. However, neither options is more than speculation. Overall, the IIc floor has very few
completed points and a relatively high average skill index score, particularly if the two fragmentary points
are removed. There is little evidence of shape standardization across the sample.
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IIb
There were eight points recovered from the IIb floor (see Figure 6.5). All eight of the points were
made from dacite. They ranged in size from 33mm long and 32mm wide to 14mm long and 12.1mm
wide, with thicknesses ranging from 3mm to 6.5mm. Six of the points were classified as Kamloops, and
the remaining two were classified as Plateau. Skill index scores on the whole were quite low, ranging
from 1 to 3.
The most common indicator was the presence of unsuccessful flake removals. Five of the points
(400, 479, 709, 874, and 940) had at least one unsuccessful termination and four of those five also had
retouch flakes ending in step terminations (see Table 6.5). All of the points have attempted side notches,
and four of the points recorded as having one deep and one shallow side notch were broken at the base.
This makes it difficult to say whether the notches were truly uneven or whether it is simply an illusion
caused by the breakage. Point 1272, which had two shallow notches, has been heavily resharpened and
reused, as seen by the nearly even ratio of length to width (14.3mm long and 14.5mm wide). The shallow
notches in this case are likely less the result of a lack of skill but rather a natural outcome of the point's
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use life.
Only one of the points is incomplete. This point, Point 1459, is difficult to interpret. It is broken
at the tip and base, making it difficult to orient, and has three notches. One of those three is cut off by a
breakage, and may not have been a true notch. It has, however, been bifacially flaked, as have the other
two true notches. This third “notch” may, in fact, be the start of the point edge, in which case the point
would have fallen within the standard shape for Housepit 54's Kamloops points. However, the “notch”
definitely cuts into the point in a way that no other point edge does. If it is the result of a deliberate
attempt at creating a notch, it may be the result of practice by a knapper working on this specific element.
The “notch” was created before the occurrence of the breakage that cuts it off, but could have been
created after the breakage on the opposite end of the point. However, no clear conclusions can be drawn
from the point at this time.
Two of the points, 940 and 400, are significantly larger than the other six. They are, respectively,
33 and 29mm long and 32 and 19mm wide. The next largest point is 22.1mm long and 12.1mm wide.
They are also significantly thicker than the other points, at 6.5mm and 4.5mm thick respectively, as
compared to the next thickest point, at 3.9mm. These points are the two Plateau-style points in the IIb
sample, but they are also significantly larger than the other Plateau points recovered from other layers of
the housepit. They appear to have been knapped using similar techniques to the other points, and there
are no obvious differences in skill indicators between these points and the other six. It is most likely that
they were simply crafted for a different purpose than the other points, perhaps to hunt larger game.
Table 6.5 – Microwear of the IIb projectile points
Point number Retouch
Usewear
400
Invasive
Polish
Abrupt
Rounding
Step
479
Invasive
None
Scalar
Step
709
Invasive
None
Scalar
874
Invasive
None
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Scalar
Step
940
Invasive
None
Scalar
Step
992
Semi-abrupt None
Abrupt
1272
No data
No data
1459
None
None
Nearly all of the points had some level of microwear, primarily in the form of retouching. Only
Point 400, one of the large Plateau points described above, showed evidence of usewear, in the form of
polish and rounding. Although polish and rounding are both signs that the tool has been used to process
or cut through something, most materials also produce striations on the tool surface as they are cut. The
absence of striations on Point 400 may indicate that it was used to process meat (Keeley and Newcomer
1977:42), but this can only be speculation until the point is examined at a higher magnification by an
experienced analyst.
Much more common were retouch microflakes, which were observed on all but one of the points.
Point 1272 had microwear, but its nature was not recorded by the initial analyst and proved indeterminate
upon re-analysis. The other points showed a high frequency of invasive, scalar, and step retouch scars,
with Points 400 and 992 showing signs of abrupt retouch and Point 992 also showing some semi-abrupt
retouching.
The IIb points overall trend towards complete points with a relatively low frequency of errors.
There is a reasonable degree of standardization across the sample, with three of the points (709, 874, and
992) being extremely similar in shape and size. Point 1272 has a similar width and base shape to these
three, and may have been a similar shape before resharpening. Of the remaining four points, two are the
unusually large Plateau-style points, one is the broken point discussed above, and one is another complete
point in a slightly different shape. Although this last point, 479, is the only one of its shape present in this
layer, it is similar to points recovered from other layers of the housepit. It is also not different enough
from the other complete IIb points to be a notable outlier.
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IIa
There were five points recovered from the IIa floor layer (see Figure 6.6). The largest of the points
was 27.6mm long and 16.8mm wide, while the smallest was 10.8mm long and 15.2mm wide. This second
point, however, was broken at the tip, just past where the side notches ended. The next smallest point
was 16.5mm long and 9mm wide. Thicknesses ranged from 4.2mm to 2.2mm. Four of the five points
were made from dacite; the remaining point was made of a silicified shale. Three of the points were
classified as Kamloops points. One was classified as a Plateau point, although the classification is
tentative. The final point, the one made from the silicified shale, is indeterminate. Skill index scores
ranged from 0 to 8, with most of the scores clustered around 3.
All but one of the IIa points had unsuccessful terminations. Three of those four points are
completed points, while one is an indeterminate, crudely shaped piece. This point, Point 216, is made of
silicified shale and is a triangular flake with a few shaping flakes removed from the base and a few
shaping flakes removed from the edges. It has no clear attempt at side notches, and is the only point in
the IIa sample to lack them. Although this point scored high in the skill index, it is difficult to say whether
the poor flaking and lack of completion were a result of knapper skill or of material quality. Silicified
shale is rare in the overall Housepit 54 lithic assemblage, and is generally lumped in with slate in the
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analyses (Prentiss 2019). It is most commonly found in the form of cores and used flakes, but there are
also a few scrapers made from the material, as well as a hammerstone, a sawed adze, and a burin. Point
216, however, is the only silicified shale tool found on the IIa floor. Clearly, then, it was not a commonly
used raw material, although it was found locally. From its coarseness, it does not seem that its rarity
correlates to prestige, but rather that it is generally sub-optimal for use as tool stone.
The other four points are complete, aside from the breakages. All have relatively shallow side
notches. Points 166 and 1672 have uneven notches, with one being relatively narrow and the other being
wider and shallower. This is more pronounced in Point 1672 than Point 166, whose imbalanced notches
may be the result of the break rather than an initial feature. The other two points, 321 and 517, have even
notches. Point 517 has a relatively classic Kamloops point shape, aside from the slight shallowness of
the side notches. Point 321 has a thicker base than other Kamloops points found at Housepit 54, and the
base is straight rather than concave. However, it still comfortably fits within the Kamloops style.
Table 6.6 – Microwear of the IIa projectile points
Point number Retouch
Usewear
166
None
None
216
None
None
321
None
None
517
None
None
1672
Invasive
None
Semi-abrupt
Abrupt
Scalar
Step
Only one of the IIa points had any kind of microwear (see Table 6.6). This was Point 1672, which
showed evidence of significant retouching. This point is the only complete, unbroken point in the sample.
The retouching may help explain its fairly lopsided shape; however, retouch flakes are usually too small
to significantly impact overall tool shape. It is also the point with the most visible unsuccessful
terminations, including in the retouch scars. Further, Point 1672 has the highest frequency of thinning
scars on both faces, followed by Point 517. This may suggest that the point was more intensively worked
than the others, perhaps by a non-expert knapper still mastering aspects of the craft. Alternatively, there
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could have been flaws in the material not noticeable through observation but which impacted the
knapping process and forced the knapper to remove more small flakes than would be necessary working
with a better material.
The points from the IIa floor display a high overall level of completeness and a low average skill
index score. None of the points seem to have been “practice” points by knappers working to improve a
specific element. Neither are there any complete but crude points that might indicate novices working
through a process they have not yet fully mastered. The only noticeably crude point is Point 216, which
may have been the result of a novice or non-knapper practicing or experimenting on discarded waste
material. However, there are so few flakes removed from the point that it appears to have been rapidly
abandoned. There is a significant disparity of shape across the completed points. Although all the points
except Point 1672 are well within the boundaries of Kamloops points, they vary in size and base shape
enough that there does not appear to have been any kind of standard template followed by knappers.
Point 1672 was classified as a Plateau point, but straddles the line between Plateau style and Kamloops.
The potential for significant resharpening and retouch makes it difficult to make any definite statements
about how its original shape compared to the other points on the IIa floor.

Va
There were 25 points recovered from the Va roof layer, the most by far of any layer in this sample
(see Figure 6.7). Two points were made from obsidian. One point was made from slate, one point was
made from chert, and the rest were made from dacite. The largest point was 29.8mm long and 15.3mm
wide, while the smallest was 9.4mm long and 12.7mm wide. Thicknesses ranged from 2mm to 6.4mm.
Fifteen of the points were classified as Kamloops, while the other 10 were indeterminate. Skill index
scores ranged from 0 to 8.
Only three of the points lacked unsuccessful terminations. Nine of the points had step
terminations in the retouch scars, and 11 had unsuccessful terminations visible with the naked eye. Seven
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Figure 6.7 – The projectile points recovered from Roof Va.
of the points had unsuccessful terminations of both macro flakes and micro flakes. Unsuccessful
terminations could be found on points with an overall quite low skill index score (including four points
where unsuccessful terminations were the only indicator present), as well as points with a high score
(including four points that scored 7 or 8).
Eight of the points had no attempted side notches. Most of those appeared to be more or less
complete point preforms. Point 37 has a bifacially flaked base and edges. There is no indication that there
was any attempt at flaking notches. Point 59 has bifacially flaked edges, but no clear evidence of flaking
around the base. However, the base also appears to have been broken, which may have happened after
the point was abandoned. Point 164 has one bifacial edge and one unifacial one. Only a few flakes have
been removed from the unifacial edge, but it still has a characteristic wave-like shape along the edge,
which is particularly visible from the unflaked face. It is difficult to determine whether the base has a
few large flakes removed or whether the scars on the point's base are the result of breakage. Point 279,
like Point 73, is bifacially flaked along both edges and the base, and there is no indication that notches
were ever attempted. Point 500 has barely any flakes removed at all, and appears mostly to be a triangular
flake. At least one flake has been removed from the base, but it is difficult to determine if the edges have
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been flaked at all. Unlike most of the points, Point 500 is made from slate, a material which is primarily
used at Housepit 54 to make scrapers. Point 610 has an unflaked, convex base and bifacially flaked edges.
There is no indication that notches were ever attempted. Point 901 has bifacially flaked edges and what
appears to be a completely unaltered base. There is a depression on one edge that might be the start of a
notch, but it is difficult to say for certain. Point 1092 is the thickest of all the Va points, at 6.4mm. It has
unifacially flaked edges, although they have not been flaked enough to develop waves, and no flaking
along the base. The base has been broken. There is no indication that notches were attempted.
Two of the points, 181 and 273, are tube shaped rather than triangular. Point 181 has two shallow
side notches and unifacially flaked edges. The base appears to have been broken. Point 273 has bifacial
edges and what may be extremely shallow side notches. Like Point 181, Point 273's base has been broken.
Both points have low but distinct vertical ridges down one face, likely as a result of thinning attempts.
Point 79, although triangular, is differently proportioned from most of the recovered points. It has a nearly
equal length and width but, unlike other point with even length:width ratios, its tip is wider than its base.
There are also few flake scars, although it clearly has been deliberately shaped. While its proportions
may still be the result of resharpening, it does not match the pattern set by other resharpened points.
However, none of those resharpened points were from either the Va roof or the adjacent IIa floor.
Although most of the points in the sample were largely complete, three were too fragmentary to
interpret. Point 336 is the most complete of these, consisting of a complete base. The beginnings of notch
indents are preserved, but nothing further. The base has been bifacially flaked with small, overlapping
flakes. Points 588 and 1258 are less complete: Point 588 is only a tip, broken diagonally with hard to
interpret features, and Point 1258 is a single side notch, like fragmentary points from other layers. Like
those points, Point 1258 has only one edge, the other having been lost in the breakage. Unlike the other
fragments, Point 1258 retains part of its base, which has flake scars and thus makes the point easily
orientable. Point 588, by contrast, has neither base nor notches. It was identified as a point on the basis
of its shape and lack of usewear, but it appears to have been a somewhat lopsided one. At the end of the
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shorter edge there is an indent that resembles the start of a notch. This indent is bisected by the break.
However, the other edge extends significantly past this indent and forms a point, resembling the transition
from edge to base in the point blanks described above. This transition too is interrupted by the break, but
the diagonal nature of that break means that the indent and the point do not line up. It is therefore difficult
to fill in the rest of the point based on existing examples.
The remaining Va points are either complete or broken in such a way that it is easy to extrapolate
the rest of the point. Points 98, 675, and 41 are broken at the tip. Point 98 is broken quite near the tip. It
has unifacially flaked edges and its base and edges are the same width. It does not resemble any of the
other Va or IIa points, but is quite similar to Point 467 from the Vb roof. Point 675 is one of two obsidian
points in the Va sample. It is broken partway up the edge, before the point begins to narrow into a
triangular shape. Like the other obsidian point, Point 76, it is among the smaller of the points. Although
the difference in sizes is not enough to make either point an outlier, it is still worth highlighting, as
obsidian is a non-local material to the Bridge River village and, consequently, quite rare. Point 41, like
Point 98, appears to have been broken relatively near to the tip. It has an extremely substantial base,
which extends for several millimeters before the notches begin. The base is straight rather than concave
and the edges, while not quite as wide as the base, are still wider than in the more traditional Kamloops
points also recovered from the Va roof. Although the edges have a slight wave to them, they appear to
have been bifacially flaked.
Point 96, 247, 76, and 1412 have partially broken bases. Point 96 is made in the same shape as
point 41, although the base height is less dramatic. Its base appear to have been broken on both sides,
with diagonal breaks extending from the edge of the notch inwards towards the center of the base. The
edges, like on Point 41, are nearly equally as wide as the widest surviving line of the base, and they
narrow rapidly to form a point at the tip. Point 76, the other obsidian point in the Va sample, is broken
only on one side of the base, at the side notch. Both notches appear to be relatively shallow in proportion
to the rest of the point, but not enough so to be outliers or to suggest that they were not completed. Point
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247 has a relatively tall base and, like, Point 76, has been broken at one side notch. Unlike Point 76, the
break cuts off enough of the base that it is difficult to say what its original proportions were. However,
judging by the surviving part of the base, Point 247 appears to have been relatively long and narrow, and
may have fit into the same shape profile as Points 41 and 96. Point 1412 has quite shallow side notches.
One of these is cut off by the break in the base, which extends vertically down from the base of the notch.
However, there is barely any indent in the point before the break. It may be that the broken part of the
base provided the rest of the notch shape, making it more prominent before the break. The other notch
on the point is easily identifiable as such, but still quite shallow, particularly compared to other notches
in the sample. The base also has two distinct concave sections, rather than being smoothly concave or
straight.
The remaining four points are complete. Points 257, 1251, and 68 are textbook Kamloops points,
with short, concave bases, even side notches, and relatively long points. Point 499, the final complete
point, is made from chert rather than dacite. It is wider than the other three, making it appear shorter as
well, despite actually being longer than all but Point 1251. The notches are quite shallow, to the point of
barely being present at all. They are also not quite even. The quality of the flaking, however, seems to be
reasonably good, with few unsuccessful terminations or large, haphazardly removed flakes. The
difference in shape, then, may be a result of the material, or simply a stylistic choice made by the knapper.
Table 6.7 – Microwear of the Va roof projectile points
Point number Retouch
Usewear
37
None
None
41
Invasive
None
Abrupt
59
Invasive
None
Scalar
Step
68
Invasive
None
Scalar
Step
76
Invasive
None
Abrupt
Scalar
79
None
None
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96
98
164
181
247
257
273
279
336
499
500
588
610

675
901
1092
1251
1258
1412
Six of the points lacked any

Invasive
Scalar
Invasive
Scalar
Invasive
Scalar
Invasive
Scalar
No data
None
Abrupt
Scalar
Semi-abrupt
Scalar
None
Invasive
Scalar
None
Invasive
Scalar
Step
Invasive
Semi-abrupt
Abrupt
Scalar
Step
Invasive
Scalar
Semi-abrupt
Scalar
Invasive
Scalar
Step
None
Invasive
Semi-abrupt
Invasive
Scalar
microwear (see Table

None
None
None
None
No data
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Rounding

None
None
None
None
None
None
6.7). Among these are two of the triangular

blanks: points 37 and 500. Point 336 is fragmentary. Point 79 may have been heavily resharpened, but
may also simply be oddly shaped. Points 1251 and 257 are complete, well shaped points. Of the
remaining points, one, Point 247, was observed to have microwear but its nature was not recorded and
was difficult to identify upon re-analysis. Only one point, point 610, had use-wear, displaying rounding
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on three sides. Point 610 is one of the flake blanks; the presence of rounding without any other usewear
suggests that the point may have been used as something other than a projectile, but likely not for an
extended period of time or to process hard materials. The most common types of retouch are invasive,
scalar, and step. This is in keeping with the other examined layers, as is the occasional presence of other
types of retouching.
Overall, the Va points taken on their own show a high frequency of blanks in proportion to shaped
points, with eight blanks versus 17 shaped points. The shaped points show little consistency of shape,
although they all roughly fall into the classification of Kamloops points. Whether or not there is any
evidence of “practice” points depends on how one interprets the blanks – they may have been created by
individuals practicing edge and base flaking, or they may have been created by experts for a different
purpose entirely. The two tube-shaped points suggest that on at least some occasions novices worked
through the entire reduction process although, as ever, it is difficult to say for certain that their shape and
presence is the result of novices specifically. When placed in conversation with the adjacent floor layer,
IIa, the lack of standardization of shape is strengthened. The IIa layer has points that match the various
point shapes found in Va, indicating that the variety of point shapes in the IIa layer is not simply a quirk
of small sample size. IIa also has a single point blank, although it is significantly rougher than any of
those found in the Va layer. However, as discussed earlier, the roughness of that point, point 216, may be
the result of the sub-optimal raw material.

III
There were only two points recovered from layer III, which was the housepit rim (see Figure 6.8).
Both points were made from dacite. They measured 22mm long and 12mm wide, and 30mm long and
14mm wide, with respective thicknesses of 2mm and 4.5mm. The smaller point, 616, was classified as a
Kamloops point. The other, 705, was unidentified. Their skill index scores were 3 and 8 respectively.
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Both points had unsuccessful flake
terminations visible with the naked eye. Point
616 is a complete and unbroken point. The side
notches are not quite even, but the flaking is
regular and bifacial along the notches, base, and
edges. Point 705, by contrast, is a barely shaped
triangular point. A few large flakes have been
removed from the base on one face. The other
Figure 6.8 – The projectile points recovered from
the rim.

face appears to still show the traces of when the
point was removed from a larger core or flake. A

few very small flakes have been removed from the edges; there is no attempt at any notches. A prominent
ridge runs down one face, the same one from which the base flakes were removed.
Table 6.8 – Microwear of the III rim flakes
Point number Retouch
Usewear
616
None
None
705
None
None
No microwear was found on either point.
Because there are only two points, it is not possible to draw any trends from the III sample. Further,
because the housepit rim was created over the course of multiple generations, it is impossible to place
the two points into chronological sequence with the rest of the Housepit 54 points. However, point 705
may be the result of someone practicing flaking, perhaps even multiple individuals, given the disparity
in flaking between the base and the edges. This possibility however, is only speculative and cannot be
evaluated with any level of certainty.

Symmetry index
As discussed in Chapter five, the final symmetry index was created using only projectile points
with complete bases. The pilot attempt used only the projectile points recovered from the roof layers, as
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those layers had the highest ratio of complete points to total sample. This made for a total of 23 of 29
projectile points, of which 2 were from layer III, 2 were from layer Vb, and 19 were from layer Va. The
average symmetry score across the sample was 82.26, with a median score of 85.46. The highest score
was 90.81, and the lowest 55.87. All but the four least symmetrical points are clustered between 90.81
and 79.04, for an extremely tight range of scores (see Figure 6.9).
Interestingly, symmetry scores did not correlate with other skill indicators. When arranged from
lowest to highest skill index score, no corresponding pattern in symmetry score emerges (see Figure 6.10).
To see whether or not this visual representation was upheld mathematically, I calculated a slope equation
for the skill index scores, as arranged from lowest to highest. I then re-arranged the data so that it was
arranged from lowest to highest symmetry score, and calculated a slope equation for the symmetry index
scores. I reasoned that, if the two variables were related, that is if skill index was a predictor of symmetry
score or vice versa, the two slope equations would be similar. Instead, I found that they were quite
different, showing that the two variables appear to be independent from one another (see Figure 6.11). I
also ran a Spearman's Rho test on the two data sets, in order to determine whether the apparent lack of
correlation was statistically significant. The result was -0.1441, confirming that the lack of correlation
between the two indices.
To further confirm this observation, I visually examined the most and least symmetrical points
(see Figure 6.12). Perhaps predictably, the two most symmetrical points appear to have been either
preforms or unfinished points. Both are from the Va layer. Neither have any indication of side notches.
The most symmetrical point, Point 500, at 90.81%, has a skill index score of 6, while the next most
symmetrical point, Point 279, at 90.16%, has a skill index score of 7. The two other most symmetrical
points in the sample are complete projectile points. Point 96, while having a high level of mathematical
symmetry (89.25%), is not particularly visually symmetrical, a factor that came up repeatedly during this
analysis. It has a skill index score of 2. Point 79 similarly has a high level of visual asymmetry despite
its mathematical symmetry of 88.67%, but a skill index score of 5.
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Figure 6.9 – Symmetry index scores for projectile points from layers III, Vb, and Va. The red bars represent points from layer III, the green
bars represent points from layer Vb, and the blue bars represent points from layer Va.
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Figure 6.10 – Skill index scores as compared to point asymmetry levels, from lowest to highest skill index score. Point asymmetry level
was determined by inverting skill index scores. Lower asymmetry levels correspond to more symmetrical points.
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Figure 6.11 – Comparison of the slope lines for skill index scores and symmetry index scores.
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Figure 6.12 – The four most symmetrical and four least symmetrical points in the sample. Each point
has been photographed twice on each face, once with the tip pointed up and once with the tip pointed
down.
Of the four least symmetrical points in the sample, two were completed points and two appeared
to have been abandoned partway through the knapping process. The two complete points were the two
recovered from layer Vb, while the two unfinished points were from layer Va. The two least symmetrical
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points are Point 901, at 55.87% and Point 1311, at 59.28%. They had skill index scores of 7 and 3
respectively. The other two points were Point 467 – 68.26% symmetrical with a skill index score of 4 –
and Point 164, another triangular blank, which had a symmetry index score of 71.74% symmetrical and
a skill index score of 9.
What we learn from this pilot study is that the link between mathematical symmetry and other
skill indicators is tenuous at best, and more likely nonexistent. Visual symmetry correlates somewhat
better with other skill indicators, something which is important to remember as visual symmetry would
have likely been the only measurement that the points' knappers had access to. However, these results
still suggest that we use caution when using symmetry as a measure of knapper skill. Symmetry of
projectile points is an important functional component, as too much asymmetry impacts aerodynamics
and flight performance. However, no studies or experiments have been done testing the limits of point
functionality as it relates to symmetry. Without knowing at what point asymmetry of projectile points
impacts performance – a point that likely varies based on projectile type and point style – we cannot
determine whether symmetry is a stylistic or formal choice. This means that we cannot assume that lack
of symmetry is necessarily the result of lower skill knappers – if symmetry is a side effect of function
rather than a deliberately included element, and if we do not know the point at which asymmetry stops
impacting function, we cannot say that a lack of symmetry demonstrates a lack of skill rather than an
experienced knapper working within known parameters of functionality.
These results have implications not only for the use of symmetry as a skill indicator, but for any
attribute used to indicate skill. It is not enough to simply use comparative data to develop skill metrics,
particularly if the comparative data come from a different culture or context of manufacture. The metrics
and chosen indicators must be tested against each other within the sample being studied, to ensure that
any cultural aspects are not being overlooked. In the case of Housepit 54, a set of skill indicators that
placed a high emphasis on symmetry, particularly mathematical symmetry, would ultimately produce
results inconsistent with the rest of the data.
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Spatial distribution of points
Ultimately, little could be said conclusively regarding the distribution of projectile points within
the housepit. There did not appear to be any clear patterning either between types of projectile point or
between projectile points and housepit features. There appeared to be a slight tendency for points to be
associated with features, but it was not strong enough to be considered in any way conclusive. No
relationship between point types could be detected.
During the creation of these maps, I was primarily interested in whether or not different point
types were associated with each other. As a result, individual point numbers were not recorded. While it
is unlikely that noting the individual points would have revealed more information, it is possible that a
more fine-grained analysis could provide more information about specific points. Certainly, it would
have been interesting to note whether, for instance, the point recovered from the IIe floor that was
seemingly created by multiple knappers, was found close to any other points. However, looking at the
IIe floor map, only two points seem to be clearly associated with each other. Although they are not labeled
on the map, they are almost certainly Points 1458a and 1458b, which were found so close to each other
that they were placed in the same artifact bag and given the same number.
It is important to remember, when looking at distribution patterns of artifacts across the housepit
floor, that we are dealing with patterns created by discard rather than manufacture. It is for this reason
that explorations of activity areas at the housepit have focused on debitage rather than complete artifacts.
The debitage, particularly the extremely small debitage, was often ground into the floor by people
walking over it and thus remained roughly in the place it was created. The floors were also not swept out
before a new floor was put down, leaving the final debitage scatters in place. However, tools, unlike
debitage, are not waste products, and thus are more likely to be moved from their place of creation. While
all the tools recovered from the housepit were ultimately discarded, their place of discard is not
necessarily the same as their place of creation. Therefore, while it would be interesting to find patterns
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between the different projectile points, the utility of those patterns is limited when answering questions
about point creation.

Discussion
Looking at the Housepit 54 points in isolation, a few patterns emerge. The first is a consistent
lack of standardization of point shape. Even accounting for the gradual transition from a blend of Plateau
and Kamloops style points to exclusively Kamloops style ones, the Housepit 54 points vary wildly in
shape both across and within layers. This strongly argues against the presence of specialists, and lowers
the likelihood of formalized apprenticeships. Further, the presence of this level of variety in this single
housepit suggests that even within one household tool production was not left to a single individual. By
extension, point knapping was a skill that many people would be required to learn, perhaps even every
person who hunted or engaged in warfare. This appears to have been consistent across the five
generations included in this sample.
The second pattern is the consistent presence of what appear to be knappers of differing skill
levels within each layer. Although the skill index is an extremely rough tool, which does not take into
consideration any level of nuance or stylistic choice, it does provide a very basic way to examine the
presence of various elements in each point and across multiple points. Combined with qualitative
observations, particularly those about shape and flaking, it is clear that there are genuine differences
between the points both within each layer and between them. Nearly all of the points are made of dacite,
suggesting that these differences cannot be attributed to raw material differences. Nor can they be blamed
on point style, as no correlation appears between skill index score and point type. There is a correlation
between point length and skill index score. Longer points, on average, have a higher rate of indicators of
low skill. Again, the skill index is an extremely rough metric, hence the need for qualitative observations
to confirm the trend. With the confirmation from qualitative data, however, it is clear that the smaller
points do, on average, demonstrate more skill than the larger points, although of course exceptions occur
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on both ends of the spectrum. This is somewhat unexpected, as smaller objects are often considered the
work of children or novices (Knight 2017; Lillehammer 1989). However, the points at Housepit 54 are
already quite small, with the largest of the points measuring only 35.9mm long. It may be that the very
small points were, in fact, more difficult to knap than the slightly larger ones.
An interesting corollary to this trend is that one of the most commonly cited indications of less
skilled knappers, namely the presence of unsuccessful flake terminations, does not appear to correlate
with qualitative indicators of skill. While most of the visually crude points had clearly unsuccessful
terminations visible with the naked eye, so too did many of the less crude points and even some of the
otherwise flawless ones. However, two factors make this observation less surprising than it might
otherwise be. The first is that even expert knappers occasionally remove imperfect flakes, and that the
presence of a few unsuccessful terminations does not automatically indicate a lack of skill on the part of
the knapper. The second is that the skill index did not quantify the number of unsuccessful terminations
on any given point, merely recorded whether or not there were any at all. A more nuanced approach
would almost certainly find that frequency of unsuccessful terminations correlated with other indicators
of knapping skill. Visual examination of the sample appears to show that this is the case, but this
examination was not confirmed through more empirical testing.
Interestingly, little variation of microwear was observed. Few of the points from any layer had
evidence of usewear, a not entirely unsurprising result given the general patterns of usewear on projectile
points (Neumann 1988). Retouching was far more common; the most common types of retouch by far
were invasive and scalar retouch, meaning that the retouching scars reached well into the interior of the
piece and that it was done systematically, resulting in even, scale-shaped flake removals. This type of
retouch could indicate resharpening or refining of the edges, perhaps after use, although the points that
visually show the most signs of intensive resharpening lack any evidence of microscopic retouch flaking.
There is a very slight link between lack of retouch and crudeness of the point, but it is not nearly strong
or consistent enough to say for certain whether it even exists or whether it is an accident of sample size.
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The overall lack of differentiation across the sample suggests that retouching was an integral part of the
knapping process, rather than one which was introduced later, after other aspects such as larger flake
removal or point shaping were mastered.
Comparing the samples between layers, a small but noticeable shift appears from crudely made
but complete points to flakes with one or two elements only. The crude, complete points never entirely
vanish from the record, as evidenced by Points 273 and 181 in the Va roof, but earlier floors have far
fewer of the shaped flakes. The IIe and Vb samples have none at all, which is significant as the IIe floor
has the second largest sample size after the Va roof. The IId floor has two, as does the IIc floor. The IIb
floor has a possible example, with Point 1459's enigmatic three notches. Interestingly, the IIa and Va
layers show a return to the older pattern, with no shaped flakes and two crude, mostly complete points.
A narrative of cultural change could be woven from this pattern, but it is important to remember that the
sample size per layer is extremely small. Even the largest of the samples is still only 25 points. Further,
the sample comes only from this single housepit. Despite this, the apparent pattern offers avenues for
further research and exploration, which will be discussed further in Chapter seven.
A final trend emerges regarding material use. Although the majority of the points were knapped
from dacite, a comparatively high percentage of the shaped flakes were not. Of the four identified, two
were made from dacite. The other two are made from igneous intrusive stone and slate. IIb's point 1459
is also made from dacite; however, despite being a potential “practice” point, it is not a shaped flake.
While two of four is not an exceptionally high percentage, it is a significantly higher percentage of nondacite material than the rest of the sample. Further, of the non-dacite points in the rest of the sample,
three are made from obsidian and one from chert, both high quality flaking stone. The remaining two
points, one made from slate and one from silicified shale, are crude and only lightly flaked. Therefore,
while it cannot be said that crude points are more likely to be made from sub-optimal raw materials, it
can be said that sub-optimal raw materials are more likely to be made into crude points. However, the
direction of causation cannot at this time be stated with confidence. That is, it is impossible to say whether
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the points are crude because the materials were poor or whether the knappers were only skilled enough
to produce crude points and thus only given access to poor quality materials.
Taking all of these observed patterns, it seems clear that projectile points were not made
exclusively by specialists. It further seems likely that knappers of various skill levels worked at the
housepit, although it is unclear to what extent they worked alongside one another. However, the housepit
floor area, even at in its largest iteration, was relatively limited, and some parts of it were reserved for
non-knapping activities. Thus even if novices and experts did not work directly alongside one another,
novices would have had ample opportunity to observe experts, and vice versa.
Using these patterns, we can now re-examine the hypotheses laid out in Chapter four. Working
backward, it seems clear that points were not a specialist craft at the housepit, and thus formalized
apprenticeships are unlikely. Although there is some evidence of what might be the isolated practicing of
particular elements, the lack of standardization makes it unlikely that knapping knowledge was directly
transmitted from one master to one or a handful of learners at a time. The lack of any mention of
apprenticeship or specialization in the ethnographic record, combined with the lack of any kind of
specialist knapping area within the housepit further make formalized apprenticeships unlikely.
The differences between the next two models, semi-formal instruction and observation and
imitation, are less clear cut. It is difficult to say, based on the data, whether or not a high degree of
experimentation occurred. The significant variation in point shapes would suggest that knappers were
not culturally guided to make a specific type of point or follow a rigid set of steps, something which
points to a more individualistic approach to knapping. This would lend itself to the self-teaching model
of observation and imitation, as each knapper learns for themselves how to create the points that they
prefer. However, the high percentage of crude points made from dacite suggests either an abundance of
dacite within the housepit – unlikely, given existing studies of winter scarcity – or an official sanctioning
of novice knapping efforts. That is, even if novices learned primarily through observation, their
experimenting was likely encouraged. This in turn suggests that even if experts did not directly engage
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novice knappers, they likely knew that they were being observed while knapping.
The high prevalence of dacite also suggests that the material itself was an integral part of the
knapping process. Whether this was due to a particular cultural or spiritual link between stone and tool
or whether it was simply the result of the poor quality of the other stone in the area is hard to say.
Whatever the reason for the link, it seems to have been strong enough to strongly guide novices towards
using the appropriate material for learning and practicing. This link is strengthened by the relative lack
of obsidian in the sample. While some of that stems from obsidian's status as a hard to get trade good,
the presence of a few points confirms that it was not entirely out of reach for Housepit 54's knappers.
That it is not present in higher quantities may point to an intrinsic link between points and dacite in the
mind of the knappers, a link which Teit suggests when he mentions that the St'át'imc he interviewed
referred to dacite as “arrow-stone” (1906:225).
Ultimately, while it is impossible to say with only the data at hand precisely how novices at
Housepit 54 learned to knap, the most likely hypothesis is that it was a combination of observation and
semi-formal instruction, likely within the context of boys' puberty training period. There is little evidence
for direct instruction, with the possible exception of IIe's point 1042. The relatively consistent presence
of whole but crude points suggests that a model of problem solving and experimentation was favored
over a model of scaffolding. Novices were clearly permitted, if not outright expected, to work through
the entire knapping process on their own, or with only limited guidance. This hypothesis not only fits
with other ethnographic accounts of how learners acquire ubiquitous crafts, it seems to correlate with
Teit's observation that adolescent boys socialized primarily with each other, a context which would
encourage more experimentation than direct instruction. The presence of novice projectile points in the
housepit at all strengthens the idea that it was generally boys, who remained within the home during their
adolescence, who knapped points, rather than girls, who were secluded in their own lodges during their
adolescent period. To further confirm this theory, however, we would need data from the seclusion lodges
of these adolescent girls, to see whether any points were recovered there, as Teit mentions that the
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creation of tools was part of the training process. An absence of points from those lodges would be
persuasive evidence that point knapping was a primarily or even exclusively male activity.
Returning to comparative ethnographic accounts, the model proposed here reinforces
observations made by both Portisch (2010) and Venkatesan (2010) about how the learning process
manifests in physical objects. Portisch describes how girls learning to make soft textiles copy their elders
but develop their own ways of accomplishing tasks and solving problems. Venkatesan's experience
learning to weave mats offers a look at the difficulties of this method, and points out that the craft cannot
be mastered by practicing elements in isolation. The crude but complete projectile points of Housepit 54
seem to show that novices learned by working on their own projects, rather than by helping experts with
theirs, and that they did not separate out the elements or parts of the process from each other while
practicing.
The presence of the shaped flakes in later layers complicates this hypothesis somewhat. They
could represent a shift in learning style, as the housepit demographics changed. While the crude but
complete points never disappear entirely, the emergence of the shaped flakes could indicate that novices
were being increasingly encouraged to master certain elements in isolation before moving on to complete
points. This may also represent a change in raw material availability as the population size of the housepit
dropped and there were fewer individuals available to help cache raw dacite for winter use. However,
while the trend is noticeable and intriguing, it is not a stark enough shift to suggest a full change to a
more directed, formalized learning style, particularly since it is not paired with increasing standardization
of finished points. Rather it suggest a more nuanced shift in either material availability or learning
philosophy, one that may even have been driven by the learners themselves.
Ultimately, the questions posed in this project can be answered as follows. To the first, yes,
cultural transmission method can, to an extent, be determined using the projectile points from Housepit
54. Second, that method appears to have been a blend of observation and imitation and semi-formal
learning, with a greater emphasis on observation. Finally, this suggests a lack of formalized craft
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specialization within the housepit. It further suggests that experts and novices were not separated from
each other either physically or socially, and that the two groups routinely interacted. On a large level, the
noted social differentiation between different families at the Bridge River village seems to have primarily
manifested in differential access to physical materials rather than to knowledge. Knapping inside the
housepit means that it would have been all but impossible to prevent learners with fewer resources from
observing knappers working, or to preserve certain techniques as the property of only one family or social
group. Learners may have been denied access to knapping material based on social status or other
demographic factors – a possible explanation for the presence of shaped flakes made from poor quality
stone – but they do not seem to have been denied access to knapping knowledge. Thus, anyone who
wished to learn to knap would, theoretically, have had access to the knowledge to do so, even if there
may have been differences in how much various individuals were supported or encouraged to practice.
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Chapter seven
Conclusions and opportunities for further research
Studying the projectile points of Housepit 54 served as a way to simultaneously learn more about
the lives of the housepit's inhabitants and to test the ability of archaeology to study small-scale social
interactions. Cognitive archaeology rests upon the foundational belief that we can use material objects to
answer questions about non-material things, and this project has supported those underlying beliefs. By
analyzing the projectile points, I was able to ask questions about the social processes that went into their
creation as well as the technological ones. Housepit 54 is an ideal place to test the approach because it
has been the subject of significant archaeological research. Over the course of the first decade of research
at the site, a firm chronology has been established, as has an idea of how social structure evolved and
changed over the course of that chronology. That baseline allows for more nuanced explorations of
behavior and social norms such as the ones undertaken for this thesis. That nuance in turn strengthens
and deepens the larger trends that have already been identified and continue to be explored at the site.
This project began with the knowledge that the people of Bridge River during the BR 3 period
had complex social hierarchies. Multiple family groups lived in each housepit, and those groups do not
appear to have been on equal rungs of the hierarchy, as manifested by differential access to raw materials
and prestige goods. That initial knowledge, paired with the information recorded by Teit several
generations later and with modern documents produced by the St'át'imc, helped me to develop
hypotheses about how learning would have occurred at the housepit. As I progressed through the project,
however, I found that my work was able to inform the larger project, offering a look at how social
inequality did and did not manifest on the scale of individual activity. I had initially theorized that, due
to the ubiquity and importance of knapped tools at Housepit 54, novices would have picked up the craft
through a semi-formal learning structure, consisting of working alongside expert and being guided by
them as needed. However, I had also hypothesized that, due to resource scarcity and potentially unequal
distribution, novices would have been denied preferential access to high quality knapping stone and
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rather would have practiced with lower quality materials or, possibly, waste flakes generated by more
expert knappers.
While ultimately my analysis revealed roughly what I had predicted, the specifics were surprising.
The lack of clear raw material divisions between novices and experts is unusual, and suggests that the
material itself was a crucial component of the knapping process. Dacite is not the only high quality
knapping material available in the area – cherts are also found within easy traveling distance of the village,
and are also good tool stone. Further, some of the dacite used at Housepit 54 appears to have come from
sources more than 50km away from the site. Therefore, it seems that there was an intrinsic link between
dacite and projectile points, one hinted at in Teit's work when he mentions that, “The stone most
commonly used [for arrow-points] was glassy basalt, generally called "arrow-stone” (Teit 1906:225).
This raises a question about the few points that were made of other materials, particularly those made
from clearly less suitable stone. While there were not enough points to draw any clear conclusions about
the differences between crude points flaked from dacite and crude points flaked from other stones, the
fact that the latter exist but are quite rare is in and of itself enough to be intriguing and worth further
exploration.
The analysis did show that novices likely learned through a combination of imitation and semiformal learning, although there appeared to have been more emphasis on experimentation than I had
expected. Once again, I had expected the resource scarcity previously observed at the housepit to
influence how much assistance novices were given. In order to not waste limited resources, I had
expected novices to be discouraged from experimenting and perhaps even directly assisted in order to
waste as little material as possible and produce the highest number of usable projectile points. This does
not, however, appear to have been the case, a finding which has important implications for the importance
of cultural norms over resource scarcity. If novices were permitted to experiment on their own, as
suggested by the analyzed points, then the cultural value placed on the learning process outweighed the
practical value of conserving good quality flaking stone. Although we can only speculate about what
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those cultural values might have been, these results caution us against over-valuing utilitarian models of
human behavior that do not consider intangible or cultural factors.
I was also able to determine that, as predicted, point knapping was not the exclusive arena of craft
specialists. Further, because knappers worked inside or on top of the housepit, the theoretical knowledge
of how to knap would have been available to anyone capable of observing knappers at work. However,
ethnographic studies show that theoretical knowledge alone is insufficient to master a task, and the
archaeological record of Housepit 54 is less clear about whether or not knapping materials were available
to anyone wishing to learn. The presence of partially knapped flakes from sub-optimal materials points
to some restrictions on knapping material, but the exact nature of those restrictions remains a question
still to be answered. The two most likely hypotheses that emerged over the course of this research were
that learning models changed over time for all knappers, putting greater emphasis on practicing
individual elements regardless of material, or that social differentiation and raw material scarcity limited
access to high quality knapping stone and caused those with less access to it to seek other, lower quality
materials to practice on. This is particularly interesting when combined with the earlier observation about
the seeming importance of working with the correct materials. Again, we cannot do more than speculate
about how – or, indeed if – raw materials were distributed at the housepit, but it is clear that knapping
stone was part of a complex cultural system.
Working from these results, three clear direction for future research present themselves, two
directly linked to the Bridge River project and village and one less so. Beginning broadly, a gap in the
literature on projectile point symmetry was identified through this project. While symmetry is assumed
to be important to the performance of projectile points, no experimentation or analyses have been
conducted to determine how, specifically, symmetry of points impacts the performance of the larger
projectile. Multiple experiments could be designed to explore this, using computer simulated models,
machine-generated replicas, or experimentally knapped replicas. Each of these experimental designs
would be able to test for slightly different factors, from the computer simulation's flexibility in generating
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points of any conceivable size and shape to the precision of machine-generated replicas, to the modeling
of past conditions represented by experimental knapping. Understanding the relationship between point
symmetry and projectile performance would allow for a greater understanding of archaeological
assemblages, and a more refined ability to determine whether or not point symmetry at a site is a
functional attribute or a cultural one.
The other two directions for future research are further archaeological investigations into learning
during the BR 3 period and in depth collaborative work with the St'át'imc to understand how and where
their conceptions of craft learning differ from those outlined in this thesis. Further archaeological
investigation, either through new excavations or through detailed analyses of already excavated artifacts,
would provide more data points from which to draw conclusions. Although Housepit 54's extraordinary
temporal record makes it a unique site to study fine grained change over time, it is less suited to finding
village-wide patterns over small temporal periods. Understanding knapping practices during the BR 3
period would be greatly aided by looking at tools from other housepits and, if possible, from non-housepit
locations such as summer camping areas or the seclusion lodges of young women undergoing puberty
training. Although studying knapping at quarries would be extremely valuable, it would be very difficult
to prove that the knappers at a quarry were the same as the knappers at the Bridge River village during
this period, giving quarry data limited utility for such a temporally and geographically restricted study.
Even more important is bringing the St'át'imc into the project. As the descendants of the village's
inhabitants, and the owners and protectors of the land on which the village sits, the St'át'imc are the best
suited people to understand the relationships that existed between knapper, culture, and environment.
While of course modern St'át'imc culture is no more identical to that of the BR 3 period than modern
European culture is to its Medieval period, their knowledge and cultural understandings are far more
suited to untangling the cultural processes at play than is the understanding of archaeologists working
alone. The St'át'imc have already been important collaborators and partners in other aspects of the Bridge
River project, and it would be both disrespectful and counterproductive to not seek their input and
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partnership in a project as culturally specific as this one. As it stands, the project suffers greatly from a
lack of collaboration, and, although this lack was the result of logistical limitations rather than intentional
research design, it still weakened the project and its results.
Ultimately, while this project provided some answers, it mostly outlined larger, more complex
questions about the relationships between material and intangible culture. It revealed some of the
limitations of a cognitive approach, as there is only so much that can be learned through artifacts alone.
However, the project also suffered from limited sample size, and the ambiguities it revealed may be more
directly linked to that than to flaws in the theoretical or conceptual approach. Thus, while the project was
unable to provide clear answers to all the questions posed, the fact that it was able to provide some clarity
about the learning process is exciting, and lays the groundwork for further investigation.
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Appendix 1
Projectile point metrics
Layer

Point number

Point type

Material
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Vb
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IId
IId
IId
IId
IId
IId
IId
IId
IId
IIc
IIc
IIc
IIc
IIc
IIc
IIc
IIc
IIc
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1043
1066
1082
1653
1819
1458a
1458b
467
1311
70
346
941
943
1842
1893
1917
1940
2074
2127
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539
820
929
1194
1269
1586
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1726
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Indeterminate
Kamloops
Indeterminate
Plateau
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Plateau
Plateau
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
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Plateau
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Indeterminate
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Indeterminate
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IIb
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IIb
IIb
IIb
IIb

400
479
709
874
940
992
1272

Plateau
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Plateau
Kamloops
Kamloops

Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Slate
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
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Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Obsidian
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Igneous
intrusive
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite

Length
(mm)
14.8
16.6
23.2
27.8
35.9
30.9
28
10.9
23.1
11.4
16.5
13.9
38
31.6
13.2
34.2
15.1
16.1
18.7
14
26.6
26.7
11.7
15.3
9.5
15
8.5
16.5
34.7
11.1
19.1
12.9
14.7
16.8

Width
(mm)
13.1
10.5
15.7
13.3
15.3
12.9
13
16
14
10
10.2
8.9
16
16.9
9.1
24.6
10.6
11.5
13.3
7.5
11.6
17.5
10.1
14.1
10.6
8
13.3
10
15.7
13.5
14.1
6.1
12.9
15.2

Thickness
(mm)
2
3.8
2.9
3.2
2.7
2.8
3.1
2.4
3.5
2.2
2.9
1.7
5
4.7
1.5
7.1
1.7
2.9
4
2.2
3.3
3.7
2.3
1.4
1.8
4
1.2
3
2.8
1.9
1.3
2.3
3.5
1.9

Skill index
score
1
4
8
4
3
8
8
0
3
4
3
1
4
3
5
0
4
3
6
2
4
2
4
5
0
1
0
0
6
0
5
4
2
5

29
17.8
22.1
23
33
21.3
14.3

19
9
12.1
10
32
13.9
14.5

4.5
3
3.6
4
6.6
3.6
3

3
3
2
2
2
1
2
143

IIb
IIa
IIa

1459
166
216

Kamloops
Kamloops
Indeterminate

IIa
IIa
IIa
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
Va
III
III

321
517
1672
37
41
59
68
76
79
96
98
164
181
247
257
273
279
336
499
500
588
610
675
901
1092
1251
1258
1412
616
705

Kamloops
Kamloops
Plateau
Indeterminate
Kamloops
Indeterminate
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Indeterminate
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Kamloops
Kamloops
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Kamloops
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Kamloops
Indeterminate

Dacite
Dacite
Silicified
shale
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Obsidian
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Chert
Slate
Dacite
Dacite
Obsidian
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite
Dacite

14
10.8
27.6

12.1
15.2
16.8

3.1
2.2
3.5

1
0
8

16.5
17.9
19.3
29.8
20
20
19
19
15
22.1
20.6
26.1
22.5
26.2
20
26.2
24.5
16
15.7
25.4
19
29.2
11.9
26.2
25.6
21.8
9.4
18.3
22
30

9
13.6
16.6
15.3
11
12
10
7
15.7
12.7
11.7
19.4
10.3
9.3
12.7
16.7
14.3
6.7
14.1
18.2
9
20.9
11
9.3
17.3
14.5
12.7
11.4
12
14

2.8
2.6
4.2
3.8
3
4
3
2.5
3.4
4
3.7
3.3
3.6
2.3
2.9
5.3
2.8
2.4
3.9
3.5
2
2.8
2.9
2.3
6.4
2.6
3
2.7
2
4.5

4
2
3
5
0
4
1
3
5
2
4
9
7
0
0
6
7
0
3
6
1
8
2
7
8
0
2
3
3
8
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Appendix 2
Skill indicator tables
Rubric
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations

Side
notches

Bifacial flaking

0–2
deep
1–1
shallow
one deep
2–2
shallow
3 – none

0 – all attributes
0 – triangular
1 – three attributes 1 – tube
2 – two attributes
3 – one attribute
4 – no attributes

0 - 10

IIe
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations

Side
notches

Bifacial flaking

Overall shape

Skill level

343

Visible with
microscope

–

Along edges

Triangular

1 (out of 7)

566

Visible with
naked eye

One
Along all attributes Tube
shallow,
one deep

4

680

Visible with
naked eye

None

Triangular

8 (out of 9)

690

Visible with
naked eye

Both deep Along edges
Along one notch

Triangular

4

1042

None

One
Along one edge
shallow, Along one notch
one deep

Tube

3

1043

None

None

None

Tube; broken
vertically

8 (out of 9)

1066

Visible with
naked eye

Both
shallow

Along base
Along one edge
Along one notch

Tube

8

1082

None

Both deep Along edges
Along notches

1653

Visible with
naked eye

One
Along all attributes Triangular
shallow,
one deep

1819

Visible with
naked eye

One
shallow,

0 – none
1 – microwear
2 – visible

Along base

Overall shape

Skill level

Triangular; broken 0 (out of 9)
at base and tip
3

Along all attributes Triangular; broken 4
tip
145

one deep
1458a

Visible with
naked eye

Both deep Along base
Along edges
Along notches

1458b

None

Both deep Along all attributes Tube; broken tip

1

Side
notches

Overall shape

Skill level

Vb
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations

Bifacial flaking

Triangular

3

467

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along base
Along notches

Triangular

4

1311

Visible with the
naked eye

One
Along all attributes Triangular
shallow,
one deep

3

Side
notches

Bifacial flaking

Overall shape

Skill level

IId
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations
70

None

One
shallow

Along notch

Triangular

5

346

None

–

Along edge

–

0 (out of 3)

941

Visible with the
naked eye

One
Along base
shallow, Along edges
one deep Along notches

Triangular

4

943

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along base
Along edges
Along notches

Triangular

3

1842

Visible with the
naked eye

None

1893

Visible with the
naked eye

One deep, Along all attributes Triangular
one
broken

2

1917

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along edges
Along faces
Base broken

4 (out of 9)

1940

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

2

2074

Visible with the
naked eye

One
shallow,
one
broken

Along all attributes Triangular

4

2127

None

One

Along notches

5

Along all attributes Tube

Triangular

Triangular

6 (out of 9)

146

shallow,
one deep
2152

None

IIc
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations

–

Along edges
Along face
Base broken

–

0 (out of 5)

Side
notches

Bifacial flaking

Overall shape

Skill level

539

Visible with
microscope

One deep, Along all attributes Triangular
one
broken

1

820

None

One deep, Along notch
one
broken

0 (out of 6)

929

None

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

0

1194

None

None

Triangular

6 (out of 9)

1269

None

One deep, Along notch
one
broken

–

0 (out of 6)

1586

None

None

Along edges

Triangular

5 (out of 9)

1621

None

One
shallow,
one
broken

Along base
Along notch
On faces

–

4 (out of 9)

1726

None

Both
shallow

Along all attributes Triangular

2

1796

None

One
shallow

Along notch

Triangular

5

Side
notches

Bifacial flaking

Overall shape

Skill level

IIb
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations

None

–

400

Visible with
naked eye

One deep, Along base
one
Along edges
broken
Along notch

Triangular

3

479

Visible with the
naked eye

One deep, Along all attributes Triangular
one
shallow

3

709

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

2

874

Visible with the

Both deep Along base

2

Triangular

147

naked eye

Along edges
Along notch
Along face

940

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

2

992

None

One deep, Along all attributes Triangular
one
shallow

1

1272

None

Both
shallow

2

1459

None

One deep, Along notch
one
shallow

–

1 (out of 6)

Side
notches

Overall shape

Skill level

IIa
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations

Along all attributes Triangular

Bifacial flaking

166

None

Both deep Along base
Along notches

–

0 (out of 7)

216

Visible with the
naked eye

None

None

Triangular

8 (out of 9)

321

Visible with the
naked eye

Both
shallow

Along all attributes Triangular

4

517

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

2

1672

Visible with the
naked eye

One deep, Along all attributes Triangular
one
shallow

3

Va
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations

Side
notches

Bifacial flaking

Overall shape

Skill level

37

Visible with the
naked eye

None

Along base
Along edge

Triangular

5 (out of 9)

41

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along all attributes –

0 (out of 9)

59

Visible with the
naked eye

None

4 (out of 8)

68

Visible with
microscope

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

1

76

Visible with

Both

3

Along edges
On face
Base broken

Triangular

Along all attributes Triangular

148

microscope

shallow

79

Visible with the
naked eye

One
Along notches
shallow, Along base
one deep Along edge

Triangular

5

96

Visible with the
naked eye

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

2

98

Visible with the
naked eye

Both
shallow

Along all attributes –

4 (out of 9)

164

Visible with the
naked eye

None

Along edge

Triangular

9

181

Visible with
microscope

Both
shallow

Along notches
Base broken

Tube

7 (out of 9)

247

None

One deep, Along all attributes Triangular
one
broken

0

257

None

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

0

273

Visible with the
naked eye

One
shallow

Along edges

Tube

6

279

Visible with
microscope

None

Along edge
Along base

Triangular

7

336

None

Both deep Along base
Along notches
Edges broken
Faces broken

–

0 (out of 7)

499

Visible with
microscope

Both
shallow

Along all attributes Triangular

3

500

None

None

None

Triangular

6 (out of 9)

588

Visible with
microscope

–

Along edges
Notches broken
Base broken

–

1 (out of 4)

610

Visible with the
naked eye

None

Along edges

Triangular

8 (out of 9)

675

Visible with
microscope

Both deep Along edges
Along base
Along notches

–

2 (out of 9)

901

Visible with
microscope

None

Along edges

Triangular

7 (out of 9)

1092

Visible with the
naked eye

None

None

Triangular

8 (out of 9)

1251

None

Both deep Along all attributes Triangular

0

1258

Visible with the

One deep, Along base

2 (out of 7)

–

149

1412

naked eye

one
broken

Along notch
Edges broken
Faces broken

Visible with
microscope

Two
shallow

Along all attributes Triangular

3

Side
notches

Bifacial flaking

Overall shape

Skill level

III
Point
Unsuccessful
number terminations
616

Visible with the
naked eye

Both
deep

Along base
Along edges
Along notch
Along faces

Triangular

3

705

Visible with the
naked eye

None

None

Triangular

8 (out of 9)
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Appendix 3
Symmetry Index Scores
Point
number

Blue pixels Red pixels Purple
pixels

Total pixels Symmetry Symmetry score
score (raw) (percent)

Vb 467

661567

8593

1441232

2111392

0.682598

Vb 1311

1085053

6963

1589784

2681800

0.5928048 59.28

Va 37

385235

15347

2239630

2640212

0.8482766 84.83

Va 41

339076

3589

2069125

2411790

0.8579088 85.79

Va 59

214003

76269

1705991

1996263

0.8545923 85.46

Va 68

48692

219740

1556736

1825168

0.8529275 85.29

Va 79

43175

144090

1466029

1653594

0.8867322 88.67

Va 96

163825

42720

1714867

1921412

0.8925035 89.25

Va 98

80025

176834

1993885

2250744

0.8858782 88.59

Va 164

676465

212689

2256937

3143091

0.7173782 71.74

Va 181

359309

23592

1798273

2181174

0.8244519 82.45

Va 257

168051

40263

1314985

1523299

0.8632481 86.32

Va 273

35302

481832

2696130

3213264

0.8390627 83.91

Va 279

164721

41859

1892045

2098625

0.9015641 90.16

Va 499

63840

177916

1289344

1531100

0.8421031 84.21

Va 500

255577

15307

2678082

2948966

0.9081427 90.81

Va 610

304939

39443

2604270

2945652

0.883088

Va 675

78221

126366

867287

1071874

0.8091315 80.91

III 616

44928

153373

1453427

1651728

0.8799433 87.99

III 705

339132

44069

2463621

2846822

0.8653934 86.54

68.26

88.31
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Appendix 4
GIS maps
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